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Editor' Introduction 

UP TO NOW scholarly analyses of Stalinism have appeared only outside 
the Soviet Union, nearly all of them written by non-Communists. 
With this book, a Soviet Marxist is trying to begin the discussion at 
home. He submitted the work to a Soviet publisher; it was turned 
down; so he has authorized publication abroad. The author's motives 
for writing it in the first place are amply explained in his own introduc
tion, written for the intended Soviet audience. This int roduction is 
primarily for the benefit of outsiders, who may wish to know who the 
author is, how his analysis of Stalinism compares with previous 
interpretations, and how this translation compares with the Russian 
original. 

The author is one of twin sons born in 1925 to a Soviet Marxist 
philosopher, Alexander Romanovich Medvedev, who coined names 
for his children that were in keeping with the times-as many believers 
in a revolutionary break with the past were then doing. Roy (or Roi) 
means "Dig" (the imperative of ryt'), and Reis, the original name of 
his twin, means" A Route." When Reis altered his name for euphonic 
reasons to Zhores, the brothers seemed to be named for the French 
Socialist Jaures and the Indian Communist M. N. Roy, a pleasant 
coincidence of revolutionary tradition and linguistic innovation. 

In the late thirties, when the father was teaching dialectical 
materialism at the Tolmachev' Military:Political Academy, an institu
tion that trained commissars for the Red Army, the terror snatched 
him away. The sons nevertheless followed his example, both of them 
becoming scholars with strong social consciences. Zhores is now a 
distinguished biochemist who has written exposes of tyranny in 
Soviet intellectual life. 2 

( J n reprisal, the tyrants dissolved his Ia bora-

'N.C. Tolmochev, a Bolshevik who died in the Civil War, not to be confused with the 
Tolmachev who was expelled from the Party in 1933 and killed by the terror. They 
may have been brothers. The Academy seems to have been renamed for Lenin 
when the terror struck it. See below, pp. 155 and 212. 

'Sec his Rise and Fall of T . D. Lysenko (New York , 1969) . and The Medvedev Papers 
(New York, 1971) . 
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tory and had him dragged ofT to a mental institution, but the protests 
of fellow scientists won his release and restoration to a laboratory.) 
Roy, trained in philosophy at Leningrad University, went on to receive 
a graduate degree in education. After teaching history and serving as 
a principal of a secondary school, he became a research associate in the 
Academy of Pedagogical Sciences. He has published two books and 
many articles, chieny in the field of vocational training.• He is, in short, 
a scholar with an unusual combination of Sitzfleisch and versatility, 
who has moved from philosophy to pedagogy and has now arrived at 
history. 

The XXth Party Congress .in 1.956 precipitated Roy Medvedev's 
involvement in history. That Congress startled the world by opening 
a campaign against the Stalinist legacy of despotism and terror. 
Medvedev joined the Party and began an intensive study of Soviet 
hi story. When the XXTind Congress in 1961 reaffirmed the ca ll for 
de-Stalinization, he began to write this book. But by the time he 
finished, in 1968, there were growing signs of a reversal. Kommunist, 
the theoretical organ of the Party's Central Committee, published a 
defense of Stalin, which provoked Roy into sending a long critica l 
letter to the editor. A common act, with very strange results. The 
letter sent to Kommunist appeared in Posev,• an anti-Soviet journal 
published in West Germany by an emigre organization that is widely 
believed to be supported by the CIA and penetrated by the KGB. 
The emigres are ready to publish any dissident Soviet manuscripts 
they get their hands on, whether or not the authors approve, and 
Soviet authorities are just as ready to punish anyone whose manuscript 
is published by the emigres. 

This weird cooperation between anti-Soviet emigres and Soviet 
vigilantes-perhaps sincerely ideological on both sides, since both 
genuinely dislike Communist reformers-has a very practical function. 
It helps to keep alive within the Soviet Union the fear of putting 
disapproved thoughts on paper. Post-Stalin legal officials have tried to 
distinguish between permissible criticism and the sort of thing that 
American vigilantes ca ll subversion, but the distinction can hardly 
become meaningful as long as the KGB turns criticism into subversion 
simply by channeling it to the emigres in West Germany. Because of 
the letter to Komnwnist that wound up in Posev, Roy Medvedev was 
expelled from the Party. Posev strengthened the case against him by 
publishing another letter over his name, this one a complete fabrica-
'See his Profcssional'noe obuchebie shkol"nikov no promyshlennom prcdpriiatii; 

nekotorye vyvody i: opyta raboty eksperimenta/'nyklr slrkol '' RSFSR (Moscow, 
1960); tronshued into German (Berlin, 1962) and Bulgarian (Sofia, 1962). See 
also his Voproly organizatsii professional'nogo obucheniia shko/'rrikov (Moscow, 
1963). 

• t969, Nos. 6-7: see also the French translation: Faut·il r~habiliter Staline? (Paris, 
1969). 
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tion. His angry protest elicited a declaration of scrupulous delicacy 
from the editors: they refrained from checking the authenticity of 
names attached to the manuscripts that they printed, for fear, they 
said that their inquiries might endanger the authors. Anyhow, they 
gue;sed that Medvedev's disavowal might be a fabrication, created 
with the participation of the KG 8 .6 That vicious circle is the back
ground of Roy Medvedev's decision, w~en new~ of his bi~ m~nuscript 
began to spread in the West, to authonze untamted pub!Jcat1~n , b.y a 
Western press with an impeccable reputation in the field of h1stoncal 
scholarship. 

The Soviet audience for which this book was written would take for 
granted rrl'dny things that may puzz~e or annoy outsider~. Stalinism 
itself is a term that may cause confuston, for many people m the West 
have only a vague notion of the difference between Stalinism and the 
Soviet system or Communism in general. Medvedev draws a sharp 
distinction. He uses Stalinism to mean personal despotism sustained 
by mass terror and by worship of the despot ("the cult of the person
ality"), precisely those features of the Soviet system that Stalin's 
successors repudiated, sometimes calling them crimes but usually 
brushing them ofT as "mistakes." Medvedev agrees with the official 
view in one sense: he regards despotism and terror and the cult as 
accidental deformations of a fundamentall y sound system, mistakes 
on the part of the Party and the country as a whole. He vehemently 
denies that they were mistakes on Stalin's part , for Stalin deliberately 
engineered them. They must be listed among Stalin's crimes, not 
among his mistakes. 

The reader who detects a scholastic odor in such reasoning, or 
who is simply annoyed by the author's heavy use of the term " mis
takes," should bear in mind that this is not Medvedev's personal 
idiosyncrasy. It is standard Soviet usage, perplexing to outsiders 
because it tends to confuse miscalculation and misbehavior-being 
factually wrong and being morally wrong. Medvedev's desi re to over
come that confusion is one of the reasons he labors the distinction 
between Stalin's mistakes and Stalin's crimes.8 He is less aware of a 
more serious difficulty: implicit in the constant talk of mistakes is the 
dubious assumption that there is always a "correct line" in JJOiitics, 
and an associated confusion between two different methods for estab
lishing it , the say-so of unimpeachable authority and the usual rules 
of reasoned judgment. Medvedev insists on the sovereignty of reason. 

• The fabrication is in Posev. 1970, No. I . Mcdvedev's disavowal is in the New York 
Times, April 26. 1970. For the oily reply by Posev. see Le Monde. May 6, 1970. 

• See below, p. 343, for Medvedev's objection to the Stalinist tendency to fuse the "ob
jective" and "subjective" aspects of behavior. 
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but he limits its rule in two important ways. He constantly appeals to 
,_ Lenin's dicta as unquestionable truth. (There is one important excep

tion: he criticizes Lenin's 1922 recommendation on extra-legal jus
tice.) And he usuarty failSfo consider the perfectly rational, though 
depressing possibility that human beings in certain situations cannot 
find the correct line, or, worse yet, that some problems may be insol
uble. He is, in short, struggling to clarify the Bolshevik mode of 
thought, not to abandon it. 

The strongest evidence of his difficulty is the book's underlying 
interpretation, or rather, the bundle of interpretations that keep him 
in constant tension, struggling to prove them consistent with each 
other. In this case, his difficulty is a spur to very considerable achieve
ment. His tensely balanced interpretations are as fascinating to the 
intellect as his vivid extracts from unpublished memoirs are to the 
imagination. He takes for granted the Marxist rule that the develop
ment of state superstructures is determined by the development of 
socio-economic bases, but he seems to make Stalinism an exception: 
it was not a product of the Soviet social system. He offers brilliant 
analyses of the conditions, the long-run historical trends, that enabled 
Stalin to establish despotism, terror, and the cult, but he is anxious 
to prove that these enabling conditions were not determining causes. 
H e insists that Stalin's criminal plotting was the most important 
determinant. Stalin createcfStalinism. -

- At first glance this seems to be an ironic triumph of the Stalinist 
cult over Marxist determinism. The "personality" formerly praised 
for all good is now blamed for all evil; he still seems endowed with 
superhuman power to alter history by acts of will. Readers inclined 
to such criticism should give special attention to the passages, espe
cially in....£ha~rs X and XI, where Medvedev analyzes the historical 
trends that enabled Stalin to carry out his criminal plot. He argues 
that Stalin's will was a necessary, not a sufficient, cause of Stalinism. 
Such readers should also ask themselves whether they do not mis
understand the diversity of Marxist responses to the problem of 
determinism. Marx can be quoted against himself on this matter, 
which is hardly surprising, for he was dealing with a fundamental 
paradox of social science. Patterns of social development are affected, 
perhaps e.ffected, by individual acts of will, but the converse is a lso 
true: individual acts of will are affected, perhaps effected, by patterns 
of social development. 

This paradox raises difficult problems for the moral philosopher 
as well as for the social scientist, and the reader will see that Medve
dev is as intensely involved in moral philosophy-in moralizing, some 
critics may say-as he is in social science. He is against rigid deter
minism, above all, because it seems to exculpate Stalin. The only way 
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to prove Stalin guilty, he believes, is to prove that personal despotism 
and mass terror were caused by, could not have occurred without, 
Stalin's willing them. To assert that irrepressible historical trends 
gave rise to despotism and terror strikes Medvedev as a denial of 
Stalin's responsibility. This may seem a simpleminded confusion of 
historical causation and moral responsibility, especially to American 
readers, who are currently learning the intricate problems of assigning 
personal responsibility to the cogs of a state machine that impersonally 
destroys multitudes of human beings. But the charge of simpleminded 
moralizing is clearly inapplicable to the passages where Medvedev 
examines the involvement of Jesser officials and ordinary citizens in 
the mass crimes of the Stalin era. He shows great sensitivity to the 
various degrees of moral responsibility of particular individuals, who 
may approve or oppose or try to look the other way, but cannot stop 
the carnage. In other words, he ~lies different moral standards at 
different levels of the political pyramid. And he is right to do so, if 
he is also right in his basic assumption about individual will and 
historical causation: the closer to the apex of the pyramid, the more 
nearly they are fused. The higher one goes the harder it is to argue, 
''Don't blame me. Tf I didn't, someone else would." 

Aside from Medvedev's urge to find Stalin guilty, he has strong 
grounds in Marxist political theory for objecting to the fatalistic view 
that despotism, terror, and the cult were predetermined by unalterable 
historical forces. Such a view cuts the nerve of political action. A 
combination of voluntarism and determinism, the will to act on the 
basis of realistically appraised historical trends, has been a persistent 
feature of Marxism, and is one of the main reasons for its recurrent 
vitality despite repeated indications of imminent extinction. Extreme 
voluntarism can have the same enervating effect on Marxists as extreme 
determinism. Whether irresistible power is assigned to impersonal 
historical forces or to the will of great leaders, the political conse
quence can be the same mass torpor, a passive waiting for fate to 
have its way. Stalin himself, in his last years, began to perceive this 
self-defeating aspect of his cult, and Khrushchev campaigned against 
it vigorously, though with his usual erratic inconsistency. Khrushchev 
called for a revival of the kind of Marxism that charges everyone with 
responsibility to take bold action on behalf of history's inevitable goal. 
Perhaps that is, as critics have remarked, a secular version of Calvin
ism, but one should make such a remark without a sneer. The scholar 
who is trying to revive the grand old faith in this book, at great risk 
to himself, deserves unalloyed respect. Besides, if we take that his
torical analogy seriously, we should recall the strangely mixed poten
tial of Calvinism for democracy as well as despotism, "for freest 
action form'd under the laws divine." 
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The Western reader who accommodates himself to an unfamiliar 
conceptual framework and somewhat annoying word usage will dis
cover that Medvedev has achieved a penetrating analysis of Stalinism. 
To appreciate it fully, one must be aware of the expla nations that have 
been favored by authors outside the Soviet Union . Reflection discloses 
six basic theories. They rarely appear in such extremely simple, sepa
rate form as I will give them here. They are frequently combined 
with each other in complex ways, and almost always the deterministic 
motif is muted by a great array of historical particulars. What I am 
offering is a typology, which resembles the actual theorizing of real 
authors as the zoologist's taxonomy resembles the essential structures 
and functions of rea l animals. 

1. T he oldest theory holds that despotism js inherent in sogal
ism. Private property is alleged to be the foundation of individual 
liberty; if it is replaced by collective property, then everyone 
becomes totally subject to the small group or the individual that 
gets control of collective property. T his argument antedates not 
only Stalinism but the Bolshevik Revolution. It was an early 
response to the first proposals for socialism, and is still widely 
used by defenders of capitalism, who like to hold up Stalinism as 
the great minatory example. 

2. Another venerable theory derives ~talinism from Lenio.'s 
program [or a tightly disciplined_Qarty lead ing a lower-class revo
lution. Beginning with the Mensheviks, who charged Lenin with 
Jacobin and Bonapartist tendencies in the early years of this cen
tury, many critics have argued that his program entails the subjec
tion of the lower classes to the vanguard party, of the party to its 
higher echelons, and, ultimately, of all to a single individual. 
Recently, advocates of this theory have added a sociological expla
nation to account for the durability of the Leninist-Stalinist sys
tem: it creates a new class of officeholders with a vested interest 
in maintaining the rigid pyramid of power. 

3. Another theory arose concomitantly with Stalinism, as part 
of a Marxist effort to explain the anomaly of backward Russia 
leading the way to socialism. The theorist may begin with Trotsky's 
doctrine of "permanent revolution," or with Stalin's metaphor of 
world imperialism breaking at its weakest links. In either case, a 
socialist state is assumed to be irreversibly in charge of a back
w~rd country, which must then be forced through a period of 

• rr primary accumulation." The huge peasant class must be "prole
tarianized," and great industrial and military power must be rap
idly built up to hold off hostile capitalist powers. In short, the 
reversal of the sequence that Marx expected-the socialist revOlu
tion coming before industrialization--ooliges the socialist state to 
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become despotic in order to do the dirty work of capitalism and 
to do it with special haste. 

4. Recently a non-Marxist analogue to number 3 has gained 
popularity, as many people have noted the extreme difficulties of 
industrialization in the twentieth century. The prevalence of one
party states and military regimes in backward countries gives rise 
to the argument that Stalinism is a Communist species of a gen
eral type: the backward nation-state trying to force industrializa
tion, while in a1most nopeless competition with the nation-states 
that acquired industrial power in an earlier and easier time. Some
times internal difficulties are emphasized , such as increases in 
peasant popu lations outstripping industrial growth rates; some
times foreign difficulties, such as the tendency of international 
terms of trade to move against the sel lers of raw materials, and the 
tendency of capital to flow toward advanced countries. Optimistic 
versions of this theory echo Herzen's prophecy of Russia moving 
to freedom through socialism, while the West moves to socialism 
through freedom. Pessimistic versions predict a widening gap 
between advanced and backward nations, with a consequent 
intensification of despotism in the backward states. 

5. Extreme pessimists consider Stalinism a species of a more 
general type. The universal urge to industrialize, with rapidly 
swelling populations mobilized for nationalist confl ict, is seen as 
a universal push toward totalitarianism. Some emphasize total 
war and the rise of the garrison state as the chief cause of the 
process; others stress such internal factors as the technological jug
gernaut, the population explosion, and "mass culture." I n any case, 
the conclusion is that we are all on the way to highly regimented 
societies under despotic regimes. Stalinism is seen as an early, 
extreme, and rather inefficient variety. 

6. Some have denied a universal pattern in Stalinism, interpret
ing it as the product of uniquely Russian traditions, or, at most, 
of a supposed Asiatic patfern of an amorphous society under a 
despotic state. This is in effect a continuation of a view that was 
common among earlier generations of Western observers, who con
trasted tsar ism, or "Asiatic despotism," with the supposed tradi
tion of constitutional representative government in the West. 

Medvedev gives brief consideration to a few versions of these 
theories toward the end of his book, when he criticizes "bourgeois" 
and "revisionist" analyses of Stalinism. However, he is not well 
acquainted with the Western literature on the subject. His thinking 
is shaped overwhelmingly by Soviet sources, including an array of 
interpretations that have been circulating by word of mouth. (Another 
invaluable service of this book is its systematic catalogue of that oral 
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tradition.) Of course, there are unintentional similarities between 
Soviet and Western thinking on Stalinism. In reviving discussion of 
"bureaucratic degeneration"-which was a hotly debated issue among 
Soviet Marxists of the twenties-Medvedev is reviving a Leninist 
treatment of the historical tendencies that are hypostatized in theories 
1, 2, and 6. His comments on the StaJinist aspects of industrializa
tion, collectivization, and the cultural revolution will evoke familiar 
lines of thought among students of Western monographs on those 
subjects. In recalling Marx's critique of "barrack socialism" and 
Gorky's biting characterization of the vindictive revolutionary, Med
vedev is discussing socialist reactions to the problem that theory I 
treats from an anti-socialist point of view. Except for theories 4 and 
5 , which postulate trends that Medvedev has entirely overlooked or 
ignored, many such coincidental points of correspondence can be 
discerned between his and Western studies of Stalinism. The most 
important lies in his insistence that historical trends made Stalinism 
possible, not inevitable; Stalin's hunger for limitless power was fed 
by difficulties, not fatalities. Constantly returning to this theme, 
Medvedev is persistently examining the interaction between indi
vidual leaders and the evolving social process, correlating political 
accident with socio-economic essence, a procedure that historians of 
all countries and schools will recognize as the fundamental method 
of their discipline. 

Of course, there is a pronounced biographical element in this 
book, for Medvedev insists that Stalin's criminal character was the 
main cause of Stalinism. And of course some readers will cavil at ihe 
one-sided venemence of the biography. Olympian detachment comes 
easi ly to outsiders. If it is used without O lympian arrogance, it can 
assist the discussion that Medvedev is trying to start. Jt is pointless 
to charge Medvedev with ignoring Stalin's good traits. He argues, 
with considerable effect, that the traits which have often been praised 
-the spartan quality of Stalin's private life, the overwhelming will 
to make "his" country strong, the concern for scholarship and the 
arts-are further evidence of a fanatical concentration on becoming 
god. 

Usefu l criticism would focus on the greatest problem that Stalin 
presents to his biographers: his_cagey reticence, which grew the more 
extreme as he became the man wliose every word was law. f t is there
fore very hard, some would say impossible, to ascertain whether 
important changes of character accompanied his successive trans
formations: from Lenin's "wonderful Georgian" in 19 13-whose 
name slipped Lenin's mind in 19157-to the "gray blur" among the 
revolutionary leaders of 191 7, to the chief of the moderates in the 
mid-twenties, finally, at the age of fifty, to the wild "revolutionary 

'See below. p. 327. 
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from above'' and the bloodthirsty despot of the thirties. Medvedev 
tries to get around the paucity of psychological evidence, which 
becomes crippling precisely during the last and most important trans
formation, by drawing analogies with the personalities of famous 
despots and scoundrels of the past. Some of the analogies are quite 
suggestive, but they are heaped up in such diversity that they finally 
confuse the issue. It is hard to conceive how Stalin's personality could 
have contained both Nechaev and Azev, Fouche and apoleon, Sulla 
and ero, Ivan the Terrible and Hitler, all rolled into one. 

Perhaps the best way out of the tangle is to note the conspicuous 
omission of Peter the Great, with whom Stalin liked to be compared. 
Medvedev denies to Stalin the tribute customarily given to Peter, that 
he "accelerated the Westernization of barbarous Russia by his readi
ness to use barbarous methods of struggle against barbarism."' Medve
dev insists that Stalin intensified barbarism, and critics would be well 
advised to concentrate on that major problem, Stalin's influence, 
rather than the relatively minor issue of his psychopathology. With 
respect to psychology, Medvcdev's greatest contribution is his analysis 
of the upper strata of Soviet society: Party members at various levels. 
managers and specialists, writers and scholars, who alone migllt have 
prevented or stopped their country's descent into utter lawlessness. 
Instead, they submitted or cooperated, though they were the chief 
victims after the peasants. The most astonishing aspect of the process 
is their tendency to worship the man in charg_e of their torment. Med
vedev has studied their mental processes from within, as expressed in a 
multitude of reminiscences. oral as well as written, self-condemnatory 
as well as self-justifying. He has produced the first reliable study of 
one of the most disturbing puzzles in social psychology. 

The level of analysis in Medvedev's book is especially remarkable 
when one considers the background from which it emerges: the 
official school of thought on Soviet history. Within that school, Stalin
ism is brushed aside as an anti-Soviet fiction, created by bourgeois and 
revisionist propagandists to obscure the essential continuity of Soviet 
development from the Leninist beginnings to the Leninist present. 
The basic formula enjoined on Soviet historians might add a seventh 
theory to the foregoing list of six, if it were not so completely anti
intellectual. The histor·y of Bolshevism must be viewed as the utterly 
admirable record of correct policies formulated by wise leaders and 
carried out by the virtuous people (narod). Anything not admirable 
must be brushed aside as the mistakes of leaders who proved unworthy 
of their posts, or ascribed to residues (perezhitki) of the prerevolu
tionary past, or to the influence of foreign enemies. The definition of 
the admirable and the unadmirablc changes from time to time to suit 
the present policies of current leaders, who are always wholly admir-

• Lenin, Sochineniia, 4th cdn .. XXVI I, p. 307. 
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able. Historians must elaborate and illustrate the received truth of the 
moment; they must not question it. 

Medvedev is by no means the first Soviet scholar to challenge thi s 
rigid subordination of the historian to the politician. He repeatedly 
draws on the work of other critical historians, some that have man
aged to get into print, others as yet unpublished. But it seems fair to 
say that the present book is the most ambitious effort to date to start 
an autonomous academic discussion of the most vital issues in Soviet 
history. His title expresses his centra l appeal. and throughout the 
book the reader will find him continually challengi ng the official 
school, sometimes derisively, sometimes sorrowfully. always pleading 
that genuine patriotism requires study of the homeland 's failings as 
well as its accomplishments. The most important failing, he insists, is 
the imperfect development of a sp_cialist version of constitutional gov
ernment." By writing and publishing this book he has ofTercd more than 
historica l arguments in favor of constitutionalism. As a pledge of his 
faith in the triumph of constitutional principles . he has offered himself. 

This translation is substantially full and faithful ; it is not absolutely 
complete. The best way to explain that di stinction is to tell how the 
translation was made. First, Georges Haupt and I did preliminary 
editing of the Russian manuscript. Our main effort was to reduce the 
number of excessively long quotations and repetitious passages. 
either by deleting them, if we thought them supernuous, or by sum
marizing them. if we thought them essential to the author's argument. 
Colleen Taylor then performed the enormous labor of translation, 
eliminati ng some redundant verbiage in the process. Finally I checked 
her translation against the Russian, making extensive changes as I 
did so, not so much to correct what I considered errors, as to eliminate 
sti ll more redundance and to bend the English toward my notions of 
style. l n many places J also altered Georges Haupt 's preliminary 
editing-eliminating or abridging what he had let stand, or restoring 
what he had marked for deletion. T also checked, corrected, and 
completed such assertions and references as 1 thought dubious or 
incomplete, and l wrote the footnotes indicated by Ed. Any criti cism 
of the translation or· the editing should therefore be directed aga inst 
me, the "responsible editor," as the Russians say. 

Virtually no I iberties were taken with the long ex tracts that 
Medvedcv has cu lled fr·om unpublished manuscripts and from archiva l 
materials. (He had no access to archives, yet he quotes such finds as 
a previously unpublished letter of Lenin's, one of Stalin's, and cor
respondence of the tsarist police concerning Stalin.) These original 
• See the public lcuer thnt Medvedev, together with the physicists Sakhnrov and 

Turchin, sent to the Central Commiuee. An English translation appeared in 
Survey, Summer. 1970. 
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materials were not on ly translated in full; an effort was made to find 
English equivalents for their stylistic idiosyncrasies, prolixity included. 
Jn translating quotations from published works, I made the same effort 
at mimicry. Many quotations from Stalin, for example, and from 
other Soviet authors who absorbed his heavy, repetitious Russian, are 
rendered into heavy, repetitious English. When, to take a different 
example, r found a mixed metaphor in the purple prose of Bukharin 's 
last letter--or in his widow's memorized version of it-1 reproduced 
it in English. 

Perhaps Colleen Taylor and J should have attempted the same 
mimicry in translating Medvedev's prose. We decided not to because 
we regard him as a contemporary scholar whose work deserves the 
best English we could give it. His book is not an exotic or antique 
source that must be translated verbatim to preserve its special flavor. 
I hope that it will soon be possible for him to publish it at home, so 
that he can either rebuke the presumptuous liberties we have taken 
with his style, or streamline the Russian as we have tried to do the 
English. In any case, the present Russian text is being published along 
with this translation for the benefit of specialists. They may accuse 
me of making the style worse rather than better, or of failing to 
improve it sufficiently, but I am confident that they will not accuse 
me of omitting or altering anything of substance. 

I have corrected a few errors that seemed to me obvious slips of 
the pen; for example, the statement that Trotsky began publication of 
Pravda in 1912, when the author meant to write ceased. There were 
many other places where I felt inclined to insert an editorial note of 
disagreement with the author, but in almost every case I refrained. 
J was tempted, for example, to point out an inconsistency in the 
matter of alternative leadership after Lenin. At the end of Chapter fl 
Medvedev states that the Party was in the tragic position of having 
no acceptable alternative to Stalin. Toward the end of the book he says 
that there were many alternatives. But it is not the editor's function to I 
ca ll attention to inconsistencies and dubious arguments; that is the job 
of the whole community of scholars who are summoned by Medvedev 
to reasoned discussion. As the editor T felt obliged to complete 
references that lacked publica ti on data, page numbers, or even titles. 
In some cases I was able to complete the references; in some I sur
mised that the works were unpublished; sometimes 1 was completely 
baffled. I also made a spot check of the complete references, and 
corrected such errors as I found. I traced quotations from English, 
French, and German sources back to the originals and quoted or 
translated from them instead of Mcdvcdev's Russian versions. J made 
an exception. however, for Marx and Engels, who are quoted from 
the Russian. 

The editorial notes arc mostly explanations and clarifications for 
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the benefit of the reader who is not familiar with Soviet history and 
terminology. Some terms arc used so frequently that they are explained 
in a separate glossary. Others raised problems by seeming to have 
exact English equivalents, when in fact they do not. Administrirovanie, 
for example, seems to mean "administration," and that is the way 
it is rendered in many translations from Soviet Russian. Tn fact it 
means something like "rule by fiat," and that is the way it is usually 
translated here. Using analogous logic, Colleen Taylor translated 
diversant as "subversive," which is indeed the American term that 
confounds the dissemination of disapproved ideas with acts of treason. 
In this case I perversely held out for "diversionist," hoping that the 
American reader will be jarred by the foreign quality of the word into 
realizing that even Roy Medvedev is not always aware of its ugly 
ambiguity. Subversive would have been calmly accepted by many 
Americans as a matter-of-fact description of something genuinely 
criminal. Tt is impossible to be completely consistent in such matters. 
lnakomysliashchii (literally: "one who thinks differently") has been 
translated as "dissident," even though the English word carries a 
load of historical significance that is Jacking in the Russian. The pro
tracted troubles that transformed dissidence from a crime into a right 
are not yet completed in the Russian-speaking community. 

One could go on forever about such problems of translation. T 
will add only two more, of considerable importance in this history. 
Vozhd' has been translated as "chief" rather than "leader," because 
vozhd', like chief, has the slightly florid quality of an archaism, and 
mainly because Soviet Russian makes a distinction between an ordi
nary leader (rukovoditel') and a vozhd' such as Stalin. The single 
most troublesome word was probably the homely adjective grubyi, 
which Lenin used to describe Stalin when urging his dismissal from 
the post of General Secretary. " Rude" or "coarse," the usual transla
tions, are too mild to carry the charge that Medvedev puts into the 
word. which he repeats incessantly. Colleen Taylor and T have used 
"nasty." "mean," "dirty," or even "vicious," the analogous terms in 
American political discourse. 

Finally, T wish to thank Northwestern University for paying the 
considerable cost of typing this long book twice, first in Colleen 
Taylor's translation, then in my edited version. r also wish to make 
it known that the usual royalties are being set aside for the author 
in a trust fund. 

Evanston, Illinois 
june 18, 1971 

DAVID JORAVSKY 



Foreword 

THIS BOOK was conceived after the XXth Congress of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) in 1956 and written after its 
XXllnd Con&!:ess in 196l. After the XXth Congress there were many 
who asked what was the point of stirring up the past, exposing Soviet 
infirmities to the world and causing our enemies to rejoice. Wasn't it 
better to keep Stalin's image as it had been presented to the Soviet 
people in the past? Wasn't it better to concentrate on current problems 
of Communist construction, leaving the analysis of Stalin's crimes to 
future historians? In other words, wouldn't it be better to forget 
about the "multitude of base truths" and preserve the "illusion that 
uplifts us"? 

Even today we hear such questions. However, we now know that 
Stalin's crimes were so great that it would be a crime to remain silent 
about them. " The pharisees of the bourgeoisie," Lenin wrote, " like 
the saying: 'Either be silent about the dead or speak well of them.' 
But the proletariat needs the truth about all those involved in politics, 
whether alive or dead. For those who are genuine political leaders live 
on in politics even after their physical death."1 

In her book on Stalin, the American journalist Anna Louise Strong 
makes the following appraisal of the 1930's and 1940's: 

This was one of history's great dynamic eras, perhaps its greatest. 
... It gave birth to millions of heroes and to some devils. Lesser 
men can look back on it now and list its crimes. But those who lived 
through the struggle, and even many who died of it, endured the 
evil as part of the cost of what was built.2 

Such an appraisal of these tragedies is natural for an ardent follower 
of Mao Tse-tung, who several years ago took up permanent residence I/ 
in China and in 1966 was proclaimed an "honorary Red Guard." But ' 
we cannot agree with such a judgment. 

'Sochineniia, 4th edn., XXXVI, p. 545. 
• A. L. Strong, The Stalin Era (New York, 1956), p. 9. Russian translation (Moscow, 

1957), p. 6. Ed.: Anna Louise Strong died in Peking in 1970. 
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Of course, under the cond itions preva iling in a backward country 
such as Russia, it was not only possible but even inevitable that the 
liquidation of the old society and the building of a new socialist one 
would be accompanied by petty-bourgeois and anarchistic outbursts, 
by the violation of revolut ionary legality and the abuse of power. Still , 
these deviations from a correct revolutiona ry li ne could have been 
fewer ; it was not inevitable that lawlessness and the abuse of power 
would become sta te policy for severa l decades of our history. Wha t is 
more , the hi sto rical inevitability of petty-bourgeois and ana rchistic 
tendencies is no reason to excuse o r to justify them. The true Marxist 
must fight such shortcomings in his movement as resolutely as pos
sible . He must insistently expose them , in o rder to avoid them in the 
future. 

Though the crimes and faults of Sta lin 's era should be criticized 
and condemned , r have no desire to paint it only in dark colors . It was 
a time of great accomplishments both at home and abroad. Soviet 
histo rians have neglected ne ither the great dam on the Dnepr nor the 
metallurgical complex at Magnitogorsk, nor the battles of Sta lingrad 
and Berlin, nor the many o ther heroic feats of the people . They remain 
a central theme of Soviet litera ture and histo ry, and justifiably so. 
However, we see clearl y now that it is impossible to unde rstand our 
past and our present if we continue to ignore the completely unjusti
fied tragedi es that were so abundant in the era of Stalin's cull, if we 
forget how much Stalin 's crimes hampered the development of the 
Soviet Union and the entire world Communist movement. 

The significance of Stalin's cult should no t be exaggerated . The 
history of the Party during those decades cannot be analyzed only in 
terms of Sta lin's crimes and lawlessness . Bu t it would be just as serious 
an erro r to ignore o r to minimi ze the ir grave consequences . We must 
respect the memory of our fallen fathers and brothers, the hundreds of 
thousands and millions of people who were the victims of Sta lin's 
lawlessness. For if we are unable to learn all the necessary lessons 
from this tragedy, then the destruction of an entire gene ration of 
revolutionaries and millions of other innocent people will remain 
no thing more than a senseless catastrophe. 

The dangerous effects of Stalin 's cult cannot be overcome unless 
they are discussed openly and honestly. Only by open and honest 
self-c ritic ism, no t by secre t instructions through hidden channels, can 
the Party generate the movement , the feelings, the socia l indignation 
capable of destroying all the effects of Sta lin 's cult and of preventing 
the reviva l of new cults and new arbi trary rule. 

At its XXth and XXII nd Congresses, the Communist Party reso
lutely exposed Stalin 's c rimes and began to restore Leninist norms. 
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Victims of bloody arbitrary rule were rehabilitated. An extensive 
critique of the cult of personality began in literature, art, and science. 
The politica l atmosphere of the USSR began to be cleansed of the filth 
of adventurism and despotism. Soviet people could breathe and work 
more easily. 

Nevertheless, none of us can o r should fo rget our past, and no t 
only because the ashes of our tortured fathers and brothers continue 
to burn in our hea rts. Unfortunately, in some social ist countries 
Communist parties a re reviving the same spirit of sectarianism, dog
ma tism, and lawlessness that did such harm to the Communist move
ment in the past. Even within the Soviet Union the re is a movement 
to rehabilita te Stalin. Since the spring of 1965, Stalin's name has 
appeared increasingly often in Soviet journals and newspapers, no t as 
a criminal, but as a "great gene ral," a "great revolutionary," an "out
standing theorist," a " wise sta tesman" o r even a " prudent manager, 
who knew how to take care of state funds." His name has been 
mentioned even from official tribunals, and a considerable part of the 
audience has applauded. Some Party officials openly and proudly call 
themselves Stalinists, without risking expulsion from the Party. Stalin
ism is no t yet a mere bogeyman , as one of the orato rs at the XX l llrd 
Party Congress tried to argue . 

Stalini sm remains a rea l threat, in open as we ll as d isguised forms. 
Thus it is especially important to continue the discussion that began 
a t the XXth Congress. We must know the whole truth , and no t on ly to 
prevent the re turn of that arbi trary rule which the Party has rejected. 
If we do no t study our past, we will be in no condition to move forward 
in the necessary direction. 

"Truth is revolutionary," wrote Antonio Gramsci in a fascist prison. 
T ruth was the main weapon of Lenin and the Leninist party in their 
struggle fo r socialism. And thi s meant t ru th no t only about the enemies 
of the Revolution but about our own shortcomings and mistakes as 
well.• Of course our enemies try to use our self-c riticism to their own 
advantage. Tha t is one of the more serious consequences of Stalin's 
cu lt. But it too can be overcome, not by silence but by a frank explana
tion of the truth. 

Inevitably the study of the genesis of Stalinism creates scholarly 
and psychologica l difficulti es. A serious disease has left many lesions 
that have not yet healed. And there are people who tell us " Why pour 
salt, why rub wounds, if they a re still bleeding?" W e should not pour 
salt on unhealed wounds. But it would be na'ive to think that they will 
heal by themselves. We must heal them, and to do this we must know 
'For Lenin's stress on the need of public discussion of our faults, see his Sochineniia, 

4th edn., XXX II . p. 453, and XXX III, p. 70. 
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stricken. It was people of my generation tha t were stricken ."• That is 
not true. Jn reality, for millions of people the very idea of socialism 
was damaged. J t is our job to restore the idea of socialism by undoing 
the results of the cul t of personality. Above all, we must eliminate in 
ourselves the most dangerous consequence of the cult-fear of speak
ing the truth . 

We talk a grea t dea l about educating youth in the traditions of 
rev~lut.ion and ba.ttle, of conscientious la bor, of the fight against 
cap1taltsm and reststance to bourgeois propaganda. But it is no Jess 
important l? encourage implaca.ble resistance to injustice and a rbitrary 
~ule, to lymg an?. bureaucra tism. We should encourage in itia tive, 
mdependence, po li tical awa reness, and responsibility. Not one of these 
quali~ies can be developed if the truth is hushed up. If we dodge the 
questions asked by the young, we wiiJ inevita bly alienate them. Of 
course many ~f our students wiiJ manage to fi nd their own way to the 
truth even Without our he lp. But hypocri sy, polit ical indifference 
and cynicism are spreading among other sect ions of our young people: 

T~u.s w~ have every reason to declare that the Leninist revolutionary 
s~mt will be fostered in our youth by books tha t reveal certain ugly 
ptctures of our past truthfully, and from correct Pa rty positions, much 

more than by books that delibera tely concea l our d ifficulties or erro rs. 
In recent yea rs the Chinese and Albani an press has repeatedly 

demanded tha t our Party resto re the political " reputation" of Sta lin. 
In 1963 the Peking People's Daily wrote tha t the attitude toward 
Stalin was the " demarcation line" between true Marxist-Leninists and 
contempora ry revisionists . When it refused to par ticipate in the 
XX IIIrd Congress of the CPSU, the Chinese Communist Pa rty, in its 
lett~r of Ma rch 22, 1966, aga in asserted that our Pa rty, by a ttacking 
Sta1m, was attacking Marxism-Leni nism, the Soviet Union, China, 
Communi~t p~ rties, and Marxist-Leninists of all countries. Admittedly, 
at the be.gmnmg of the cultura l revolution the Chinese press changed 
some of 1ts fo rmer pronouncements on this " demarcation line." In an 
article of July 11 , 1966, People's Daily declared that " the ideas of Mao 
Tse-tung are the apogee of Marxism-Leninism of our time"; support of 
Ma~ or opposition to him is "the dividing line between Marxism
Leninism and revisionism, between the revolution and the counter
revolu tion. " ~ven today.' however, the Chinese press, while heaping 
boundless pra1se on the Ideas of Mao Tse-tung, continues to praise the 
"services" of Sta lin also. Tha t is another reason this book was written. 
Let the fac ts show who arc genu ine Marxist-Lcn inists, those who are 
openly the defenders and heirs of Stalin 's cult or those who wish to 
eliminate the cul t and its a ftereffects once and fo r a ll. 

Some who have been kind enough to review this work have said 
that it exa mines Stalin's acti vity in a partisan spirit, solely from a 

' Novyi mir. 1962, No.5, p . 154. 
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negative .standpoi nt. :Ve recognize the justice of this ?Pinion .. Th.is 
work is mdeed one-s1ded, and not only because what ts negattve m 
Stalin 's deeds fa r outweighs what is positive. This book is not a histo ry 
of a certa in period in the life of our country or Party. It could be 
caJied the " history of a disease," to be precise the histo ry of that 
serious and prolonged disease which has been termed the "cult of 
personality" after one of its symptoms (by no means the chief one) . 
Naturally we will be concerned only with facts related to the o rigins 
and the course of this disease. This does no t mean that we wish to 
deprecia te other facts and o the t· phenomena. All the same, one cannot 
help observing that hundreds and thousands of books have been 
wri tten about those o ther facts, about the positive aspects of our 
history. Many of thosr books are undoubtedly of value. Bu t histo rical 
scholarship cannot examine the past only from the bright side . In this 
discipline there is a lso room for works that ana lyze the darker pages 
of the past. Unfortunate ly, as Vi cto r Hugo remarked , histo ry does not 
have a wastebaske t. 

It is also natural tha t the author 's a ttention should be focused on 
Stalin . But this book is no t a biography of Stalin ; it was not written 
about him a lone. Although hi s rise to power was no t inevitable, it did 
reflect certain tendenc ies tha t existed in our country and our Party 
before the period of terro r and then flourished because of Stalin. How
ever great the ro le o f Sta lin himself may have been in the tragic events 
we describe, one cannot help seeing that he relied on certain people 
and on certain historically determined poli t ical and economic 
condi tions. 

Socialist revolutions can deve lop a long various paths. It is mis
taken to imagine that Stalin knew how to lead his people to socialism 
by a road that was difficult , even bloody, but nevertheless very short. 
By his crimes Stalin did not he lp, he hindered , he did not accelerate , he 
slowed the people's movement to socialism and communism in the 
Soviet Un ion and in the whole world . Jn some respects Stal in even 
turned this movement backward. 

The world Communist movement still contains a variety of possi
bili ties and tendencies. Many fo rces a re pushing that movement onto 
a wrong road full of new tragedies, new dange rous gambles, adven
tures , new cull s of persona lity. The road to disaste r can be by-passed 
only if the dogmatists and secta rians can be confronted with the united 
will of the Commu nists of a ll countries, a will guided by a clear under
standing of the enormous damage done to the world Communist move
ment by the arbi trary rule and the crimes of the cult of persona lity. 

T he problem of sources is c ritical. Not all the documents in Soviet 
archives are accessible for unclassified historical research. Moreover , 
many documents on the history of the Party, includi ng those connected 
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with Stalin's activities, have been destroyed. According to S. M. 
Dubrovskii, as early as 1924 Stalin ordered his assistant I. P. 
Tovstukha to go through the archives of the Central Committee and 
destroy all "useless" (nenuzlmyi) material. Tn the thirties when leaders 
were arrestecf their personal papers were usually destroyed. Even 
many of Lenin's letters vanished in this way. Numerous documents 
vanished from the archives of Gorky, Krupskaia. Ordzhonikidze, and 
other prominent leaders. Some documents disappeared from the 
archives of the Central Committee and from Stalin's personal archives 
just after his death, when these and other archives were still controlled 
by the Minister of State Security-that is, by Lavrentii P. Beria. 
Besides, it is now known that throughout the period of Stalin's cult, 
historical documents were deliberately falsified. 

After the XXth Party Congress in 1956, the Central Committee 
ordered a careful investigation of Kirov's murder, which precipitated 
the mass repression of the late thirties. The findings of the special 
commission created for this purpose have not yet been made public. 
At the same time, all the materials relating to the political tri3TS of 
1935-38 were re-examined, proving that most of the accusations were 
false. Nevertheless, apart from a short notice to that effect at the 
All-Union Conference of Historians in 1962,5 nothing_ne.M! has been 
published about those trials. Neither have the court records in the 
cases of Beria ( 1953) and his chief henchmen-Abakumov et a/. in 
Leningrad, Rukhadze eta/. in Tbilisi, Bagirov el a/. in Baku. All this 
naturally makes the historian's job very difficult. 

Of course there is a considerable historical and political literature 
about Stalin and his era; indeed, it was already massive during his 
lifetime. But this literature is uneven in quality. For example, all the 
apologetics about Stalin and his "labors,'' which appeared in huge 
quantities during the years of the cult, have practically no scholarly 
value. And foreign bourgeois literature about Stalin and the history of 
the CPSU has little value. For all their show of objectivity, bourgeois 
historians analyze Stalin's crimes from plainly anti-Soviet viewpoints. 
They usc the crimes not so much to discredit Stalin as to defame the 
ideas of socialism and communism. And many foreign publications 
mix invention and rumors, factual inaccuracies and distortions, in 
their accounts of Stalin's real crimes and mistakes. I am not even 
speaking here of the writings of White ~migres; most of them are filled 
with such blind malice against everything Soviet that they are incap
able of a scholarly analysis of our reality. Tendentiousness and one-

• Ed.: For the record of the conference, see Vsesoiu:noe soveshcl1anie o merakh uluclt· 
sheniia podgoto1•ki rwuclmo-pedagogicheskiklt. kadrov po istoricheskim naukam. 
18-21 dekabria 1962 g. (Moscow, 1964). Hereafter referred to as Vsesoiuznoe 
soveshchanie istorikov. 
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sidedness are also characteristic of emigre Trotskyite writings about 
Stalin and his time. . . . 

This work is based on the numerous Sov1et publacahons that have 
followed the policy of the XXth and XXIInd Party Congresses in 
examining Stalin's cult honestly and truthfully. I. have also used ~any 
unpublished manuscripts-documents, memoars, and eyewttness 
accounts-belonging for the most part to older Party members who 
survived the lawlessness of the 1930's and 1940's. These sources are 
especially important because many of Stalin's illegal orders and actions 
were not recorded in any documents during his lifetime. Some of the 
manuscripts I have used report deathbed testimony passed on to Party 
comrades in Stalinist camps and prisons. In the tortuous journey of 
such testimony, sometimes measured in decades, distortions and inac
curacies were inevitable. But it would be irreverence to the dead to 
cast aside their testimony as unreliable or unobjective, instead of care
fully compiling and comparing their v~rious accounts .. 

1 would like to thank the followan& old Bolshevaks who placed 
valuable historical documents and memoirs at my disposaJ: l. P. 
Gavrilov. S. 0. Gazarian, L. M. Portnov, E. P. Frolov, A. M. Dur
mashkin, S. r. Berdichevskaia, D. Tu. Zorina, P. f. Shabalkin, A. V. 
Snegov, A. E. Evstaf'ev, Ia. r. Drobinskii, A. I. !odorskii, B. f. Ivan?v, 
S. B. Brichkina. r also wish to express gratitude to the followang 
people, who, along with many other comrades, helped me with their 
documents and comments: I. G. Ehrenburg, V. A. Kaverin, M. P. 
Iakubovich, L. P. Petrovskii, lu . Kariakin, D. I. Lev, T. Nikolaev. 

Naturally 1 also made use of the many materials on Party history 
published before the period of Stalin's cult , and also of the steno
graphic records of Party congresses and conferences and of plenary 
meetings of the Central Committee. The study that resulted is to a 
certain extent private research. T am not an historian by profession 
and have never worked in research institutions that study historical or 
political problems. I have not used the materials of any state or Party 
archives, of any "special collection" or other limited-access depositor
ies. Although over the past six years I have repeatedly informed many 
official agencies of the nature and content of this work, 1 have received 
neither help nor instructions from these or from any other organiza
tions or institutions. By the same token, 1 have not encountered any 
obstructions or difficulties on the part of official agencies during the 
course of the research. 

The first drafts of this book were called Before the Court of 
History (Pered sudom istorii). This title was criticized as being too 
pretentious. Historical scholarship is on ly beginning a genuine study 
of the period of Stalin's cult. T was told that I am still too subjective. 
that I am judging Stalin in a party court rather than in the tribunal of 
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history, which will give its evaluation in the future, not only of individ
ual personalities but also of all the parties and movements of our time. 
Therefore I have decided to call the book Let History judge, or 
Toward the Court of History (K sudu istorii). I hope that future 
historians will not overlook the material I have collected and the 
judgments I have made. However inadequate historical scholarship 
may be when directed to the recent past, the available facts are enough 
to obtain a basically correct understanding of the origins of Stalinism, 
to show the historical conditions and political mistakes that made for 
all these deviations from the correct Marxist-Leninist revolutionary line. 

In conclusion, the author wants to emphasize once again that it is 
Communists who should be the strictest judges of their own history. 
Otherwise it will be impossible to restore the unity, moral purity, and 
strength of this great movement. And that has been the prime motive 
of my work, which in all respects has been far from easy. 

ROY A. MEDVEDEV 
Moscow, 1968 
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stories are told of young Dzhugashvili 's nastiness toward his Party 
comrades, his mother, his family, and his acquaintances. When on the 
Saturn Committee of the Party. Stalin was capable not only of cursing 
a fellow committeeman but even of throwing a stool at him. When he 
was arrested and ex iled to eastern Siberia in 1903, Stalin cursed a 
fellow exile simply because the other man had become upset upon 
receiving bad news from home. 

During the Revolution of 1905, Stalin was a " practica l" leader. 
He organized a number of demonstrations, strikes, and underground 
presses, and took part in several armed expropriations. However, he 
also devoted attention to theoretical problems, as can be seen from his 
articles in Georgian Bolshevik newspapers. Later, in the foreword to 
his collected works, Stalin himself pointed out a number of serious 
errors he made during this time. He took an incorrect position on the 
agrarian question when he opposed Lenin's program of land national
ization. He also believed at that time that the victory of socialism was 
impossible in countries where the proletariat did not constitute a 
majority of the population. Stalin writes indulgently about these mis
takes, attributing them to "a young Marxist who had not yet acquired 
the final shape of a Marxist-Leninist.m The clear implication of this 
statement is that subsequent ly he made no more mistakes, which is of 
course far from the truth. 

After the Revolution of 1905, Stalin assumed a conciliatory atti
tude toward attacks on the philosophy of Marxism and vacillated in 
the struggle against otzovism and liquidationism.2 Before the Prague 
Conference in 1912, he sneered at Lenin 's agitation against these devi
ations: " What is the source of this tempest in a teapot?" he wrote to 
Mikha Tskhakaia. " ... ' Philosophical' di sagreements? Tactical dis
agreements? Questions of organizational policy (relationships with 
the left Mensheviks, etc.) ? The self-esteem of various 'egos'? ... Our 
Party is not a religious sect, it cannot divide into groups on the basis 
of phi losophical tendencies." 3 

In 1909, following the arrest of S. G. Shaumian, Stalin persuaded 
the Baku Party Committee to adopt a special resolution on the dis
agreements within the editorial board of the main Bolshevik news
paper, which was then the central politica l organization led by Lenin. 
Though supporting the ideological position of the Leninist majority on 

• Stalin, Sochine11iia, I, p. xi. 
' Cd.: Otzovism was the view that the Bolsheviks should recall (OIO:I•at') their deputies 

in the newly created national legislature (the Duma) and concentrate solely on 
underground preparation for a new revolution. Liquidationism was the opposite 
belief of moderate Marxists, who wanted to liquidntc nil underground organizations 
and concentrate on legal forms of polit ical activity. 

• See S. Shaumian, Soclrincniia, I, p. 267; I. Oubinskii-Mukhadze, Ord:llonikid:e 
(Moscow, 1964), pp. 92-93. 
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h editorial board, the Baku Committee's resolution, which was 
~v;itten by Stalin himself, sharply oppos_ed Leni~ ·~ o~ganfizational 

I. y· " The Baku Committee protests agatnst any CJeCtJon rom our po •c · · · f 1 d' · I b d "' Th midst' of those who s~pport th~ m1n0~1ty o t _1e e ttona . oar. . . e 
newspaper replied w1th a specta l arttcle, wntten ~y Lemn:, tn _w~tc~ 
he rebutted the charge that his organizational poltcy was spltttmg 
the Party. r. d · · h Stalin clearly did not understand the essence of the ectstons t at 
the Prague Conference adopted on the liquidation ists; he stu?born~y 
called for greater concessions to them. Stalin also sharply devt_ated tn 
editing Pravda. Though Lenin demand~d t~at ~he_workers be gtven ~n 
honest and straightforward expose of ltqutdattoms~ d~~agogy, Sta~!n, 
·n his first article as editor of Pravda, called for untt~ a~ all costs, a 1 

ni ty of Bolsheviks and liquidationists "without distmctton as to fac
~ions.''6 rn further defiance of Lenin , Stalin endorsed a proposed bot 
cott of the 1912 elections to the Duma. He called the Bolshevtk 
rejection of the boycott an "accidental deviation from the old Bol
shevism." " But does it follow," Stalin wrote in a letter, "that _we must 
'go the limit ' in these accidental dev iatio_ns, making_ a mountam out of 
a molehill? ... Lenin somewhat overesttmates the tmportance of such 
[legal] organizations" as the Duma.' . . 

Stalin 's Jack of restraint and good manners, hts nastmess, were 
frequently di splayed during his exile in Turukhanka. For exa~ple,_ ~
G. Zakharova (nee Rose Brontman). the wife of the Bolshevtk Phtltp 
Zakharov. who was in Turukhanka from 1903 to 19 13, recalls her 
husband's account of Stalin's arrival in 1912: 

It was an unwritten law that each new arrival would report on the 
situation in Russia . And whom would you expect to give a more 
interesting and profound elucidation of what was happen~ng in far
off Russia, left so long ago, than a member of the Bolshevtk Central 
Committee? A group of exiles, among them. Ia. M. Sverdlo~ and 
Philip, were at that time working on construction [of a home) tn the 
village of Monastyrskoe . ... Stalin was to arrive t_her~ soon. Dubro
vinskii was no longer alive. Philip. who was not tnchned by nature 
to set up idols for himself and who, moreover, ~ad heard. ~ubro
vinskii 's unbiased evaluation of the leading revolutionary actiVIStS of 
the time, was not especially delighted over Stalin's. impcn~ing 
arrival. Sverdlov, on the contrary, ... tried to do cvcrythtng poss1ble 
under the conditions to give Stalin a grand welcome. '!hey prcpare_d 
a separate room for him. saved up some food for h1m from the1r 

' See Stalin, Sochincniia, II , p. 168. 
• Proletarii, Oct. 3 (16) 1909, No. 49. f.cl.: The chief point in dispute was whct~er those 

who disagreed with Lenin's ideology should be driven out of the Bolshevtk Party. 
• See V. T . Loginov, Lenin i "Pravda," /912-1914 godov (Moscow, 1962). 
'Voprosy istorii KPSS, 1965, No.2, p. 39. 
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Dzhugashvili represented a tiny minority o£ the exile community, if 
you don't count the anarchists, members of the Polish Socialist 
Party, and the Menshevik Toponogov, who inclined toward their 
side. When Dzhugashvili arrived at Monastyrskoe from Kureika, he 
stayed with Maslennikov and as before kept aloof from all the other 
political exiles. He did not resume Party ties with the two members 
of the Russian Buro of the Central Committee who were there, 
sverdlov and [F.] Goloshchekin, or with the leading members of 
the Party underground .... The necessary reconciliation did not take 
place. Dzhugashvili remained as proud as ever, as locked up in him
self, in his own thoughts and plans .... As before, he was hostile to 
Sverdlov, and would not move toward reconciliation, although 
Sverdlov was prepared to extend the hand of friendship, and was 
willing to discuss problems of the workers' movement in the com
pany of the three members of the Russian Buro of the Party's 
Central Committee. 

Stalin's behavior in exile at Turukhanka was indirectly censured 
in the Russian Buro of the Central Committee, which maintained 
general leadership of Party work up to Lenin's return to Russia. On 
March 12, 1917, Stalin, M. K. Muranov, and L. B. Kamenev returned 
from exi le to Petrograd. On the same day a meeting of the Buro was 
held. The minutes of that meeting contain the following item : 

Next the question of comrades Muranov, Stalin, and Kamenev was 
decided. T l!e first was invited by a unanimous vote [to join the 
Buro]. Concerning Stalin, it was reported that he had been an agent 
of the Central Committee in 1912, and therefore it would be advis
able to have him as a member of the Buro of the Central Committee. 
However, in view of certain personal characteristics, the Buro 
decided to give him only a consulting vote. As for Kamenev, in view 
of his behavior at the trial [that is, the trial of the Bolshevik depu
ties of the Duma described below, p. 42] and in view of the 
resolutions passed in Siberia and in Russia, it was decided to add 
him to the stall of Pravda if he offers his services, but to demand 
from him an explanation of his behavior. His articles are to be 
accepted for Pravda, but he is not to get a by-line.11 

However, on the following day Stalin was made a member of the 
Buro. On the same day the Buro named the editorial board of Pravda: 
M. S. Ol'minskii, Stalin, K. S. Eremeev, M. I. Ka linin, and M. I. 
Ul' ianova. Once he was on the board, Stalin in fact seized conttol of 
the paper. On March 15 Pravda was already listing Sta lin, Kamenev, 
and Muranov as editors. The other members of the editorial board, 
who had been named by the Buro, were not even mentioned. As a 
result of Stalin's activity, the Buro on March 17, 19 17, adop ted 

" Central Party Achive, lnstitute of Marxism·Leninism (F. 17, op. 1., ed. khr. 385, 
I. II). 
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another resolution, proposed by Ol'minskii: "The Buro of the Centra l 
Committee and the Petrograd Committee, while protesting the annex
ationist procedure by which Comrade Kamenev was placed on the 
editorial board, postpone the question of his behavior and his partici
pation in the editorial board of Pravda until the next Party confer
enee.' Jl2 

Once they had taken over Pravda, Stalin and Kamenev began to 
publish articles and other material that did not reflect Lenin's line on 
the basic problems of the revolution but actually contradicted that line. 
The arbitrary rule of Stalin and Kamenev reached the point where 
they refused to print three of Lenin's four "Letters from Afar." The 
one they did publish appeared in a distorted and abridged form. u Tn 
fact, during the second half of March and the beginning of Apri l , 
Pravda under Stalin and Kamenev took a semi-Menshevik position on 
many important questions. The paper then came out in favor of put
ting "pressure" on the Provisiona l Government rather than overthrow
ing it, and of uniting with the Mensheviks. Stalin declared outright 
that the "petty" differences with the Mensheviks could be overcome 
within a single Party. Moreover, in his speech at the All-Russian Con
ference of Party Officials, which met in Petro~rad from March 27 to 
April 2, 1917, Stalin made a clearly .incorrect evaluation of the "dual 
power" (the simultaneous existence of ffie Provisional Government 
and the Soviets). Not only did he fail to urge complete Bolshevik mis
trust of the Provisional Government; he even called for support of the 
Provisional Government "as long as it aids the progress of the revolu
tion."" Even after Lenin's return to Russia, Stalin and Kamenev 
continued for some time to oppose his celebrated April theses. The 
theses were published in Pravda on April 7, and on April 8 the paper 
carried an article by Kamenev that, with Stalin's complete support, 
harshly and dogmatically criticized Lenin's brilliant ideas. When 
Lenin reached Petrograd, he was obliged to make decisive changes in 
the line that Stalin and Kamenev had established for Pravda. 

Before the Vlth Party Congress in July, 1917, Stalin committed a 
number of errors in evaluating the current situation and even tried to 
conceal important theses of Lenin's from the Party activists. (Lenin, 
outlawed by the Provisional Government, was hiding in Finland.) 
Party officials in Petrograd knew of the existence of Lenin's theses. 
On July 16, 1917, when Stalin spoke to the Second Petrograd Con
ference of Bolsheviks, a group of dissatisfied delegates demanded that 

u Ibid., I. 26. 
"SeeN. Krutikova, Na krutom povorote (Moscow, 1965). 
"Voprosy istorii KPSS, 1962, No. 5, p. 112 and passim; Voprosy istorii, 1966, No.2, p. 

67 and passim. 
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Lenin's theses be read into the record .• ~n reply to this demand, a~cord
. g to the minutes of the Conference, Stalin reported that he dtd not 
~ave these theses with him, but that .they coul~ be ~ummed up in three 

ropositions: J) the counterrevolutton was v1ctonous, 2) ... [RM: 
~legible], 3) ' All power to the Soviet' is, under present circumstances 
~ quixotic slogan; power must be transferred to classes, not to insti
tutions."16 So it was with Stalin's active participation that the Confer
ence practically rejected the theses that Lenin had prepared for the 
forthcoming VJth Congress. 

Stalin also made a number of errors in his report to the Vlth Party 
Congress. He declared that during the July days'8 the Bolsheviks had 
been isolated; that, were it not for the war, it would be utopian to 
raise the question of a socialist revolution in Russia; and that Leni n's 
slogan "All power to the ~oviets". me.ant a bloc ranging fro~ .social 
Revolutionaries to Bolshevtks. Staltn dtd not take a correct postt1on on 
the Provisional Government's order that Lenin appear before a court 
for trial. Stalin thought it possible for Lenin and the other indicted 
leaders to appear before the court of the counterrevolutionary bour
geoisie, if guarantees of safety were given, and ~f the authorities w?~ld 
have "some honor." Stalin's proposal met wtth resolute oppos1t10n 
from most delegates at the VI th Congress. " The resolution Stalin put 
forward ," said N. A. Skrypnik , " includes a condition by which our 
comrades could end up in a repub lican prison-after all, prison is a 
guarantee of sa fety. r think that the resolution should be based on a 
different proposition: we will not surrender our comrades to the 
class-oriented , prejudiced court of the counterrevolutionary band." 
M. M. Volodarskii concurred: "One point of Stalin's resolution is 
unacceptable-an honorable bourgeois court." As a result of this 
opposition, Stalin's proposal was rejected. By an overwhelming 
majority and then unanimously, the Congress adopted the resolution 
that N. I. Bukharin proposed on this issue. 

The problem of Stalin's behavior and political position in the 
decisive days and weeks of October, 1917, is not yet sufficiently clear. 
During the years of the cult, historical analyses of the October Revo
lution invariably asserted that, while Kamenev and Zinoviev opposed 
the armed insurrection and Trotsky wavered badly, Stalin was virtually 
the main practical leader, Lenin's closest aide, the second supreme 
chief and demiurge. 

"As quoted by Dr. A. L. Fraiman, at the Ali·Union Scholarly Conference on the lfistory 
of the October RevoiUiion (Nov. 1}-16, 1962, in Leningrad). Sec Lenin I 
Okliabr'skoe vooruzhennoe vosstanie v Petrograde (Moscow, 1964), p. 44. 

.. Ed.: A few weeks before the Vl th Congress, armed supporters of the Provisional 
Government dispersed an armed demonstration of Bolsheviks. 
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With the help of Ei no Rakh'ia and at the risk of his life Lenin on the 
evening of the twenty-fourth went to SmoJny and took command of 
the insurrection, which began a day before the opening of the Congress 
of Soviets. By the morning of the twenty-fifth, the Provisional Govern
ment was overthrown and power passed to the Military-Revolutionary 
Committee of the Petrograd Soviet. 

Even when the armed insurrection had become a fact, Stalin's role 
was modest. An ana lysis of the documents and source materials of 
the " ten days that shook the world" shows that the rea l o rganizer 
of the October Revolution was Len in . An important role in its practical 
success was played by the Military-Revol utionary Committee of the 
~~trograd Soviet, t~en head.ed by Leon Tro tsky. His services in organ
IZing the October msurrcctton were acknowledged by Stalin himself 
in an ar.ticle written in 1918. (Unlil the early 1930's, this article wa~ 
always mcluded in collections of Stalin's writings.) Other Bolsheviks 
who played crucial roles during the armed insunect ion and during the 
first days of the Soviet regi me were N. V. Krylenko, P. E . Dybenko, 
V .. ~· .Antonov-Ovseenko, A. S. Bubnov, F. E. Dzerzhinskii, N. A. 
MIIIUtm, and Sverdlov. As for Stalin, we barely see him during those 
days.' whether among the armed workers and sailors or at meetings of 
soldters and workers. It is not surprising that the American Communist 
John..R.eed, an eyewitness, did not give Stalin a single line in his 
remarkable book on the October{ijvolutioJI.~~ 

Stalin also made a number o mistake_3in the first months and years 
after the October Revolution. or example, he vacillated when the 
peace of Brest-Litovsk was discussed in the Central Committee. Later, 
in the. summer of 1918, he was sent to .J:sarit~ as ex traordinary 
commtssar for food supply. In fac t he took over all power in the 
Tsaritsyn region, squeezing out and subordinating to himself a ll local, 
Soviet, Party, and military organs. Undoubtedly Stalin did accomplish 
much in Tsaritsyn, supplyi ng the industrial centers of Soviet Russia 
with food. But even then his main technique for running things in the 
c ity and at the front was mass terror. He not on ly ordered dozens of 
real enemies shot; he also destroyed many people who were only 
suspected of having connections with the White Guards.2 ' 

Contrary to Lenin 's instructions and the decrees of the Central 
Committee, Stalin began to vilify military specialists indiscriminately, 
to remove them from their jobs, and even to shoot some of them. I n 
one of his te legrams from the Southern Fron t, Stalin demanded from 

a In a f~reword t~D.fzys..Tiw1 Shookllii!.U:~add.l...cnin e~d a very high opinion 
of ·~ and reco~mend~d publication in millions of copies in every language. But 
Stahn banned 11. Durmg the years of 1he cult it was removed from libraries and 
was reprinted only after the XXth Party Congress. In 1937- 38 Party members 'were 
sent to prisons and camps for " keeping John Reed's book.'" 

,. SeeK. E. Voroshilov's account in / ;:vestiia, Jan. 3, 1935. 
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the Central Committee nothing less tha11. re-examination of _the whole 
"question of the military specialists [who have been recruttedlfrom 
the ranks of nonparty counterrevolutionaries.'' Dogmatic and sectar
·an Stalin did not want to consider the great role that nonparty 
~1 il,itary speciali sts w~rc ca lled ~pont~ play in building th~.Red Army. 
He was hostile and dtstrustful, 10 parttcular toward the mllttary leader 
of the North Caucasus, A. E. Snesarev.2 '_A general of the old tsarist 
army and also an outstanding orieotalist. Snesarev was one of the first 
1t> volunteer for the Red Army; he devoted his knowledge and experi
ence to defense of the young Soviet republic. His energetic leadership 
helped to beat the enemy back from Tsarilsyn. evertneless, just at 

tfiiSTime Stalin sent a telegram to Moscow accusing the ge~e~a l ~f 
sabotage. "~ilitary leader-Snesarev," Stalin wrote, "in my op1mon ts 
very skillfully sabotaging the oper.ation." Sta lin demanded that Snes
arev be recalled, because he allegedly could not and would not make 
war against counterrevo lu tion. Stalin declared Snesa rev's strategy fo r 
the defense of the city to be a "wrecker's" plan on the grounds that 
it was "defensist" rather than aggressive. In mid-July, 1918, when the 
position at Tsaritsyn had just been stabilized, Stalin arbitrarily 
removed almosl the entire military staff of the district and had them 
arrested and placed on a barge on the Volga. This prison barge then 
unexpectedly .sank wi th all on board. An i nspect i~n committee o~ the 

upreme Military Soviet, headed by A. I. Okulovyt, went to Tsantsyn 
in the summer of 19 18 to investigate these arbitrary actions. Snesarev 
was set free and on September L I appointed the chief of defense of the 
western region. Later he worked as director of the Academy of the 
General Staff of the Red Army-until he was arrested again in J 930. 

The same hostility was sho~n to another l eadi ng mt11tary spe
cialist, N. N. Sytin, appointed commander of the Southern Front in the 
fall of 191 8. On Stal in 's suggestion, the Revolutionary-Military Soviet 
of the Southern Front changed Sytin's first orders of operation and 
then removed him from his command. Stalin was thereby defying the 
instructions of the Revolutionary-Mi litary Soviet of the Republic, 
the demands of the Central Executive Committee, even the orders of 
the Party's Central Committee, not to interfere in the orders o~ a 
front commander. As a result of these a rbitra ry and complete ly unJUS
tified actions, Sta lin was finally removed from the Revolutionary
Military Soviet of the Southern Front, while Sy tin remained com
mander of that same front.2 ~ 

lt must also be noted that Stalin and Voroshilov were hardly ideal 
leaders of the military operations at Tsaritsyn, the city later named 

"See Voenncristoriclleskii ::lwma/, 1955, o. I. 
,. Later Sy1in worked in the Revolulionary·Military Soviet of 1he Republic. See Voenncr 

istoricl!eskii zlwmal, 1962, No.2. 

I 
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for Stalin (Stalingrad) and renamed once again after his death (Vol
gograd). Although Tsaritsyn managed to hold out in 1918, the army 
su ffered enormous losses there. ln a speech to the V ll lth Party Con
gress (March, 1919), which has not been published,2~ Lenin sharply 
criticized the Revolutionary-Mi litary Soviet of the Tenth Army, which 
was in charge of the Tsaritsyn operation. Participants in the Vl llth 
Congress recall Lenin's condemnation of the anarch istic behavior of 
many of the Red Army units at Tsaritsyn, their refusal to follow the 
orders of military specialists and their enthusiasm for guerrilla tactics. 
Lenin declared that the military specialists 

will be in charge, though we will place our own people alongside 
them. And we know from experience that this will lead to successful 
results. [I. A.] Akulov carried out the line of the Central Committee, 
yet they are saying that he destroyed the army. Akulov informed us 
that the Third Army indulged in guerrilla tactics even at Tsaritsyn. 
Akulov proved this by objective facts. It is permissible to sacrifice 
60,000 men, but from the standpoint of our general line, can we 
simply throw away 60,000 men? 

J am fully aware that you have killed many of the enemy. But 
we would not have had to throw away 60,000 men if the specialists 
had been there, if it had been a regular army. We must not do this 
again. 

The absence of a commanding staff at the front means that sol
diers do not go into battle but into a slaughterhouse. 

A regular army can exist only on condition that the most 
rational use is made of the work of specialists.!7 

This issue was part of the clash between Lenin and the " military 
opposition_," which was explicitly supported by Voroshilov and indi
rectly by Stalin as well. The problem of this "military opposition" has 
not been properly studied by our historians. It is known that the 
following were open adherents: A. Z. Kamenskii, Voroshilov, E. M. 
Iaroslavskii, G. I. Safa rov, F. I. Goloshchekin, and S. Milin. But 
behind them stood Stalin, clearly sympathizing with this opposit ion 
and trying to create the impression that Lenin and the Central Com
mittee did not understand military affairs, which they entrusted to 
Trotsky. The basic point of disagreement was the recruiting of military 
specialists for the Red Army; the "military opposition" resisted that 

I"' Ed.: See Vos'moi s'ezcl RKP(b): protokoly (Moscow, 1959), p. vii: the closed session 
of the VI lith Congress, devoted to military problems, is omitted from this record 
"because the Secretory's notes ore utterly crude." 

"SeeS. A. Fediukin, Sovetskaia vlast' i burzfwaznye spetsialisty (Moscow, 1965), pp. 
63-64; S. I. Arolov, Lenin vel nas k pobede (Moscow, 1962), pp. 102-103; and 
Vos'moi s'ezd ... , pp. 412-23 and 538--40. Ed.: None of these citations contains the 
actual words that Medvedev quotes from Lenin's unpublished speech. Neither does 
the little biography, A. S. Blinov, Ivan Akulov (Moscow, 1967). Apparently 
Medvedev wos able to consult the unpublished minutes of the closed session. 
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ruitment. Later Stalin issued an order "not to consider the military 
recposition as an opposition." He tried in every possible way to empha
o_Pe that it was an opposition not against Lenin and the Central 
SIZ ' h f h d'ff . C mmittee but agamst Trotsky. But t e acts s ow a 1 erent ptcture. 
T~e Vlllth Party Congress rep~imanded Kamenskii, and_~ resoluti_on 

f the Central Committee cxplamed that there was no mthtary poltcy 
0 
f Trotsky's but a policy of the Central Committee, which Trotsky 

~as carrying out.:R It must be noted that_§!_alin, while continually 
agitating against Lenin, never took part in one of the open a~ci "affi
CiliFOPPosition gro~ps. ~t the decisive moment he alwa~s ~vtthdre~ 

1ils0l)jections ano tnVanably appeared among the maJOnty. lt IS 

difficult to believe this was due only to the persuasiveness of Lenin's 

arguments. 
Stalin behaved badly not only with the military specialists but 

also with many Communists who were his subordinates. Even at that 
period he demanded from his subordinates unquestioning obedience. 
He removed people he found objectionable and chose workers who 
were capable of acting only according to the principle of " Pay atten
tion- do what you're told; report when you're through." H is cruelty 
and 'tack of self-restraint were clearly shown in the letter he sent from 
Tsaritsyn to Stepan Shaumian in May, 1918: "With respect to the 
Dagestanian and other bands who are obstructing the movement of 
trains from the North Caucasus, you must be absolutely ruthless. A 
number of their villages should be set on fire and burned to the 
ground , to teach them not to make raids on trains.":s Twenty years 
later, the experience of terrQ.r that Stalin ..acquh:ed in Tsaritsyn was 
applied to the entire countr~ 
- Tn 1920, when Stalin was a member of the Military Council of 
the Southwest Front, he refused to submit to a decision of the Politburo 
concerning his area of operations and sent a letter to Lenin which 
contained harsh and nasty expressions. Stalin's arbitrary behavior 
delayed the transfer of the First Cavalry Army and other units to the 
Western Front, and was one of the reasons for the failure of the Soviet 
advance on Warsaw. 

One cannot help asking how Stalin got away with such abuses of 
power and arbitrary actions. It is not easy to answer this question, but 
certain factors do stand out. Stalin was already powerful in the years 
of the Civil War. He had many supporters and knew how to stick 
up for himself. Under the condi tions of the savage Civil War, when 
the Soviet regime was often placed in a critical situation. Lenin had 
to make use of every available force that supporte\:1 the revolution. 

"One of the older Communists, D. lu. Zorina, several yeaf1 ago wrote on interesting 
article, still not published, "On the Problem of the Military Opposition." 

.. Pravda, Sept. 20, 1963. 
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the Central Committee, which, on April 3, 1922, set up a new post, 
General Secretary of the Central Committee, and elected Stalin to it. 

At that time the General Secretary was not considered the main 
official in the Party. The Secretariat was only one of the organs of the 
Central Committee that were subord inated to the Politburo. The 
secretaries of the Central Commillee, who were in charge of the cur
rent work of the Party apparal, were not members of the Politburo, 
wh ich was one of the reasons for the inadequate authority and the 
poor work of the Secretariat. In order to improve the work of the 
Secretari at, the decision was made to name a Poli tburo member 
General Secretary of the Central Committee. 

fn 1922 Stalin was the least prominent figure in the Politburo. 
Not only Lenin but also Trotsky, Zinoviev, Kamenev, Bukharin, and 
A. 1. Rykov were much more popular among the broad masses of the 
Party than Stalin. Closemouthed and reserved in everyday affairs, 
Stalin was also a poor public speaker. He spoke in a low voice with 
a strong Caucasian accent, and found it difficult to speak without a 
prepared text. It is not su rpri sing that, during the stormy years of 
revolution and civil war, with their ceaseless meetings, rallies, and 
demonstrations, the revolutionary masses saw or hea rd little of Stalin. 
He was generally to be found somewhere behind the scenes. But 
wi thin the Party apparat Stalin was a fai rly prominent official , well 
known for ~organizationa l abilliies and his harsh manners. Evidently 
it was assumed that appointing a man such as Stalin to the post of 
General Secretary would bring some order into the working organs of 
the Party, which. to judge from many of Lenin's letters and remarks, 
were not operating very efficiently in J 92 1-22. 

Thus there was nothing unexpected in Stalin 's appointment to the 
new post. TL was accepted by the Party as routine. " r t was one of a 
number of such events to which no one ascribed any special signifi
cance," writes E. Ia. Drabkina in her memoirs, "and even in Party 
circles no one paid any attention to it."3

' In April, 1922, Lenin was 
still at the head of the Party and the government; he was the univer
sally recognized chief of the revolutionary masses. Therefore Stalin's 
election in 1922 to the post of General Secretary was not, despite the 
legends that were created later on, the promotion of a new Party 
chief; it was not Lenin 's designation of hi s successor. 

Although the post of General Secretary was not the most important 
office in 1922 , some people have reproached Lenin for en trusting it 
to Stalin , whose shortcomings were well known to the majority of 
Party leaders. But there is no proof that Lenin proposed the creation 

" E. Ia. Drabkina, Zimnii pere1•af. Ed.: Mcdvedev gives no place or date of publication. 
Neither does the French translation: Drabkina. Solstice d'hiver. Le demier combat 
de Unine (Paris, 1970). I have been unable to locate the Russian original. 
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of the new post, or that he nominated Stalin for it. The plenary meeti ng 
of the Central Committee that convened immediately after the X lth 
Party Congress was presided over by Kamenev at its opening session. 
It was Kamenev, accordi ng to eyewitness reports, who proposed that 
Stalin be chosen as General Secretary. Furthermore, even before the 
beginning of the Plenum, pressure was applied to the newly elected 
Central Committee. According to Snegov, a member of the Elections 
Committee of the X l th Pa rty Congress, during the election o f the 
Central Committee some delegates wrote " G ene ral Secretary" on their 
ballots after Stalin's name. T his angered Skrypnik, chairman of the 
Electio ns Committee, who demanded that these ballo ts be decla red 
invalid. Kamenev had to explain to the Congress that it was not the 
Congress but the Plenum of the Cen tral Committee that elected the 
Secretariat o f the CC. Thus it may be argued that the election of 
Stalin as General Secretary was presented to Lenin as a fait accompli. 
Furthermore-and this is the most important aspect of the matter
f.enin never had (or sought) the plenitude o f power tbaL S1.alin 
subsequenrty possessed. Thus Lenin could not by himself decide impo r
tant questions o f policy, or even questions o f appointments. H e w as 
often o bliged to give in to his comrades on the Central Committee 
an~ it would appear that this was the case with._Stalin, who wa~ 
actively_ supported_Qy such prominent members of the Pol itburo as 

"Zinoviev and Kamene.v , to say nothing of inOuential members of the 
Central Committee, including Ordzho nikidze anct Voroshilov. 

Many lette rs and memoranda , a large part of which have been 
published only in the last few years, reveal Le nin 's sometimes difficult 
position during 1921 and 1922. Some of Le nin's letters, although they 
do not have a direct bearing on Stalin 's appointment, show how hard 
it ~as fo r Lenin to obtain any appointment he desired during that 
penod or to prevent one. In the spring of 1921 , the old Bolshevik 
G. L. Shklovskii, whom Lenin had known well in emigre days. asked 
fo r a job in o ne o f the trade delegations of the USSR abroad. Lenin 
supported his request. H owever, the Orgburo o f the Central Committee 
turned down Lenin's proposal. Lenin took this rather unimportant 
matte r to the Politburo and won his point. Even then the Commissariat 
of Fo reign T rade, or more likely some o f its leading offi cials, did not 
want to implement the Politburo's decree. Shklovskii sent a letter to 
Len in , asking fo r his assistance. Lenin immediately wrote to V. M. 
Molotov, who at that time was in charge of the Central Commit· 
tee Secretariat. In this note he accused lu . Kh. Lu tovi no v and 
B. S. Sto~oniakov of sabotaging the Politburo's decision to appoint 
Shklovskn. Anyone who really believed that Skhlovskii did not deserve 
the appointment, Len in wrote, should make an open appeal to the 
Central Committee and stop whi spering about "Lenin's favor itism."n 
"' Polnoe sobranie, Lll , pp. 249-50. 
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At the same time , Lenin sent a note to Shklovskii: 

June 4, 192 1 
Comrade Shklovskii : 

1 received your long letter after sending you my note. You are 
completely right: to accuse me of " favoritism" in this case is utterly 
outrageous and disgusting. I repeat, there is a complicated intrigue 
here. They are taking advantage of the deaths of Sverdlov. Zagorskii 
and others. 

You will have to start from scratch. There is both prejudice and 
stubborn opposition and deep distrust of me in this problem. I am 
extremely pained by this. But it 's a fact. I don't blame you for your 
tetter. 1 understand that things are very difficult for you. I have seen 
other such examples in our Party nowadays. New men have come in 
and don't know the old men . You recommend and they don't trust 
you. You repeat your recommendation-their distrust is redoubled, 
and they begin to get stubborn. " But we don't want it! ! !" 

Nothing else remains but this: starting from scratch, by struggle. 
we must win the new youth to our side. 

Greetings, 
L ENIN33 

Shklovskii's problem was settled a month or so later , according to a 
note that Lenin sent in the midd le of July: 

Comrade Shklovskii: 
I spoke with Stomoniakov and [ L. B.] Krasin, and am enclosing 

Krasin's note. He promised to see you. Lutovinov gave me his 
"word of honor" that he will treat you in "an unbiased manner." 1 
did all I could. I repeat what I said to you personally: in Berlin you 
must "start from scratch" and win yourself a position by your per
formance. This has happened to several old Party members since 
1917. Best wishes to you and all your family. 

And there were not a few such cases. "You arc mistaken," wro te 
Lenin to the Soviet diplomat A . A. Joffe, 

to repeat continually: "the Central Committee-that's me" [TsK, 
eto ia]. This could have been written only in a state of great nervous 
tension and exhaustion. The old Central Committee ( 1919- 1920) 
beat me on one of the immensely important questions, as you know 
from discussions. On organizational and personnel questions, there 
is no counting the times when I was in the minority. You yourself 
saw examples of this many times, when you were a member of the 
CC. Why then do you get so nervous that you write the COM-

.. Unfortunately, this note of Lenin's, extremely interesting both as an historical docu· 
ment and from a psychological point of view, has not yet been published even in his 
"complete" collected works (Polnoe sobranie socllinenii). 

"Polnoe sobranie, Llll , pp. 30-31. In 1937, Shklovskii, for whom Lenin went to so 
much trouble, was shot as an "enemy of tfie people:" - -
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in the national question. During Lenin's illness, in September, 1922, 
Stalin persuaded a commission of the Central Committee to endorse 
his proposal for "autonomization," that is, for unifying the republics 

of non-Russian nationalities by incorporating them in the Russian 

Republic with rights of autonomy. ~ording to Stalin. what was 

needed was not a Union of Soviet Socialist Republics hui A Russian 

Soviet Sociali st Re£ublic, which would include all the other national
ities. Thus Stalin did not take into consideration the Leninist view of 

1ederation, which had been formulated at the Xth Party Congress in 

1921. He was in fact proposingJo liquidate the independence of the 
union republics. Lenin sharply criticized Stalin's position in a le tter 

of September 27, 1922, and proposed a completely different solution: 

the creation of a new kind o( ..stale, the Union of Soviet Socialist 
·RePublics, based on the complete equality of these republics. This 

SOfiition was accepted by the Party. I 
Nor did Stalin take a correct position in the conflict that broke , 

out in 1922 between G. K. (Sergo) Ordzhonikidze and the leadership 

of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Georgia. Lenin 
was deeply disturbed by this conflict, which prompted him to dictate 

his memorandum " On the ationality Question" at the very end of 

1922. I n it he expressed great alarm at Ordzhonikidze's readiness 

to use force against the loca 1 leaders in Georgia: 

I think that a fatal role was played here by Stalin 's impatience and 
his infatuation with administrati ve fiat , and also by his hostility 
towards notorious "social nationalism." .. . But hostility generally 
plays the worst kind of role in politics .... fn this case. our relations 
with the Georgian nation, we have a typical example of the need for 
extreme carefulness, a conciliatory and permissive spirit. if we are 
to handle this matter in a truly proletarian manner. 

Later, with Stalin fo remost in his mind , Lenin wrote: 

That Georgian who takes such a scorn ful attitude toward this aspect 
of the matter, who scornfully hurls accusations of social nationalism 
(while he himself is a rea l genuine "social nationalist," and even a 
crude Great Russian Dcrzhimorda [a policeman in Gogol's I nspec

tor General]) - that Georgian is in rea lity violating the interests of 
proletarian class solidarity .... It is Stalin and Dzerzhinskii who 
must be held politically responsible for this entire Great Russian 
nationalist campaign.37 

A month later, Lenin returned to the conflict of Ordzhonikidze, 
Stalin , and Dzerzhinskii with the leadership of the Central Committee 

of the Georgian Communist Party. In the " Diary of the Office Secre

taries of V. I. Lenin"311 the re is the following note made by L . A. 

" Pohzoe sobranie, XLV, pp. 356-60. 
•• Voprosy istorii KPSS, 1963, No.2. p . 80. 
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proposed publication not only of the letter called the " Testament" 

but also of other unpublished letters by Lenin dealing with intra
party problems; the so-called "Testament," he said, should be 

appended to the minutes. The Congress supported his motion and 
unanimously decided to publish both the " Testament" and the let

ters on intraparty problems.41 

However, the "Testament" did not appear in the minutes of the Con

gress, which were published in 1928, or in the Leninskie sborniki. 

Many other letters of Lenin were also not published. But the delegates 

of the XVth Congress ( 1,669 strong) could read the "Testament" in 

the Bulletins printed during the Congress "only for members of the 

All-Russian Communist Party."•• These Bulletins were printed, accord

ing to the information on the title page, in an edition of 13,500 copies. 

How the 11,831 surplus copies were distributed is unknown; in any 

case, the Bulletins did not reach the Party organizations. 
Thus, after the XVth Congress of 1927 Lenin 's "Testament" 

became somewhat more widely known among the Party aktiv. But in 

the 1930's all talk about the "Testament" was suppressed. First it 

became a secret docu~nt, which young Party members knew nothing 

aoout. With the beginning of mass repression, Lenin's " Testament" 

was declared to be a_fu.~tion. Those who owned copies of the 

Bulletins of the XVth Congress were, with few exceptions, among the 

repressed, and many of those who escaped arrest_preferred to destr~ 

the "criminal" document. According to some old Bolsheviks who were 

-imprisoned during the years of Stalin's cult, iiitfie prisons and camps 

there were Communists condemned to long terms and even to execu-

tion for possession of "a counterrevolutionary document, the so-called ,:- >--" 
Testament of Lenin." 

"From the personal papers of E. P. Frolov. 
"See Appendix I to Bulletin I o. 30, pp. 35-37. 
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Stalin's Struggle 

with the O ppo ition 

THE RJ~E OF STA LI NISM cannot be understood wi thout examinin i 

only ~neOy, the ~truggle within the Party during the middle and ~~t! 
1_920 s. ~a?y eptsodes connected with that struggle need to be recon 

stdered m light of the tragic events of the 1930's No bl f p -
histo bl . · pro em o a rty 
with 7h was so _ atantly falstfied for t~enty to thirty years as the fight 

readily ~ o~pl obsllllons . Even a s_uperfic ,al acqua intance with the mos t 
vat a e source maten a ls-the records of p 

~nnd ~on ferences, th~ speeches, platforms, and forecasts a~~ythceo~~:ersr~~~ 

h
g g oups-makes Jt c lear tha t many episodes and indeed the I. d f 

t e struggle a h 1 ' ' en o 
. s a . w o e, were a lready presented in a subjecti ve and 

~endenflous way tn the publications of the 1920 's. From the start the 

~nt;a party ~tr~gle was bitte r, with each side trying to portray its 

l:rt:e;:~s-rn e mos_t . unattractive light. Often statements were dis-

. yond_ ~ecognJtton and mistakes were exaggera ted out of a ll 

~~%~~tt~orntb~0~J~usness and dis loy~lty were stimula ted on both sides. 

of the eventseof ~he:~ of t~e su~cessJ ve oppositions, the in terpretations 

in emigre Trotsk "t we,~ tes t a t appea red in officia l publica tions and 

tendentiou ~~ e . Jter~ture grew even more unobjective and 

Course ' s-::ulmm~tmg tn The H istory of the CPSU (Short 

im e . >,: wh,_ch depicts the opposition leaders as_masked J ra itors and 

i~h~,~~~~i:~~~~a:Sh~f ;;,eres re~ruited_ by fore ign intelligence services 
e Ovte t regtme. Unfortuna tely, many recent 

'Ed.: Published in 1938 without any a h r . 
quickly established ~s I he most au ll~~ri~;~iv~s~~~t 0f~/~~e I ti le 1~o~, lhis ~ook was 

ment, and remained 50 for fifteen years Se bel wor ommuntst move-
. e ow, pp. 499 n. 
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works on the intraparty struggle of the twenties are not free from 

bias.2 Al though these works do not accuse the opposition leaders of 

espionage or premedita ted betraya l, they do not correct many other 

inaccuracies. Stalin is hardly mentioned as the leader of the struggle 

with the oppositions, nor do the names of Molotov, L. M. Kaganovich, 

and Sta lin 's o ther aides appear. This makes the history of the intra

party struggle incomprehensible to the uninitiated reader. 

Almost a ll those who took an active part in the opposition move

ments of the twenties perished in the mass repression of the thirties. 

Only a few of the rank-and-ftle participan ts returned to their families 

after the XXth Party Congress in 1956. Some are now trying to vindi

cate certain opposition leade rs, on the grounds that they were correc t 

and bold, though unsuccessfu l, in the ir criticism of Stalin. Their point 

of view is understandable bu t not accurate. Because Stalin, after win

ning the fight with the opposition, usurped all power in the country 

and then wiped out most of his former opponents and allies, j t does 

not follow that Stalin was completely wrong in hi s struggJe with the 

opposition or that his opponents were completely right. Tt would also 

bewrong to imitate bourgeois historians who depict the fight between 

the different groups as only an unprinc ipled struggle for power, 

masked by theore tica l a rguments to deceive the workers. In the twen

ties there was not only a struggle for power within the Party; there 

were also serious theoretical and practical disagreements and a contest 

of ideas, especially over the me thods and possibilities of building so

cialism in the Soviet Union. which at that time was the only soc ialist 

country in the world . 
It is impossible to trace all the complicated twists and turns of 

thjs conflict, but certain episodes must be examined here . 

There have been ideological and political struggles within the Party 

at practica lly every period of its development. In the post-October 

period a lone, Lenin had to fight the so-ca lled " le ft" Communists, the 

" military" opposition, the " workers' " opposition and the " demo

cratic centralist" group, while in 1920-21 a heated discussion arose 

within the Pa rty on the problem o f the trade unions. Lenin was always 

at the center of the struggle. But however embittered the polemics 

may have become, Lenin never brought in to the ideological battles 

among Party members the methods that were used against the Pa rty's 

enemies, its ideological and politica l opponents. 

• See, for example, the following: A. Ia. Viatkin, Razgrom Kommtmisticheskoi partiei 

trotskizma i drugiklr antileninskikft grupp (Leningrad, 1966); V. M. Ivanov, /z 

istorii bor'by partii protiv "leva go opportunizma" (Leningrad, 1965); B. I. 

Makarov, Kritika trotskizma po voprosu o stroitel'stve sotsializma v SSSR (Mos· 

cow, 1965); lu. V. Voskrescnskii, Razgrom Kommunisticlteskoi partiei trotskistsko

men'shevistskoi "novoi" oppozitsii (Moscow, 1962). See olso numerous art icles in 

the journal Voprosy istorii KPSS. 
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sider them my comrades, and l will fight with all my strength, in 
the CC and at the Congress, to have them expelled from the Party.0 

But Lenin was congenitally incapable of the thought of revenge; he 

never persecuted people who recognized their erro rs, never demanded 

public confessi? ns from them. His treatment of Zinoviev a~d ~amenev 

shows this qUJte clearly. Soon after October, 1917, Zmov1ev and 

Kamenev admitted their erro r in oppos ing the insurrection and im
mediately were assigned to important positions in the Sovie t regime. 

Kamenev was chairman of the Second Congress of Sovie ts at the very 

moment of the insurrection and was elected chairman of the Central 

Executive Committee . I t is true that fo r several days Kamenev tried to 
achieve " unity" with the Mensheviks and Social Revolutiona ries, hop

ing to create a coalition government of all "socialist" parties . When 

the CC of the Bolshevik Party objected, Kamenev together with seven 

commissars handed in their resignations. But then they admitted 

their error, and Lenin again drew them into responsible work. [n a 
letter to Italian Communists in 1921, Lenin described such experi

ences as a norm of Party life. 
To be sure, Lenin noted in his " Testament" that the October 

episode was not accidental fo r Zinoviev and Kamencv. But in no way 
did he question the right of these two prominent Bolsheviks to be 

leaders of the Party. Even in his relations with Mensheviks, Lenin 

showed no sectarian narrow-mindedness or bli nd distrust. " Com

rades," he declared at the Vll th Congress of Soviets in December, 

1919, 

I have followed the acti vities of the Mensheviks, I daresay, more 
closely than anyone. On the basis of this fifteen-year period of 
observation, I maintain : . . . The development of the Mensheviks, 
especially at such a grea t moment as has begun in the history of the 
Russian Revolution, shows the greatest vacillations among them. On 
the whole they have reached the point where, against their will, with 
the greatest difficulty, they are beginning to leave the bourgeoisie 
and its prejudices. Although they resisted many times, they arc 
beginning [ 19 19] to draw nearer to the dictatorship of the prole
tariat, and in a year will have come a few steps closer-of this J am 
completely sure.; 

Lenin was no t a li beral. When necessary he was tough on hi s 
opponents, including Pa rty members. But Lenin 's toughness did not 

strike at people's self-respect o r insult them.8 Stalin treated his op

ponents and critics in a completely different manner. Even in the 

period from 1918 to 1923, when Lenin was still alive, Stalin dis
tinguished himself by his unpleasantness and harshness toward those 

: Sochineniia, 41h cdn., XXVI , p. 186. 
, Sochineniia, 4th cdn., XXX . pp. 2 10- 11 . 
lenin's sister gave a good description o f his abili ty to crit icize wi thout offending. See 

M. I. Ul'anova, h vospominanii o Lenine (Moscow, 1928) . 
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the Party-was Leon Trotsky, who had a considerable following at 

that time. Since we shall frequently come across Trotsky and Trotsky

·sm in these pages, something should be said here about this complex 

~nd contradictory political figu re. 
Trotsky joined the Social Democratic Party when its first organiza

tions were being formed. He was arrested and sent to Siberia when 

he was only nineteen, ~nd es~aped abroad in .1902. At the lind Party 

Congress in 1903, he s1ded With the Menshev1ks. In the 1905 Revolu

tion he became chairman of the Petersburg Soviet, where he made a 

number of political and theoretical mistakes. Still, it is impossible to 

deny the import?nt re~olutio~ary activity performe~ by the Peters

burg Soviet and 1ts cha1rman 10 1905. When the Sov1et was arrested, 

Trotsky was again sen t to Siberia but escaped en route, and in 1907 

attended the Vth London Congress of the Party. 
In 191 2, Trotsky, who was based in Vienna, organized the "Aug

ust Bloc'' and ceased to publish Pravda. 10 The prime goal he set him

self was to reconci le all the Social Democratic groups, especia ll y the 

Bolsheviks and Mensheviks. Thus he fought mainly against the Len

inist Bolsheviks, who did not want to reach an agreement with the 

Jiquidationists and the otzovists. Obviously Lenin gave as much as he 

got. I t was in 19 12- J 3 that he expressed those extremely derogatory 

opinions of Trotsky which were constantly quoted during the 1920's 

and subsequent years. Lenin accused Trotsky of deliberately mislead

ing the workers by concealing the truth about the Jiquidation ists. H e 

referred to Trotsky as a "vile carecrist," an "advcnturist, " an " in

triguer," and so on. T hat was when Lenin used the expression " Little 

Judas" (ludushka'), comparing Trotsky's efforts at peacemaking with 

iJiehYpocritical attempts of ludushka Golovlev, in M. E. Saltykov

Shchedrin 's novel The Golovlevs, to reconcile his family. 
In the twenties, historians and politicians assiduously collected 

these derogatory comments, many of which were expressed in private 

memoranda and letters not intended for publication. Lenin was often 

harsh and merciless in polemics. Bu t it would be unreasonable if words 

said in anger or in the heat of argument, not only to political oppo

nents but even to close friends and family, were attached to them as 

lifelong nicknames or labels. And Lenin above all never intended such 

a thing. 
After the February Revolut ion of 1917, T rotsky returned to Russia 

and sided with the internationa list group called the mezhraionfsy, who 

were drawing close to Lenin's outlook. Thus it was not accidental that 

the mezhraiontsy were admitted into the Party at the Vl th Congress 

in August, 1917, and Trotsky was elected to the CC. After the Bolsbe-

.. Ed.: Trolsky had founded Pravda in 1908. In 1912 the Bolsheviks began to publish a 

newspaper with the same name, edited by Stalin, and Trotsky's paper lapsed. 
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viks won a majority in the Petrograd Soviet, Trotsky became its 
chairman once again. 

Like Stalin, Trotsky a lso made many mistakes during that period. 
1 lowever, whatever one may think of Trotsky's subsequent political 
career, one cannot overlook the eminently useful work he did in the 
decisive months before the October Revolution. "Generally speak ing," 
writes the o ld Bolshevik A. P . Spunde,11 

'Irotsky displayed his best qualities in 1917. He was the idol of mass 
meetings in Petrograd; his political Jine aroused a great feeling for 
him. In his actions one sensed a 19 I 7 version of Danton. Determi
nation and boldness showed in everything he dld.'No one then 
noticed that he lacked Lenin's depth and Lenin's ability to subordi
nate all his human feelings to the victory of socialism .... Trotsky 
was one of the best orators of the Revolution. He always spoke with 
amazing brilliance and had the ability to popularize even difficult 
ideas, though the foundation of principles was often incommen
surate with the oratorical skill. 

Another such testimonial occurs in a speech that Lenin made in 
October, 19 17, to the Petrograd conference of Bolsheviks on the 
choice of candidates for the Constituent Assembly. " o one would 
argue against a candidate such as T rotsky," Lenin declared, and 
con tinued : 

Firstly, because right after his arrival he took the position of an 
internationalist; secondly, because he campaigned among the 
mezhraiontsy for a fusion [with the Bolsheviks]; and thirdly. 
because he rose to the occasion, during the difficult July days, as a 
devoted supporter of the Party of the revolutionary proletariat.12 

There are many legends about Trotsky's role in the organization 
of the insurrection in Petrograd. (Trotsky himself was the au tho r of 
some of these legends.) But just because there is a tendency to exag
gerate his importance,13 it should not be underrated. Trotsky was, 
after all, the leader of the Military-Revolutionary Committee of the 
Petrograd Soviet, to which all power passed in the first day after the 
overthrow of the Provisional Government. There are many eyewitness 
reports of the great role he played in the revolutionary events. Suffice 
"Spunde was Deputy Commissar of Finance in the first Soviet government. Later he 

was a member of the Council of Labor and Defense and the Central Executive 
Committee of the USSR. deputy chairman of the State Bonk. ond director o f the 
foreign-currency division. lie was not arrested in 1937-38 but was expelled from 
the Party, and worked as bookkeeper. cashier, and accountant in the Moscow 
Trading Company. After the XXth Party Congress he was completely rehabilita ted. 
Spunde wrote his memoirs of the revolution in 1947-49. They remain among his 
family's papers. 

"Polnoesobranie, XXX IV, p. 345. 
u For example, in Professor I. K. Dashkovskii's letter to the editor of Voprosy istorii 

KPSS. Ed.: This seems to be an unpublished manuscript. 
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Politburo. Thus it is understandable that many of Trotsky's supporters 
considered him the most likely and the most desirable successor to 
Lenin as leader of the Party and the government. Their expectations 
were based not only on Trotsky's ambition but also on his great 
popularity among sections of the Party intelligentsia, the army, and 
the youth. Trotsky and his group cloaked their attacks on other mem
bers of the Politburo-especially Zinoviev, Kamenev, Stalin, and 
Bukharin-with the slogan of democracy. " The most dangerous of 
all dangers," Trotsky wrote, "is the regime within the Party." In his 
book The Lessons of October, Trotsky exaggerated his services to the 
revolution, thereby distorting the position and ro le of Lenin. T rotsky's 
main targets were Z inoviev and Kamenev, whom Lenin in 1917 had 
called strikebreakers of the revolution. Trotsky also sharply crit icized 
Zinoviev for his leadership of the Comintern, insisting that the 1923 
insurrection in Germany would have succeeded if the Comintern and 
the German Communists had been bolder. 

This concern for democracy smelled of demagogy. Even many of 
Trotsky's supporters called him "the lord" (barin), for his arrogance 
and conceit were famous. Trotsky's scorn for Party discipline and the 
preemptory, bureaucratic style of his work were obvious during Lenin's 
lifetime. It was Trotsky who coined the slogans "shake up" (the trade 
unions) and "tighten the screws." At that time he was starting, among 
his supporte rs, a cult of his own personality. • · 

Trotsky's famous theory of permanent r~volution was also wrong; 
it resembled Marx's and Lenin's theories of uninterrupted revolution 
in name only. This theory, which Trotsky tried to defend for the rest 
of his life, was associated with one of his major errors : underestima-

_tion of the revolutionary potential of the peasantry, as the main aUy 
of the proletariat not only in the bourgeois democratic period of the 
Russian Revolution but also, in the case of the poorer peasants, during 
the socialist period. Since he did not see the possibilities for building 
socialism in the countryside and did not understand Lenin's coopera
tive plan, he accused the Party of a "kulak deviation." He pinned his 
hopes largely on the speedy victory of the world proletarian revolu
tion. He demanded that the work of Soviet Russia be subordinated to 
this goal, and did not care if the peasantry was sacrificed in the pro
cess. Thus in 1922 Trotsky wrote: 

After seizing power the proletariat will conOict not only with the 
bourgeois groups that supported it in the early stages of the revo
lutionary struggle, but also with the broad masses of the peasantry 
which helped it come to power. The contradictions in the situation 
of a workers' government in a backward country, with an over
whelming peasant majority, can be solved only ... in the arena of 
the world proletarian revolution.18 

'"Trotsky, 1905 (Moscow, 1922), pp. 4-5. 
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Russia could begin the socialist revolution, but cou ld not continue it
not to speak of achieving a complete socialist society- without the 
aid and support of a socialist Europe. Trotsky was not alone in this 
belief. In the early years of the revolution this opinion was shared by 
Len in. For example, on March 12, 19 19, Lenin told the Petrograd 

soviet: 
Only by appraising the role of the Soviets on a world scale can we 
achieve a correct understanding of the details of ou r internal li fe 
and a proper regu lation of them. The job oj construction is com
pletely dependent on how sooll tlze revolutio11 will succeed in the 
more importa11t European countries. Only after it succeeds there ca11 
ive seriously get down to the job of construction.* 

On November 6, 1920, Lenin said to the Moscow Soviet : 

lf we take a look at international relations at this time-and we 
have always emphasized that we look at things from an international 
point of view, and that in a single country it is impossible to com
plete such a thing as a socialist revolution-and if we look at the 

litsfOry of the wars waged against Soviet Russia, then we will 
see . ... =·· 
In I 921 -22, when it became clear that the socialist revolution in 

Europe would be delayed and the New Economic Policy (NEP) was 
beginning in the USSR . Lenin re-examined his position on building a 
socialist society. Analysis of his last works makes this clear , especia lly 
the articles " On Cooperation" and "On Our Revolution." But many 
Party leaders did not pay proper attention to Lenin's new approach 
to this prob lem, and cont inued as before to assert that it was impos
sible to build a socialist society in a single country , and a backwa rd 
one at that. Stalin was a leader of this type. In the first versions of 
his On the Foundations oj Leninism, Stalin wrote that for "the organi
zation of socialist production, the efforts of one country, especial ly a 
peasant coun try like Russ ia, are not enough. For this. the efforts of 
the prol etari at of several developed countries arc needed. m8 Later, in 
1925, Stalin reconsidered his point of view, and made certain changes 
in editing this work. But Zinoviev and Kamenev still clung to con
fused and for the most part incorrect views on this question. 

"Severnaia Kommww, No. 58, Mar. 14. 1919. In the third edi tion o f Lenin 's collected 

works, a footnote informs us thnt this speech is printed according to the text of the 

newspaper Sevemaia Komnama. But the two sentences italicized here hav..! been 
omiued. 

u Stenograficlleskie otcllety \1oskovskogo So••etu rabocllikll, krest 'ianskikll i krasnoor
meiskikll deputatov, Biulleterr'. No. 15. (In the second and third editions of Lenin's 

collected works, this speech was printed exactly according to the text of the 

Bulletin. 13ut in the fourth and firth editions. the part we hove italicized is missing. 

although the reference to Bulletin No. t 5 is preserved.) 
,. See XIV s'ezd VKP(b). p. 429. Ed.: See E. II . Carr. The tnterregnum (New York. 

1954). p. 359, for full bibliographical information on this passage. 
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Military Soviet, and at the same time was appointed Chief of Staff of 
the Red Army. In January, 1925, Frunze replaced Trotsky as 
Commissar of Military and Naval Affairs and as chairman of the 
Revolutionary-Military Soviet. 

An able, determined, and intelligent man, Frunze enjoyed con
siderable influe~ce in the Party as well as rhe army. ( It has been sug
gested that Lenm had Frunze or Ia. E. Rudzutak in mind when he 
suggested the replacement of Stalin as General Secretary.) 

. Frunze suffered from a stomach ulcer that at times incapacitated 
htm. But a stomach ulcer is not malignant; it does not threaten the 
patient's life, and the prognosis is generally good. Even in 1925 an 
experienced doctor knew that a special diet should be tried, and only 
if this was unsuccessful would there be need of surgery. 

The evidence suggests that Frunze did not want an operation, for 
he w.as improvi~g without it. On October 26, 1925, the day before 
entenng the hospttal. he wrote to his wife: 

I am feeling absolutely healthy and it is somehow ridiculous not 
only to go to the hospital, but even to think about an operation. 
Nevertheless both consultations brought the decision to operate. 
[My italics.-R.M.] I am personally sarisfied with this decision. Let 
the~ once and for all take a good look at what's there and try to 
dectde on a real cure. In my own mind the thought constantly recurs 
that there is nothing seriously wrong with me, since, if the opposite 
is true, it is difficult to explain my speedy recovery after rest and 
treatment.10 

There is reason to doubt that Frunze was rea lly satisfied with the 
decision to operate, which had been discussed in the Politburo with 
Stalin and Voroshilov insisting that it be done. Frunze was a soldier 
and did not want to appear cowardly, but he spoke freely to an old 
friend, who writes: 

N~t long ?efore the operation, I went to see him. lie was upset and 
smd he dtd not want to lie down on the operating table .... The 
p~emonition .of some trouble, of something irreversible, oppressed 
~1m .. : . I tned to persuade Mikhail Vasilievich to refuse the opera
tiOn, smce the thought of it depressed him. But he shook his head: 

j "Stalin insists on the operation," he said , "to get rid of my ulcers 
for good. So I decided to go under the knife."3 ' 

Chloroform was used, although ether was known to be a better 
anesthetic for the purpose. Worse yet, Frunze was given more than a 
normal dose of chloroform, which was clearly dangerous for his heart. 

o stomach ulcer was found, on ly a little scar tissue at the site of a 

:Sec S. Sirotinskii, " Poslednie dni," Krasnaia zvezda, Ocr. 31, 1930. 
I. K. Gam burg. Tak eto bylo (Moscow, 1962). 
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h aled ulcer. Very soon after the operation, Stalin and A. 1. Mikoian 
eme to the hospital but were not admitted to the patient's room. Stalin 

ca M'k · d l Frunze a note: "Dear Friend: Today at 5.00 P.M. J 01an an 
~e~aw Comrade [Doctor] Rozanov. We wanted to visit you, but he 

ouldn't let us-ulcer. We were obliged to give in. Don't worry, old 
w . '11 . K b H 32 buddy. Greetings. We'll come agam, we come agam . . . o . a. . 

either Stalin nor Mikoian was obliged to see Frunze ahve. Thtrty 
hours after the operation, his hea rt stopped. The autopsy and other 
medical r~orts published in Pravda (November I, 1925) were c?n
fused, inconsistent, anc;l evasive. On November 3, 1925, Pravda carne.d 
several articles dedicated to Frunze's memory. ("C~~ we .re.proach 1115 
poor heart," wrote Mikhail Kol'tsov, for example, for gtvmg way to 
sixty grams of chloroform after it had endured two ye~.rs of a dea.th 
sentence, with the hangman's noose around its neck? ) An. offict~~ 
article was included-"On the History of Comrade Frunze's Otsease. 
" fn view of the interest that the question of the history of Frunze's 
disease has for his comrades," the introduction sa id, "and the associ
ated question of his operation, the editors consider it appropriate to 
print the following document:" Then came the .records of the two 
consultations at Frunze's bedstdc and the concludmg report about the 
operation. The records asserted that an operation was .required because 
Frunze's life was endangered by recurrent hemorrhagmg from a bleed
ing ulcer. Yet the concluding report of the operation spoke onl y of 
"a little scar . . . evidently on the si te of a healed ulcer." 

On November 3, f zvestiia published an interview with one of the 
surgeons, Professor Grekov. His account, which pictured Fru~ze as 
smiling joyfully at the news of Sta lin 's visit. was inconsistent wtth the 
other medical reports, and gave no evidence to support the final decla
ration: "All the changes revealed by the operation undoubtedly sup
port the view that, without the operation. Comrade Frunze was 
incurable, and was threatened by inevitable and possibly sudden 
death." The circumstances surrounding Frunze's death were so unclear 
and contradi ctory that at the end of 1925, the Communists of lvanovo
Voznesensk-wi th which Frunze's revolutionary activity had been 
closely connected-demanded the creation of a special comm iss io~ to 
examine the causes of his death. In Novyi Mir, No. 5, I 926, the wnter 
Boris Pilnyak published a story , "The Talc of the Unextinguished 
Moon," in which he unambiguously accused Stalin of the death of 
Frunze.33 The en tire issue of the journal with Pilnyak's story was 
quickly confiscated. A few subscribers received the journal , but some 
hours later the postmen took back the copies they had deli vered. 

n See Sirotinskii, op. cit. . 
"Ed.: For an English translation see Boris Pilnyak, Mother Earth and Other Stor1es 

(Garden City, N.Y., 1968), pp. 181-2 tl. 
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Frunze was succeeded as Commissar of Military and Naval Affairs by 
Voroshilov, who could claim certain services to the Party and the 
revolution, but utterly lacked Frunze's intellect and was heavily under 
Stalin's influence. 

July, 1926, saw the sudden death of F. E. Dzerzhinskii, the "knight 
of the revolution," chief of the punitive organsof the young Soviet 
state. He succeeded Trotsky as Commissar for Communications, and 
from 1924 was chairman of the Supreme Council of the ational 
Economy. At the same time he remained the chairman of the Cheka, 
and later of the OGPU. Many books have been written about this 
outstanding revolutionary and we will not give here any facts from 
his biography. "Dzerzhinski i," said V. R. Menzhinskii, "had his own 
special talent, which sets him apart. That was a moral talent, a talen t 
for unwavering revolutionary action and for creativity that was not 
stopped by any obstacles, and was not guided by any goals except one 
-the triumph of the proletarian revolution."l< Dzerzhinskii's enemies 
hated him, but in the Party he was not only respected but loved. Ac
cording to some reports, in 1925, before the X IVth Party Congress, a 
semilegal meeting of some CC members was held at the apartment of 
G. I. Petrovskii, to discuss the need to remove Stalin from the position 
of General Secretary. Dzerzhinski i was suggested for the position. 
Ordzhonikidze spoke against the change, claiming that the Party 
would interpret it as a concession to Trotsky. The bitterness of the 
intraparty conflict upset Dzerzhinskii very much and hastened his end. 

For a short while the death of Dzerzhinskii united all the groups 
of the Party. According to the evidence of M.P. l akubovich, his coffin 
was carried to Red Square by Trotsky, Zinoviev, Kamenev, Stalin, 
Bukharin, and Rykov. But that was a last demonstration of Party 
sol idarity over the grave of a Party favorite and hero. For it was in 
that same summer of 1926 that the intraparty struggle flared up with 
new force. The position of chairman of OG PU was filled by Menzhin
ski i, one of Dzerzhinskii's leading colleagues. For all his good points, 
Menzhinskii could not really replace Dzerzhinskii in that responsible 
post. Besides, he was often ill and cou ld devote little time to OGPU 
business. Thus an ever greater role was played by the deputy chairmen 
of OGPU, one of whom soon came to the fore-Iagoda, who enjoyed 
Stalin's protection. -

5 

AT THE XIVth Party Congress in December, 1925, Trotsky took no 
part in the conflict between the majority and the «new" opposition. 
"Pravda, Moy II, 1934. 
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Zinoviev's thesis about Miliukov's "ambassadors" in the economic 
apparat served Sta lin well a few years later, when he tried to throw 
all the blame for the faults of his own economic leadership onto the 
"wreckers" among the specialists. "The ruling circles," declared 
Trotsky, 

a rc increasingly growing together with the upper strata o f Soviet
ncpman society. Two strata a re being created, two life styles, two 
types of att itudes, two types of relationships, or, to put it more 
strongly, the elements o f a dual power'8 in e veryday life a re being 
created. Further development may transform it into a political dual 
power, and a political dual power would be a direct threat to the 
Jictatorship of the proletariat. . .. The proletariat must understand 
that in a certain period of history, if its policy goes w rong, the 
Soviet state could become a n apparatus through which power could 
be moved from its proletarian base and put into the hands of the 
bourgeoisie, w hich would then kick aside the Soviet " footstool" 
and convert its power into a Bonapartist systcm .40 

It goes without saying that the upper echelons of Party and state were 
not growing together with the upper levels of the nepman bourgeoisie 
in 1926. The degeneration of a section of the Party was far more 
complex and concealed. 

The opposition leaders were right to criticize the policy of lowering 
retail and wholesale prices when there was a shortage of goods, but 
some of them suggested that prices on industrial goods be raised by 
30 per cent, which was incorrect. It was typical of them to denounce 
the seven-hour working day, which was introduced in celebration of 
the tenth anniversary of the October Revolution. The desire of the 
workers to mark this occasion by some major social reform was entirely 
natural. Of course one might claim, in view of the economic difficu lties 
of 1926-27, that the seven-hour day was premature. But Zinoviev 
was exaggerating when he said, " I maintain that there has never yet 
been a more demagogical and reckless proposal in the history of our 
Party than this proposal for a seven-hour day." And some of the most 
" left-wing" oppositionists reported to the XVth Party Congress that 
the CC had already taken the road toward overturning the state and 
liquidating the Party. 

The opposition resorted to exaggeration to discredit the CC ma
jority and remove Stalin from the Party leadership. This might have 
been a worthy goal, in view of the harm Stalin later did the Party. 
But Sta lin's politica l opponents were too hasty with their attack, strik
ing at Stalin in conditions unfavorable to themselves. The problem 
was that the real shortcomings, faults, and potential effects of Stalin's 
"Eel.: A reference to the dual power of the Pro\ isionnl Government and the Soviets in the period between March and 1 ovember. 1917. 
" Ibid., p. 58. 
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and Zinoviev. Realizing his advantage, Stalin sought to smash his 
political rivals completely and to establish one-man rule over the 
Party. Not only the opposition but Stalin as well frequently committed 
very serious violations of Leninist norms in Party life. He did every
thing possible to obstruct Party discussions of theoretical and practical 
problems. While exhorting the opposition to be sincere and condemn
ing its hypocrisy, he was himself a hypocrite who deceived the Party 
and concealed his true goals . By first supporting Zinoviev and Kamenev 
against Trotsky, then Bukharin, Rykov, and Tomskii against Zinoviev 
and Kamenev, Stalin did not unite the Party. He split it; he intensified 
existing disagreements, pushing toward the suppreSsiOil' and expulsion 
of those who disagreed with him. 

Stalin, Molotov, Kaganovich, E. M. l atoslavskii , an~eir 
s::!P,ortets maa:e.- tncmrraparty struggle of he twenties dirtier and 
l'UU:she.t than it had been previously-an.sLs.o,.-Ior-that matter, _cl!9 
Iro.tskx._.Zi nov iev.l l):amenev, and some of.lheir Slli)porters. The clash 
of ideas was increasingly replaced by organizational conflict; the least 
mistake or vaciJiation was blown up to huge proportions and many 
statements were willfully distorted and misinterpreted. The slightest 
disagreement with the Central Committee majority was immediately 
turned into "an enemy outburst," or "subversion of the proleta rian 
dictatorship and the Soviet regime," and the opposition was declared 
to be an "act ive counterrevolutionary force." Such criticism was not 
designed to win over the oppositionists or to draw them back to united 
work in the Pa1·ty. It was primarily intended to terrorize opposition 
members and the "conciliators" who sympathized with them. This kind 
of fight among the Party leaders, who enjoyed great prestige in foreign 
Communist parties, weakened the Comintern and caused some leaders 
of W estern Communist parties to protest. An tonio Gramsci, for exam
ple, tried to send a Jetter from a fascist prison to the Soviet Central 
Committee, expressing his dismay at the intraparty struggle in the 
Soviet Union. 

It is not surprising that a "truce" would not last for long. And, in 
fact, in 1927 just before the XVth Congress, the intraparty struggle 
was taken to the streets . There was a demonstration when I. T . Smilga 
was banished from Moscow for factional activity. When the train for 
Siberia left the I aroslav Station, about a thousand people gathered to 
protest the policy of banishment. The opposition leaders, constantly 
obstructed in their efforts to bring their program to the Party's notice, 
sec1·etly mimeographed their documents and Lenin's " Testament," and 
even tried by conspira torial methods to gain control of a Moscow 
publishing house. This enabled Stalin to bring the GPU as well as the 
Party machine into the fight against the opposition. GPU agents infil
trated the ranks of the opposition without much difficulty, and one of 
them became an operator of an illegal Trotskyite printing press-



Some of Stalin's Serious \1istake) tOt 

It must be remembered that Stalin raised the slogan of kulak liquida
tion suddenly, causing confusion among many Party organizations. 
Even in terms of form, this decision was a clear violation of the 
collective principle (kollegial'nost) in the leadership of the Party. 

Jt must also be borne in mind that, after the Second World War, 
the new socialist countries moved toward the liquidation of the kulaks 
as a class, but they did so by restricting and squeezing out the kulaks, 
not by totally expropriating them. In Czechoslovakia, Rumania, Bul
garia, Hungary, and the German Democratic Republic, kulaks were 
allowed to join collective farms and prove their transformation by 
honest labor.' 0 One author attributes this development to the consoli
dation of the world socialist system and the strength of the regimes in 
the peoples' democracies. But such an explanation is incomplete. The 
main difference is that the transformation of agriculture in the people's 
democracies was not accomplished with so many mistakes as in the 
USSR. 

6 

THE SERIOUS MISTAKES and the misuse of power in collectivization 
have often been criticized in Soviet historical, political, and artistic 
literature." Much less study has been made of the industrialization of 
the USSR in the late twenties and early thirties. It is widely believed 
that the situation was different in the cities during this period; that 
Stalin, though he made many mistakes in agricu lture, achieved success-
ful industrialization with his firm leadership. This view is wrong. \ 

No one will deny, of course, the successes--achieved by the people 
under the leadership of the Party in building modern industry. Colossal 
work was accomplished by the working class, by the intelligentsia, by 
all Party organizations. During the first Five-Year Plan alone, approx
imately I ,500 big enterprises were built, including Dneproges, the 
Magnitogorsk and Kuznetsk metallurgical complexes, the Ural machine 
factory, the Rostov agricultural-machinery plant, tractor factories at 
Cheliabinsk, Stalingrad , and Kharkov, automobile factories in Moscow 
and Sormovo, the Ural chemical works, the Kramator factory of heavy 
machinery, and so on. New sectors of industry were established, which 
10 See L. I. Krylov, Voprosy istorii KPSS , 1966, No. I, p. 8. 
"Among artistic works of recent years, S. Zolygin's interesting and profound story "On 

the lrtysh" is especially worthy of note. The most significant historical work is 
undoubtedly The Collectivization of Agriculture in the USSR. 1927-32, a mono
graph written by a group o f scholars in the Institute of History of the Academy of 
Sciences, with V. P. Danilov as editor. This work was endorsed by the Institute's 
scholarly council (uchenyi sovet) and accepted (podpisana k pecllati) by the pub
lishing house Mysl' in 1964. But publication has been held up since October, 1964, 
for political reasons that have nothing to do with scholarship. 

I 
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IX 

The Problem of 

Stalin' s Responsibility 

1 

To MANY PEOPLE in the Soviet Union, the mass repression of 1937-38 
was an incomprehensible calamity that suddenly broke upon the 

country and seemed to have no end. Explanations abounded, some of 

them representing a search for the truth , but more attempting to escape 
the cruel truth, to find some formula that would preserve faith in the 

Party and Stalin. Some of theselegends and stories are worth examin

ing, especially sine~ many 12_eople still_ believe them. 
One w idespread story was that Stalin did not know about the ter

ror, that all those crimes were committed behind his back. Of course it 
was ridiculous to suppose that Stalin, master of everyone and every

thing, did not know about the arrest and shooting of members of the 

Politburo and the Central Committee, about the killing of most com
missars, about the aevastat1on of almost all ob/ast Party committees, 

about the arrest of the militarLh_igh command and the Comintern 

leaders, about the death of leadi ng writers ana scholars, of his own 

relatives and friends. It was naive and ridiculous to picture Stalin as 

a man completely cut off from reality, ignorant of what was happening 

on this earth, and still to worship him. But that is a peculiarity of the 

mind blinded by faith in a higher being, following a logic that has 

nothing in common with normal human logic, Jiving in a world of 
illusions and fantasies. Jt is this peculiarity of the religious mentality 

that explains the stories about Stalin's ignorance of what was going on. 
" We thought," wrote Tl ya Ehren burg, "(probably because we 

wanted to think so) that Stali n dill not know aoout the senseless ravag

ing of Communists, of the Soviet intelligentsia."1 Many people thought 

'Novyi mir, 1962, No.5, p . 152. 
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that wreckers, headed by Ezhov, had wormed their way into the NKVD, and were destroying the Party's best cadres without Stalin's knowledge. A typical conversation occurred between the commissar of the 29th Rifle Division, F. A. Stebenev, and the commander of the Viazemskii Military District, A. Ja. Vedenin, the future commandant of the Kremlin.2 

"What's going on, Andrei Iakovlevich?" Stebenev asked me. "What's going on?" He walked nervously about the room. " I don't believe there are so many enemies in the Party. r don't believe it. Can it be that in some high Party office, in the security organs, there arc alien people? Tt's as if they are deliberately destroying the Party's cadres. I would bet my head that Joseph Vissarionovich doesn't know about this. Warnings, complaints, protests are being intercepted and don't reach him. Stalin must be informed. Otherwise, disaster. Tomorrow they'll take you, and after you me. We can't keep quiet." 

That was the opinion of hundreds and thousands of officia ls, rankand-file Party members, even many prisoners and their relatives. D . A. Lazurkina, an offi cial in the Leningrad obkom, survived to tell the XXII nd Congress: 

When they arrested me ... 1 felt such a horror, not for myself but for the Party. I couldn't understand why they were arresting old Bolsheviks. For what? ... I told myself something horrible was happening in the Party, probably wreckjng. And this gave me no rest. No~ute, though I spent two and a half years in prison. inen\Vas sent to camp, then into exile, .. ~ did I ever accuse Stalin. r always stood up for Stalin when other prisoners cursed him. i would say: "No. it cannot be that Stalin has permitted all that has happened in the Party. It cannot be." 
This na'ive conviction of Stalin's ignorance was reflected in the word ezhovshchina, "the Ezhov thing," the popular name for the tragedy of the thirties. The sudden disappearance of Ezhov seemed to confirm this story, which was only a new version of the common people's faith in a good tsar surrotu1ded by lying and wicked ministers. But it must also be acknowledged that this story had some basis in Stalin's behavior. Secretive and self-contai ned, Stalin avoided the publ ic eye. Although his name was on everyone's lips, he acted through unseen channels. He tried to direct events from behind the scenes, making basic decisions by himself or with a few aides. He rarely addressed meetings in 1936-38, and never advertised his part in the mass repression, preferring to put the spotlight o n other perpetrators o f these crimes, thereby retaining his own freedom o f movement. More-

' Reported in A. Ia. Vedenin, Cody i liudi (Moscow, 1964), p. 55. 
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where he was fired from his job and deprived of his apartment d 
dacha. •• an 

On occasion Stalin even g_ave o rders about what kind o f t 
w~s to be used on one or another Party officia l. And if the invest~re 
Still could not obtain the desired tes timony, Stalin reprimande!atthr 
NKVD age~ts for :'defects in their work." When the depositions e 
to.rtured pns~ners mcluded the names of their "accomplices," Stali~f 
without seekmg any further proof, wrote on the record "A , ' 
"A e t ,,. Wh rrest, or 

rr s everyone. ' en Ezhov, in one o f his reports told ab 
the a~rest. of a. group of officials-with the Jist attached-~nd decla~:C: 
that mfo1 ma t JOn o n other persons was being checked Stal· d 
I. d E h • fi 1 , 1n un er-
me z ov s 1na words a nd wrote: " No need to ch k 

them.ms ec , arrest 

The ol~ Com~~nist P. I. Shabalkin met, in a camp, a Chekist who 
had _been m Stalm s personal bodyguard in 1937- 38. He told Sha
balkl~ that. Ezhov ca~e to Stalin almost daily with a thick fiJe of 
pap_e1s. S_tal1~ would g1ve orders about arrests and tortures, and w hen 
an mvest1gal1on was finished, he would sanction the punishment rec

ommen~ed by the NKVD, before the trial. Thus the court needed only 
a few mmutes to rub~er-stamp the sentence approved by Stalin. 

In 1935-3~ Stahn al~~st never made public pronouncemen ts on 
scholarly questtons. But h1s mterfcrence determined the tragic outcome 
of many_ scho l_arly discussions. The most o uts tanding Soviet w riters 
who penshed m lhe years of terror were arrested on Stalin's o rd 

Ma ffi . I ers. 
ny o eta s repeatedly appea led to Stalin to put an end to the 

lawlessn_ess. He responded in various ways. Sometimes he promised 

I? look mto the matter but did nothing; other times he sent the peti
!toner to Molotov and Ezhov. Usually he cut these appeals short tell
mg people not to meddle in the affairs of the NKVD wht"ch k' 

h t ·1 d . . , new 
w a J was Otng. A typ1ca l conversation occurred in September 
1937_. _between Stalin a nd the secretary of the Far East kraiko ' 
Vare1 k1s. m, 

"What did he tell you?" Vareikis' wife asked him. " It 's terrible 
even to say," Vareikis replied. "At fi rs t I thought it wasn't Stalin 
but _someone e l~c ,on the phone. But it was him .... Yes, him. 
Stal~n shouted: ft s none of your business! Don't mix in where you 
don t belong. The NKVD knows what it's doing.' Then he said that 
only an enemy of the Soviet regime could defend Tukhachevskii 
and the others. and he slammed down the receiver."' ' 

~ From I he. archive of the Pctrovskii family. 

N. R. M•ro~odvk. Programma KPSS ; voprosy da/'neishego ukrepleniia zakonnosti ; 
pravopor~a a (Moscow 1962) pp 7-8 

u Ibid. ' ' . . 

" Pravda, Sept. 18, 1964. 
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A few days later Vareikis was urgently summoned to Moscow and 
arrested. Four days later his wife was also a rrested in Khabaro vsk. 

As for to rlure,...§.t!ili n not only knew about it; he initialed that 
method of " investigation. " After the removal of Ezhov, many local 
Party leaders began to criticize NKVD agents for using torture, where
upon Stalin sent a coded te legram to obkom and kraikom secretaries, 

and to officia ls o f the NKVD, saying: 

The Central Committee explains that from 1937 on the NKVD was 
given permission by the Central Committee to use physical inOu
encc. All bourgeois intelligence agencies use physical inOuence 
against representatives of the socialist proletariat. ... Why should 
the socialist intelligence agency be more humane in relation to 
dedicated agents of the bourgeoisie, sworn enemies of the working 
class and the collective farmers? The Central Committee believes 
that the method of physical influence must necessarily be used in 
the future too, as an exception, against obvious and stubborn 
enemies of the people, as a completely correct and expedient 
method.20 

Stalin was also the initiator of the inhuman conditions in the 
prisons and camps. Early in f 938 a group or 01Ti"c1als in the Ko lyma 
region sent Stalin a telegram complaining about the lawless regime of 
Pavlov, the new chief o f Dal's lroi, and his aide, Garanin . Stalin 

replied: 

To Nagaevo. The newspaper Sovetskaia Kolyma. To Os'makov , 
Romashev, Jagnenkov. Copy to Pavlov of Dal 'stroi .... Received 
long telegram of Os'makov, Romashev, and lagnenkov with com
plaint about the regime in Dal'stroi and the shortcomings in the 
work of Pavlov. The telegram does not take into consideration the 
difficulties in the work at Dal'stroi and the specific conditions of 
Pavlov's work. I consider your telegram demagogical and 
unfounded. The newspaper should help Pavlov, not throw a wrench 
in the works. 

Thjs te legram provoked an even greater o rgy o f te rror in the Ko lyma 
region, against Chekists as well as prisoners. 

Of course Stalin djd no t and could not know about all the law less
ness. Much of it was the result o f " local initi ative." But the funda
mental arrests and directives o riginated from Sta lin . He created and 
encouraged the system o f arbitra ry rule and terror that caused the 
death of millions. rn other words, we have no reason to place the main 
responsibility on Ezhov or any o ther official su pposedly acting without 
Stal in 's knowledge. The main responsibility lies unconditiona ll y with 

,. Ed.L...Kb.rushchcv quoted this telegram to I he XX1h Party Congress. 
"Sovietskaia Kolyma, jan. 17 , 1938. 
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Stalin-~hich d~es not =clieve his aides of responsibility. Ezhov d" 
not decetve Stalm· Stalm deceived Ezhov · h' td 
h. 1 , , usmg tm to carry 

IS Pot and then, as was his wont, destroying him. out 

h~t drove Sialin to such unprecedented crimes to the 
destruc~JOn, not of "class hostile" elements but of the basic cadr mass 
the SovJet state and the Communist Party? cs of 

2 

~HE CONTRAST between the people's image of Stalin and the terribl 
ttuth revealed after the XXth Party Congress was so great that it e 
only na;ural for people to try to soften that contrast to ease the p~?s 
~· mtn ~cis on suddenly learning that his father hls best friend ~n 

ts avonte teacher is a criminal. This natural hu~1an desire gave ' · r 
to a new story which 1 .11 nse 
"d . d" S '. ma~y peop e sit believe: the tragedy of the 
. ecetve talm. Concedmg that Stalin killed tens of thousands of 
mnoce~t people, that he was personally responsible for the mas 
repressiOn of the thirties, these people argue that he intended no e .,s 
that he was led astray by careerists, adventurers, and foreign inte~;i~ 
gence agents, who wormed their way into the NKVD · d 
wipe out th b d · m or er to 

. e est ca res and demoralize the people. Stalin in this 
le~endf, belteved t~ the end of his days that he was fighting ;cal ene
mtes o the revolution. 

Anna Louise Strong, for example, finds 

/ :~en k;( ~to ~he terror J. ~ost probably. in actual, extensive penetra
h . 1 e PU by a Nazt ~fth column. in many actual plots and in 

l e u~pa~t of these on a htghly suspicious man who saw his own 
~ss~sm~tton plotted and believed he was saving the Revolution 
.Y rasllc purge .... Stalin engineered [the country's moderniza-

tion] ruthlessly, for. he was born in a ruthless land and endured 
~uthle~snes~ from ~hddhood. lie engineered suspiciously, for he had 
e~n •ve tun:s exded and must have been often betrayed. [As if 

~~~Bol~evtks had not gone through .the same hard experiences. 
r ·. ·

1
] e. condo~ed, ~nd even authonzed, outrageous acts of the 

po tllca pollee agamst mnocent people, but so far no evidence is 
produced that he consciously framed them.2: 

Even after the XXJind Party Congress this legend was re eated 
r.. yerkhovtsev, fo~ ex~mple, pictured "Stalin's nasty and si~k sus~ 
ptc~ou~ nature ~laymg mto the hands of foreign intelligence agencies 
an . a so :areensts. adventurers. and hostile elements, who wormed 
~etr waydmto the sec~rit~.?rgans and fabricated cases against leading 

ar.ty an .st~te .om:~als. - M. I. Petrosian adds "historicall un
avoidable ltmttattons of democracy as conditions that enable/such 

: A. L. Strong. The St?li" .Era (New York, 1956) • pp. 68, 125. 
I. Vcrkhovtsev, Lenmskte normy partiinoi :lti::lli (Moscow, 1962), p. 29. 
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wicked people to do their dirty work.-' And V. Tarianov follows the 
same line to conclude that Ezhov, Merkulov, Beria, and Abakumov 
were responsible, not Stalin :~ Stalin's daughter, Svetlana, puts up 
the same defense of her father. Listing the many relatives and friends 
who were arrested and shot with his knowledge and consent, she 
exclaims: 

How could father have done that? I know only one thing: he could 
not have thought it up by himself. ... I believe that Beria was 
craftier. sneakier, more treacherous, more brazen, clearer in his 
goal, firmer and consequently stronger than my father. My father 
had his weak points-he could feel doubts, he was more gullible, 
coarser, and rougher; he was simpler and could be taken in by a 
trickster like Beria.26 

Some Western Communists have indulged in even wilder fancies, 
picturing Ezhov and Beria as the leaders of deep conspiratorial orga
nizations, which systematically deceived Stalin on the direct orders 
of bourgeois intelligence agencies. The primitive quali ty of such 
explanations is obvious. In the final analysis they are attempts to 
preserve somehow former illusions. 

Of course Stalin was not clairvoyant. He was a very limited and 
suspicious man. Thus it is not surprising that at Stalin's "court," as 
at the court of every despot and tyrant, all kinds of intrigues and a 
fierce struggle for power and influence were constantly in progress 
among his retinue. Cut off from the people by a wall of armor, Stalin 
was ill informed about the slate of affairs in the country and the Party. 
This made it easy to lead him astray and to deceive him. Thus it is 
probable that some of his aides used slander and provocation to rouse 
his suspicions of individuals whom he had trusted, so as to obtain 
his sanction for their arrest and execution. Beria was a master of such 
provocations. The 1955 trial of Beria's creatures in Georgia estab
lished, for example, that an attempt on Beria's and Stalin's lives 
during a boat ride on the Black Sea was organized by Beria himself, 
and that Stalin's life was not actually threatened. Some hood lums 
hired by Beria shot in the air from the mountains. deliberately missing 
the target-and when they came to collect their reward. they were 
killed. This gave Beria the pretext he wanted to take vengeance on 
Lakoba, Chairman of the Central Executive Committee of Abkhazia. 
and on other devoted Communists. 

Some foreign intell igence agencies tried similar provocations. 
Raskol'nikov, for example, tells how Bul~arian counterintelligence 
palmed ofT forged documents on Ezhov's agents. and succeeded in 

" M. I. Pctrosian, Gurnanizm (Moscow. 1964). p. 228. 
.. V. Tarinnov, Nevidimye boi (Moscow, 1964), pp. 74-75. 
.. £d.: S. Allilueva, Dvadtsat' pisem k drugu (New York ond Evanston: Harper and 

Row, 1968),pp. 74,130. 
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"reliable information" about Tukhachevskii's " treason" at the very 
beginning of 1937, but he let him continue as Deputy Commissar of 
Defense. Moreover, the forged letters did not figure either in his trial 
or in the pretrial Military Soviet that met June 1-4, 1937, to examine 
the case. At this meeting Stalin made unsubstantiated charges against 
Tukhachevskii, lakir, and others, simply expressing his desire to get 
rid of them. The members of the Military Soviet were given fraudulent 
"depositions" by officers who had already been arrested, accusing 
Tukhachevskii and the others of plann ing a coup d'etat. The forgeries 
made by the Gestapo were tacked onto the Tukhachevskii case only 
after Tukhaehevskii and his comrades had been shot. 

Stlllio never told anyone of his true intentions and plans. In this sense 
-:...and only in this sense-he had no accom...e.I ices or trusted friends. 

This opens the door to all sorts of speculation about his motives. To 
the end of his days he insisted both in conversation and in his writings 
that all the people he destroyed were enemies of the people. Actually, 
Stalin was totally preoccupied with the preservation of his unlimited 
power, and contemptuous of almost everyone around him and of 
human life in general. The elimination of hundreds of thousands of 
people posed no moral problem to him. He undoubtedly knew that 
thousands of Party leaders arrested on his orders were neither spies 
nor traitors. All his behavior shows that his accusations against these 

people were deliberate slander. 
After Stalin's death huge amounts of slanderous materials were 

discovered in the NKVD offices. If one goes by these materials, far
flung networks of "right-Trotskyite, spy-terrorist, diversionist-wrecking 
organizations and centers" existed in almost every krai, oblast, and 
republic, for some reason always headed by the local First Secretaries 
of the Party organizations.1 0 It was not hard to see that the great bulk 
of these false accusations did not come to the NKVD from without; 
they were fabricated by its own investigators. A real factory of lies 
was in operation, turning out hundreds of thousands of false stories 
about all kinds of " plots," " te rrorist acts," "espionage," and 
" diversions." 

It would be a mistake to think that these false accusations were 
the main cause of the destruction of the best cadres . They were 
only a prete'£!. The real causes of the mass repression go much deeper. 
Any serious investigation would have exposed the Nazi forgery against 
Tukhachevskii, but Stalin did not order an expert investiga tion . It 
would have been even easier to establish the falseness of many other 

• For example, the Sverdlovsk oblast NKVD "uncovered" the "insurrectionary staff of 
the Urals-the organ of 1:1 bloc of rightists. Trotskyites, 5-R's. and church people," 
headed by Kabakov, the First Secretary of the Svcrdlosk obkom and a member of 
the AII·Union Central Committee. 
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troiki? Why were individuals labeled enemies of the people and 

expelled from the Party as soon as they were arrested, long before 

investigations were finished? Why did Stalin establish the illegal sys

tem whereby the NKVD all by itself did the arrests, the investiga tions, 

the rrials, the sentencing, and the executions? Such questions can never 

be satisfactorily answered if we start with the story of a " deceived" 

Stalin. 
In some oblasti the NKYD, unable to handle its huge quota of 

repression, drasti cally simplified the investigation. M. M. Ishov, the 

former military procurator, tells how NKVD agents in Novosibirsk 

not only made up stories themselves; they even signed fo r the pris

oners. Then the sentence was pronounced in absentia, often a death 

sentence. And people were shot, without being tortured, without even 

being interroga ted. Very frequently arrests were made without the 

sanction of the procurator's offi ce. 
In Moscow, however, as in many large c ities, and also in most big 

cases the NKVD tried to preserve some legality. Forc ing prisoners to 

tell lies against themselves and to invent all sorts of conspiracies, 

NKVD investigators demanded that they sign depositions in their own 

hand. In case of resistance, the signature would be secured by days, 

even months, of torture, a procedure that seems strange to some 

commentato rs. The idea was not only to break the prisoner's will, to 

degrade him, but a lso to cover up the crime, to give murder some 

semblance of legality. That is why torture was introduced in the 

NKVD on Stalin's insistence. 
Only the same moti ves can explain the terrible conditions that 

were created on Stalin's orders in the camps. When the Nazis sent 

millions of people to Auschwitz and the other death camps, they would 

write on the accompanyi ng documents: " Return undesirable." Stalin 

and his aides behaved more hypocritica lly. On many files is the in

scription "Use only for hard physical labor." But the meaning was 

the same, since " hard physical work" under existing conditions meant 

death 99 per cent of the time. All this shows that Stal in deliberately 

tried.to er~ all traces oihisJ:rimcs. 
Tn 1955-58 some open trials of former NKVD executives were 

held in various cities. The trials revealed that the NKVD leade rship 

became, in the years of the cu lt , a rallying point fo r all sorts of adven

turers and ca reerists, some with dark political and criminal pasts. The 

low moral character of many was matched by their low intellectual 

level. Khrushchev described one such person- Rodos, who had inter

rogated Kosi or, Chubar', and Kosarev-as 

an insignificant man with the mental horizon of a chicken, and the 

morality, literally, of a degenerate .... Could such a man on his 

own possibly have carried out an investigation to prove the guilt 
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of men such as Kosior? No, he could not have done much without 
appropriate instructions. He said to the Presidium [i.e., the Polit
buro]: "They told me Kosi or and Chubar' were enemies of the 
people; therefore I, as the investigator, had to extract from them the 
confession that they were enemies." 

On~ of Be~ia's closest assistants, Paramonov, long chief of the investi
gatiOn sectiOn of t~e NKVD, had only a fourth-grade education. Some
one once played a JOke on him by sending in a denunciation of Georg· · 
Saakadze, a famous Georgian of the seventeenth century. Accordin~ 
to S. 0. Gazarian, Paramonov ordered a search for Saakadze. T here 
were, of cou~se, some NKVD officials with well-developed intellects 
such as Vys?lnskii and L. Sheinin, an investigator for special affair~ 
"":'bo even d1d some creative writing. But morally they were hardly 
d1fferent from Rados. 

~ow did the NKVD, which was under Stalin's personal control, 
fall mto the hands of adventurers, careerists, and semiliterates? It was 
not by accident. Stalin needed precisely such people in the punitive 
organs. They had one priceless virtue: they were completely dependent 
on the man who ?ave them almost unlimited power, and they were 
ready. to do anythmg he ordered without thinking, without pangs of 
consc1ence. T here was nothing new in this situatjon. Louis XI, for 
example, the founder of absolutism in France chose his chief of 
police, Tristan the Hermit, for the same reasons: T here was Ivan the 
Te rrible and his oprichniki, especially his favorite oprichnik, Maliuta 
Skuratov, who took part in almost all the tsa r's crimes. It is not 
surprising that Ivan wa~ .stalin 's favorite among the tsa rs. Stalin kept 
firm. control of the pumhve organs, removing some officials and pro
mot~ng othe~s. And all these facts lead once again to a single con
clusiOn: Stalm's orders and actions were deliberate crimes. 

It is not har0101magine a man with weak nerves mistrustful and 
fearful, finding himself at the head of the only soci~l i st state in the 
world. Such a man would begin to see enemies and conspiracies every
~her~. He would thrash about, not knowing what to do, wind up kill
mg h1s best an? most devoted friends, surrendering the country to a 
small group of mcompetent but ambitious adventurers who knew how 
to win his confidence. But Stalin bore no resemblance to such a leader. 
!"le was unquestionably a man of strong nerves, inflexible will , and 
•ron self-control. He h?d .a forceful personality, which was. to a great 
extent, the secret of h1s mfluence over those around him. H is funda
mental actions and orders were not the product of fear or deception; 
they were the well-calculated moves of a man determined to stop at 
nothing to reach his goals. " It's not so easy to fool Comrade Stalin " 
he once said about himself.~' ' 
u Khrushchev's speech to 1he XX1h Congress. 
•• Sochincniia. XII, p. 113. 
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HISTORIANS HAVE OFTEN been obliged to turn to ps~chiatry, f~r his-
offers many cases of rulers with abnormal mmds. Obv1ously tory · d. · · thological traits, developing as a result of hereditary pre tsposihon 

pad unlimited power can be detected in the behavior of such despots 
an ' · · "bl d P 1 35 as Sennacherib, Nero, Caligula, ~h1hp I I, Iva~ the Te~n e, an au · 
Pathological traits are apparent m the b~~av1or of H1 t~e~ and so~e ~f 
his colleagues. It is therefore not surpnsmg that Stahn s beha~10r IS 
also attributed to acute mental illness. For example, at a rn~etmg of 
old Bolsheviks with de legates to th~ XXII nd Party Cong~e~s m 1961, 
N. A. Alekseev, a Party member smce 1 8~7 and a.phys1ctan by pro
fession, argued tha! Sta~s mentall)!. .siCk and mcompete~t (nev
meniaemyi). Another old Party member, T. P. Aleksakhm, who 
returned to Moscow aften seventeen years in confinem.~nt, pro~ounded 
the same story to the Party aktiv of Krasnopresnensku ra10n m 1961. 
Many foreign Communists argued the same way after the XXth Party 
Congress obliged them to face the facts of Stalin'~ terror. For example, 
the American Communist Hershel Meyer, denymg that the dev~lop
ment of socialism necessitated terror. tried to .sh~w that a~ acc1de~t 
was to blame: Stalin's paranoid psyche. In th1s mterpretatlo~ Stalin 
was convinced that he was destroying real enemies and savmg the 
Revolution from those who sought to restore capitalism.

30 
• • 

According to medical textbooks, paranoia. is a. psycholo.g•cal dis
order characterized by wildly distorted, frenz1ed 1deas, w?•ch~ how
ever, affect only a limited area of perceptions and. develop w•.th !!ttle or 
no hallucinations and without a marked change m personality. Para
noia develops primarily among men in their ea rly forties, of strong but 
uneven temper. The sickness is acco~panied , as. a rule, both by 
megalomania and by a persecution ~a~1?. Other .typ1cal symptom~ ?re 
egocentrism, grudge-beari ng, unsoc•a.billly, .obst1.nacy, and a stnv~ng 
for dominance. Paranoiacs get spec1al satisfactiOn from unmaskmg 
their "enemies." They hate people who once he lped them and to ~vho.m 
they are somehow obligated .. " A paranoi~ct writes ~sych1atnst 
P. 1. Kovalevskii , " has no fnends .... SusplCIO~sness , m1strust, se
cretiveness, and c ruelly show through all his actiOns ... . Often the 

• Ed.: Paul was a Russian emperor, 1796-1801 , who was ovenhrown and killed by a 
palace revolution. . . . .. 957) • See Meyer Doklad Kluusllclzeva i kmus lcvogo dvz:lzemza v SShA (Moscow, I • 
pp. 15-20. The original is Hershel D. Meyer, The Klzruslzchev Report and the 
Crisis in the American Left (New York. 1956). . 

n Bol's!zaia mcditsinskaia entsik/opcdiia. XX Ill ( 1961 ), p. 224. The story lh?l .Stah~ h~d 
schizophrenia must be rejected ou1 of hand. for the s~~ptoms-:-sphttmg o .t e 
psyche atrophy in 1he emotional and volilional sphere, dtsmtegratton of the logtcal 
though't processes, aural and o1her hallucinalions-were clearly absent. 
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he was finally arrested!0 Postyshev was sent, before his arrest to be 
~he o~kom secretary in Kuibyshev, Chubar' to be gorkom se~reta 
m Sollkamsk. Tukhachevskii, a few weeks before he was shot ry 
~ent fr~m .Mosco~ to K.uib~shev, as commander of the PrivoJg~ :~~ 
ttary d1stn ct. ~oswr, dtsmtssed as First Secretary of the Ukrainian 
Cen!ral Comm1ttee, was moved from Kiev to Moscow to be De 
Chamnan of the All~Union Council of Commissars. Iagoda, afte~u~ 
ceased t~ b~ Commtssar of Internal Affairs, became Commissar of 
Com.mumcatw ns. On September 27, 1936, his picture appeared in 
a.ll the newsp apers beside that of Ezhov. A. Kosa rev was not arrested 
ng~t after t.he YII th Plenum of the Komsomol Central Committe 
which pract1cally decJared hi~ an enemy of the people. His wife sa:~ 
t?at he was watched from beh1nd every tree at his dacha but for some 
hme was not touched. Even Ezhov, dismissed from the NKVO in 
J?ecem ber, 1938, was arrested only many weeks later, during which 
tune be .was Commissa r of Water Transport and even appeared to
gether wtth Sta lin. 

These maneuvers also have little resemblance to those of an in
competent man. 

It is also significant that many people who had been close to Len in 
were no.t arreste.d, though they were out of Stalin's favor and had been 
c~ose fnends w1th those already condemned as enemies. These indi
VIduals ~ere merely demoted. Stalin did not arrest Podvoiskii, Kon, 
Petrovsk11,. Stasova, Mikha Tskhakaia , F. Makharadze, or many other 
once prom1nent leaders whose names often were mentioned in slan
derous denuncia tions and confessions. 

_:f!_..hy did Stalin order the destruction of some old Bolsheviks but 
spare others? Why did he sometimes cross out names on the lists of 
people to be arrested? Why, looki ng over interrogation records that 
named dozens of "accomplices" and " accessories" did Stalin refrain 
fr?m not.ing ~hat this, that, or the o the r individual' should be arrested? 
D1d Stalm. l!ke many tyrants, enjoy his unlimited power not on ly to 
break and ktll people but also to leave some alive, to show that he 
w~s free to "exe~ute and to pardon"? This does not seem to be the 
c.h1ef f~ctor. Stalm's main considerations were p olitica l. He had iden
ttfied himself as L~nin's closest friend and colleague. I t was therefore 
neces.sary. and des1rable that genu ine friends and colleagues of Len in 
remam ahve, to demonstrate the continuity between the time of Lenin 
and .the epo~h o.f Stalin. These people were continually forced to praise 
~talm ; on h1s .b •.rth.~ay the~ signed collective congratulations to Stalin , 

the true Lemmst. All th1s shows that Stalin was not guided by the 
frenzy ~f an. ab~ormal person but by cJear-cut political calculations. 

An Jllummatmg case in point is the fate of M. M. Litvinov, Com-
.. See Voenno-istoricheskii zhumal, 1965 , No. 10. 
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· sar of Foreign Affairs and a close comrade of Lenin. Litvi~v w,..as 
Jl)!S . h' c -.--. t Th not arrested, unlike nearly everyone else m IS omnus~ana . e 

t Y goes that in 1907 during the Vth Party Congress m London, 
s or d · · h 1 d h' Stalin got in a fight with some dock workers an Lttvm~v e pe un 

t I n l937-38 Litvinov expected to be arrested any mght and even 
~u d a suitcase with underwear ready. But arrest did not come. Later 

a Litvinov asked Stalin the reason for this "indulgence." " I haven' t 
~~rgotten that time in Londo~ ,'' answere~ Stalin. Even if this sto~y 
is authentic, Stalin was not smcere. Gratitude w~s _never one of h1s 
characteristics, but he realized that he needed L1 tvmov (as w~ll as 
I. Maiskii) as a diplomat. Litvinov. could not be replaced as eastly as 
other commissars or obkom secretanes. . 

The same was true of many cultural leaders. I n the fabncated 
depositions of arrested artists, writers, and film workers there were 
allegations against hundreds who were not arrested. ~or example, 
Boris Pasternak and Turij Olesha were named as ac~om?ltces of. Babe l 
and Meyerhold in the so-ca lled diversionary orgamzatton of ltterary 
people. Bu t Stal in did not order the arres~ of Paste~nak and Olesha. 
Nor did he permit the arrest of many leadmg film dtrectors, although 
the NKYD prepared more than one case agai nst them. ~talin liked to 
watch fi lms when he was relaxing; he saw some favontes fi~ty or a 
hundred times-and forced his retinue to watch them too.•

1 
H1s weak-

ness for the cinema obviously saved many Soviet directors. . 
The ca reful calculation in Stalin's crimes is also apparent .m those 

cases where he arrested the wife or some other close . relative of a 
leader. but kept The leader in his important job and co?tmued to meet 
him both officially and socially. We have already mentiOned th.e ~rrest 
of Kalin in 's wife in 1937, and of Molotov's after the war. Stmtlarly 
arrested were two of Mikoian's sons, Ordzhonikidze's brother, the 
wife and the son of Otto Kuusinen,•2 the wife of A. Y. Khrulev, and 
others. Sometimes Stalin made a show of mercy by releasing one of 
his a ides' relatives. Kalinin's wife, for example, was released a few 
days before he died-and later .was e.xiled on~e again. lu . ~-- says 
that one day Stalin, while talkmg wtth Kuusmen, asked ~tm why he ~/' 
didn't try to get his son freed. "Evid~n.!!L there were sen ous reasons 
for his arrest," he answered. Stalin grinned, and ~r?ered the relea.se 
of Kuusinen's son. T he case of Poskrebyshev, Sta lm s personal secte-

"Stalin's rnvorites. according toM. 1. Romm. were Tl1e Great Waltz. Lights of the Big 
City Lenin in October. and Volga. Volga. 

u Aina Kuusinen, like Otto, was a Comintem official. M. A. So~ntse.va tells. how s~e 
shared bunks with Aina and moved through the same trans1t pnsons "':1th her m 
1938-41. She used to receive pnrcels from Otto, addressed by a domest~c serv~nt. 
"Once." Solntseva writes. "on New Yea.r's Eve t.hey put a screechy ra?10 rece1ver / 
in our barracks. A ina Kuusincn. dressed m rags, l1stened to a New Years speech by 
Otto Kuusincn in the Kremlin." 
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tary, is instructive. His wife was the sister of Sedov's wife, and Sedov was Trotsky's son. But that did not prevent Poskrebyshev from being one of the closest people to Stalin. Stalin did finally order the arrest of Poskrebyshcv's wife but kept him as his secretary. Poskrebyshev was fi red only a few months before Stalin 's death and still was not arrested. 
Neither did Lazar Kaganovich's relatives escape Stalin 's attention. Mikhail Moisecvich, Lazar's brother, was Minister of the Avia tion Industry before the war. He was a Stalinist, responsible for the repression of many people. But after the war he fell out of Stal in's favor. As a result, some anested officials, who had allegedly set up an underground " fascist center, " named Mikhail Kaganovich as an accomplice. They made the obviously inspired (and utterly preposterous) assertion that he (a )ew) was to be vice-president of the fascist government if the Hitlerites took Moscow. When Stalin learned of these depositions, which he obviously expected, he phoned Lazar Kaganovich and said that hi s brorher would have to be arrested because he had connections with fascists. " Well, so what?" said Lazar. " lf it's necessary, arrest him! " At a Politburo discussion of this subject, Stalin praised Lazar Kaganovich for his " principles": he had agreed to hi s brother's arrest. But Stalin then added that the arrest should not be made hastily. 1ikhail Moiseevich had been in the Party many years, Sta lin said, and all the depositions should be checked once more. So Mikoian was instructed to arrange a confrontation between 1.M. and the person who had testified against him. The confrontation was held in Mikoian 's office. A man was brought in who repeated his testimony in Kaganovich's presence, adding that some airplane factories were deliberately built near the border before the war so tha t the Germans might capture them more easily. When Mikhail Kaganovich had heard the testimony, he asked permission to go to a litt le toilet adjoining Mikoian 's office . A few seconds later a shot was hea rd there.•a 

These accounts reveal Stalin's _iieat contem_Qt for his aides. not anv fear of them. And they simply cannot be reconciled with the notion of Sta lin 's incompetence. 
Equally incompatible with that view arc the cases of people arrested on Stalin's orders, but a few months or yea rs later, after torture and severe sentences , released- aga in on Stalin 's orders. often without explanations-and appointed to high offices. Consider. fo r example. Stalin 's strange behavior towards his old comrade Sergei Tvanovich Kavtaradze. who had once helped him hide from detectives in St. Petersburg. Tn the twenties Kavtaradze joined the Trotskyite 

.. Mikoinn recounted these events to A. V. Sncgov, who does not remember the nome of the false witness. 
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Stalin was a morbidly suspicious man who could not understand 

the sincere, honorable, and simple personalities of many old Leninists. 

"If one's heart is so constructed," Krylov wrote long ago, "that it 

feels neither friendship nor love, ... one sees everyone as an enemy." 

Many criminals, afraid of exposure, begin to fear those around them, 

and the result may be more and more crimes. Something of this sort 

must have happened to Stalin. Having wiped out most of the Leninist 

old guard, and almost all his erstwhile friends and comrades, having 

cast aside all laws, of the Party and stale, of friendship, of simple 

humanity, Stalin had good reason to be afraiclof people. And this fear 

steadily increased throughout his life. "Evil rulers," says an Eastern 

proverb, "are always haunted by fear of their subjects." Stalin's fear 

of exposure and retribution drove hitn to commit more and more 

crimes. But we should not attribute the tidal wave of repression in the 

thirties to maniacal suspiciousness. Every despot is suspicious, but 

suspicion does not explain despotism. 

4 

IN TH E LATE 1950's the author first heard, from a high-placed officia l, 

a strange explanation of the blood purges of the thirties. Yes, he said, 

Stalin knew very well that his victims were not spies and wreckers. 

All those charges were deliberately fabricated. Judged by the usual 

moral and state rules, Stalin's actions were of course lawless. Still they 

were necessary for the further development of the Revolution. The 

people Stalin got rid of were powerful and popular. They could not 

have been simply fired from their jobs or expelled from the Party. 

They had to be accused of monstrous crimes, of plotting against the 

Soviet regime and attempting to restore capitalism, of espionage and 

conspiring with the imperialists. Then, with the masses deceived, those 

people could be destroyed. 
"But why," I asked, "was it necessary for the Revolution to get 

rid of its active participants?" 
That is the log_ic of all revolutions, he answered. Many of the 

people Stalin destroyed had stopped being revolutionaries by the mid

thirties. They had degenerated into officeholders and bureaucrats. They 

were pushing the Party and state machine not toward sociali sm but 

toward state capitalism. Stalin had to get rid of those who were 

interfering with the further development of the socialist Revolution; 

he had to push up60 young officials who were capable of leading the 

revolution forward. 
This story is essentially the same as the appeal of the Maoist Red 

.. Ed.: The verb vydvinut', to push up or advance, and the noun vydvizhenets, the person 

pushed up or advanced, were endlessly used in the thirties to describe the official 

policy of placing lower-class people in top jobs. 

-
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-were the most complete degenerates, the real renegades from 
Marxism-Leninism. 

The enormous scale of repression resulted in a grave shortage of 
cadres. Hundreds of thousands of officials had to be pushed up from 
below. Tens of thousands of Stakhanovite workers became factory 
directors. Ordinary soldiers became platoon and company com
manders, company commanders were placed in charge of battalions 
and regiments, battalion and regimental commanders rose to command 
divisions and entire armies. Many rank-and-file scientists took over lab
oratories and big institutes. Most of these vydvizhentsy-"pushed-up 
people"-were subjectively honest; they wanted to work for the good 
of the Soviet regime. But the situation created by the repression was 
hardly conducive to honesty. Many vydvizhentsy were soon corrupted 
by power, as will be shown in detail later. 

5 

THE TSARIST SECRET POLICE fought the revolutionary movement, 
especially the Bolshevik Party, with agents and provocateurs, including 
Party members who made deals with the police out of fear or some 
base motive. Many local and even central Party organizations were 
penetrated by such agents. In 1918 a Moscow publishing house 
brought out a collection of documents on the history of Bolshevism, 
taken from the archives of the secret police.02 Twelve agents who had 
operated in the Social Democratic Party were named: 

M. r. Brandinskii, Ia. A. Zhitomirskii, I. G. Krivov, A. T. Lobov, R. V. 
Malinovskii, A. K. Marakushev, A. A. Poliakov, A. S. Romanov, I. P. / 
Sesitskii, M. E. Chernomazov, V. E. Shurkhanov, and a "Vasili_t' whose 
identity was not disclosed. - -

According to these police files, agents had even participated in the 
Prague Party Conference of 1912, sending in reports of its resolutions 
and practical decisions.63 

Most of the police spies were exposed right after the February 
Revolution of 1917. But some were exposed only much later. For 
example, Serebriakova, who had betrayed many Bolsheviks to the 
tsarist secret police, was the center of a celebrated case in the twenties. 
In the mass repression of the thirties Stalin and the NKVD made use 
of the popular hatred for police spies. False accusations of this kind 
were directed against such respected Party members as Zelenskii, 

" Bo/'sheviki (Dokumenty po istorii bol'shevizma s 1903 po 1916 gg byvshego Mos-
kovskogo Okhrannogo Otdeleniia) (Moscow: Zadruga, 1918) . 

., Ed.: At the Prague Conference Stalin was nominated for membership in the Central 
Committee. For the possible significance of "Vasilii ," see pp. 318-20. 
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Piatnitskii, Razumov, and many other officials who have now been completely rehabilitated. Even Meyerhold was accused in 1938 of having worked for the tsarist secret police under the name Semenych. Few realize that similar accusations have repeatedly been made against Stalin himself. 
As early as the twenties, emigre papers carried reports that Stalin had been an agent of the tsarist secre t police. One of the first to make this charge was the leading Georgian Menshevik Noah Zhordania, who recounted what Stepan Shaumian had told him about his. Shaumian's, arrest in Tinis. He was apprehended on the first day of an illegal visit to that city, when only one person knew the date of his arrival and the address where he was supposed to stay. That person, if we can believe Zhordania 's report of what Shaumian sa id, was Stalin.5~ In the late thirties such reports were retailed by Trotskyite publications. In 1952 a collection of such sto ries appeared in Paris .u Still more publications of this sort came out in the West after the XXth Party Congress of I 956. Some authors even tried to attribute Khrushchev's unexpected speech, " On the Cult of Personality ana Its ConsequenCes," to the pressure of arm_y ollicers who showed him s~ly irrefutable proOf 6£Stalin's former treachery. That was the story told, for example , in " Stalin's Sensational Secre t," published by the American magazine Life for April 23 , 1956. 

The author, _Alexander Orlov, had been a leading NKVD officia l in the first half of the thirties, spending much of his time abroad as a resident of Soviet intelligence. At the height of the repression, Orlov decided not to return to the USSR. Until 1953 he made no exposes, but after Stalin's death he published a series of articles, later incorporated in a book, The Secret History of Stalin's Crimes (New York, 1953). In these publications Stalin was accused of killing Kirov and organizing mass repress ion , but there was no mention of his working for the tsarist police. Then, in the 1956 article, Orlov tried to explain the mass re pression by Stalin's fear of being exposed as a fo rmer police spy. 
Jn February, I 937, when Orlov was in a French clinic with a bad back, he was visited by his cousin Zinovii Borisovich Katsne l'son, an NKVD plenipotentiary in the Ukraine and a member of the Central Committee. Katsnel'son was a great friend of Kosior and often met with Stalin. He sa id to Orlov that Stalin told Iagoda. when they were preparing the first Moscow trial , that it would be useful to con nect some of the intended victims with the tsarist secret police. Jagoda 

"'Similar materials were published in the early thirties by the Dashnak journal Airinik, in Boston, Mass. Ed.: Dashnok rerers to un Armenian nationalist party that held power ror o time during the Civil War . 
.. Byl li Stalin provokatorom tsarskoi ok!Jrany? Ed.: I have been unable to locate or authenticate this rdercncc. 
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decided to try and find a former officer of the secret po~ice, which_ at h t time was not an easy matter. The largest collect10n of pohce ~r~hives was kept in the Lubianka office. of lagoda's predecessor, 
h. k .. An NKVD official named Shtem was told to search these Menz ms 11. . • d y· · h'ves He discovered a file in which a pollee offic1al name ts~art-~~co: had kept his papers . " There," wrote Orlov in his 1956 article, 

I 
were reports and letters in longhand, addressed. ~o Vissario~ov, in the handwriting of the dictator that was so famtltar to Shtem: The file as Shtein discovered, concerned Stalin all right- not Stahn the rev~lutionary but Stalin the agent _Provocateur who had worked 
assiduously for the tsarist secret pollee. 
Shtein then went to the Ukraine, to his form~r c?_ief an~ friend, v. A. Balitskii, head of the Ukrainian _NKVD. ~ahtsk11 su?~ttted the ers to expert analysis and established thetr authentlc.tty. Then ~~1ttsldi informed Katsnel'son, lakir, Kosior, and other h1gh-place_d officials. Many photocopies of the documents were made, and Iak1r flew to Moscow and told Tukhac_bevskii, Gamarnik, Kor~, and others. The military commanders drew up a plan to destroy Staltn. Th~y pro-

osed to pick two Red Army units loyal to them. to accomphsh an ~verturn in the Kremlin , without any disturbances }" the country. All th's Katsnel'son is supposed to have told Orlov 111 Feb~uary, 1937. f 
1 

months before the arrest of Tukhachevskii and his fnends. Orlov ;~;tc that he went to Spain soon after receiving this report, and th~re he heard the news of Tukhachevskii 's arrest over th~ French ~adto. 
Subsequently everyone who could possibly have been mvolved Ill ~he affair was arrested and sho t. In short, a large part of the repressiOn 
was due to Shtein's accidental discovery. . .. 1 fact Orlov's allegations do not withstand even superfic1al ~ntl-cism~ Kats~el 'son , to begi n with, was ne ither a me.~ber n_or a c~~d1date member of the Central Committee in 1937. The consp1r~tors O_rlov 
names were not arrested all at once but o~er a long p~n?,d of,ttme, d none of them tried to hide on learmng that the1r plot had ~~iled Kosior was arrested and shot almost a year after Tukhachevskii's arrest. As for the many photocopies that were allegedly made of the " Vissarionov file ," no t one is extant, ~!though many of the "conspirators" could easily have sent them to fnends abroad. We know the details of the arrest of the military lea_ders and these !acts 
are utterly incompatible with the existence of a wtdespread c~nsp1 ra~y 
to kill Stalin. lt is also improbable that no one had sea tchedf !h~ archives of the tsarist secret police before 1937. Also. many o .. Ukrainian officials who were close to Kosior and Takir-.G. ~etrovsktt . fo r example-were not arrested . Orlov is even wrong tn h1s accou~t of Khrushchev's speech to the XXth Party Congress. Khrushche~ sat~ nothing in that speech about the case of Marshal Tukhachevsk11 an 
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the other generals, who were rehabilitated only in 1957. There are many more such distortions and errors in Orlov's article. His explanation of why he was silen t for so long, and why, even in his 1953 book on Stalin's crimes, he did not mentio n Katsnel'son 's story, sounds unconvincing. J t is obvious, in short, that Orlov's 1956 article is a clumsy fabrication. 
Iflat same year, 1956, lsaac Don Levine, who had written the first foreig n biography o f Stalin, published another book, con taining a letter dated July 12, 1913, from a certain Eremin to the chief of the Enisei department of the secret police, A. F. Zhelezniakov: 
losif Vissarionovich Stalin, who has been administratively exiled to the Turukhansk region, gave the head of the TiOis Agency of S[tate] G[endarmes] valuable undercover information when he was arrested in 1906. 

In 1908, the Head of the Baku Secret Police got a number of reports from Stalin, and later, when Stalin arrived in St. Petersburg, Stalin became an agent of the Petersburg Division of the Secret Police. 
Stalin's work was distinguished by precision, but it was sporadic. After Stalin's election to the Party's Central Committee in Prague, Stalin. upon his return to Petersburg, became completely opposed to the government and entirely broke off his connection with the Secret Police.~• 

This letter contradicts Orlov's claim that Stalin worked for the police after the Prague Conference o f 1912. Levine's attempt to explain the discrepancy, witho ut disavowing Orlov's material, is unconvincing. His account of the document's history fails to explain how it could have passed through several owners over a thirty-year period without being published. The re ference to Stalin's arrest in 1906 is entirely unsubstantiated. Levine argues that Stalin could have been arrested when the Avlabar secre t printing press was destroyed in April, 1906. Bu t Stalin was not in volved in that affair, many Caucasian Bolsheviks te ll us. Anyhow, in April, 1906, he was participating in the JVth Unity Congress of the RSOLP in Stockholm. Levine tried to authenticate Eremin's signa ture, but the evidence he offers, largely based o n his amateur expertise, is not con vincing.~7 A similar lack o f credibility marks all the materials published abroad purporting to establish Stalin's connections with the secret police. Followi ng the XXth Pa rty Congress, stories on this subject began to c ircula te in the USSR. As the reader has already seen, a 19 18 collection o f police documents indi cated that an unidentified Vasilii was 
.. Ed.: See fronlispiece of Levine, Stalin's Great Secret (New York. 1956), foro photo-graph of this document. 
"Ed.: For further evidence thnt the document is a fobricotion, see Edward Ellis Smith. The Young Stalin (New York. 1967), pp. 306-309. 
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There was undoubtedly a special file on each Bolshevik leader in 
the central offices of the gendarmerie. But during the February Revolu
tion a crowd of workers and soldiers broke into the Petrograd police 
archives, threw a lot of papers from cabinets and safes into the cou rt
yard, and burned them. Many documents were thereby irretrievably 
lost. There is, it is true, a report to the effect that a principal archive 
dealing with the leaders of the RSDLP was stolen by the former 
Russian Ambassador to France, Maklakov, and taken abroad, and that 
he gave it to the H oover Institution Library in the United States. The 
future will tell how much truth there is in this report.61 In any case, 
we have at our disposa l a lmost no essential police records relating to 
Stalin: protocols of his interrogations, denunciations of him, and so on. 

The few such documents that have been unearthed in the archives 
have not confirmed the story of Stalin's connections with the tsarist 
secret police. H ere, for example, are two letters that passed between 
the chiefs of the Moscow and the Vologda branches of the secret po lice 
in 1911: 

M.V.D. Chief of the Di vision 
for the Preservation of Social 
Safety and Order in Moscow 
August 17, 1911 

Absolutely Secret 
Personal 

To: The Chief of the Vologda Gubemiia Gendarme Administration 

According to repeated and trustworthy information given to my 
Department by secret agents, at the present time an active and very 
serious member of the Russian Social Democratic Labor Party, bear
ing the pseudonym " Koba," is living in Yologda, where he is 
serving, or has already served, a term of administrative exi le. 

The above-named "Koba" has been in direct touch with the 
Party center abroad and has now been told to go abroad for the 
necessary instructions to fulfill the obligations of a traveling agent 
for the Central Committee. 

The following address is used for communication with the above
named " Koba": Peter Alekseevich Chizhikov, Jshmematov's Store, 
Vologda; money for Koba's traveling expenses will be sent to this 
address. 

Absolutely Secret 
Chief of the Yologda Guberniia Gendarmr Administration 
To: The Chief of the Moscow Branch of the Secret Police 
August 2 1, 1911 

"Ed.: See Edward Ellis Smith, The Young Stalin (New York, 1967), p. vii, for con
firmation by a man who searched this archive. In the main text Smith makes it 
seem that the archive conclusively proves Stalin's connection with the tsarist police. 
Smith's notes reveal something quite different: he found few documents relating to 
Stalin, and none of them asserts or even suggests that Stalin was an informer. 
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It is hard to suppose that such letters would be exchanged con
cerning a provocateur. Thus we cannot accept the insistent story that 
Stalin had connections with the Tsarist secret police, that fear of 
exposure drove him to mass repression of Bolsheviks. Stalin did not 
serve the tsarist secret police; he served only himself and his insatiable 
ambition. 

Nevertheless, even if we leave to future historians the final settle
ment of this question, we must note that Stalin was a typical provoca
teur, though in another sense of the word. In his struggle for power, 
provocation was his favorite weapon, and he used it with great skill. 
As early as the intraparty struggle of the twenties he innated disagree
ments, set leaders against each other, encouraged enmity among them. 
Whatever is believed about Kirov·~ murder, it cannot be denied that 
Stalin used the murder for provocative ends, cleverly directing popular 
anger against the former opposition. And the "open" political trials 
of the thirties were beyond all doubt one of the most monstrous 
provocations in history. 

fn 1937 Stalin announced to a meeting of the Military Soviet of 
the USSR that he had received a denunciation of Bliukher signed by 
one of his deputies. Stalin added that he did not believe the denuncia
tion. In fact he had not received it; he merely wanted Bliukher to 
quarrel with one of his colleagues, who was soon arrested with 
Bliukher's tacit consent.00 Stalin often gave his agents and subordinates 
criminal orders-verbally, of course-and then punished them for 
carrying them out. And it was impossible to refer to Stalin during an 
investigation; if one did . one would have had to answer for slander 
as well as for everything else. 

Under Stalin's innuence, KVD investigators used provocation 
as well as torture. Playing on the blind fanaticism and patriotism of 
citizens who were not too bright, they would ask for help in exposing 
dangerous "enemies of the people," and thus would obtain false depo
sitions.87 NKVD officials who became useless to Stalin were frequent 
victims of provocation. For example, an NKVD general was told to 
go at once to a certain border point in order to capture a dangerous 
spy who was supposed to be crossing there. When the general arrived, 
he was arrested and accused of trying to nee abroad. The postwar 
" Leningrad case" and the "doctors' case" were typi ca l provocative 
actions organized by Sta lin and some N KVD executives.08 

Actions of this kind have caused Stalin to be compared not only 
to T van the Terrible and other tyrants but also to famous provocateurs. 
G. S. Pomerants, for example. compares Stalin to E. F. Azev, the 
., Recounted by P. lokir. 
•• E. S. Ginzburg tells of one such provocation in her foumcy into the Whirlwind 

(New York, 1967). See the chapter "Pugochcv Tower," pp. 180-88 . 
.. Ed.: For these cases. sec below. pp. 480-95. 
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leader of the fighting organization of the Social Revolutionary Pa rty, who was at the same time an agent of the secret police.88 M. P. l akubovich makes the same comparison in his interesting notes on Stalin. "Why," Jakubovich asks, 

did Azev play with human lives, destroying people on both sideshis revolutionary comrades and his superiors in the police? J believe that such activity was above all his way to satisfy his love, his lust for power, in the manner available to him in those times. The power of life and death is the greatest power, of all its possible variations; to kill people is the~arpcst and fullest satisfaction of thisjustJor power. or course, if a power-hungry man is characterized by bloodthirsty cruelty as well, by a capacity for ruthlessness, by con1empt for people and Jack of faith in any ideas, then he has the capacity to play with ideas and juggle them at will, just as pragmatism requires. 
All these qualities were possessed in full by E. F. Azey and likewise by). V. Stalin. In the same cold blood, without any regret or pangs of consc1ence, Stalin sent his Party comrades to be shot, just as Azev sent them to the tsarist gallows. And the motives of both were the same-an unchecked, boundless thirst for power, which was satisfied most fully by the murders they committed. The only difference between them was that they lived in dissimilar historical contexts: Stalin realized his power through the apparat of the organs of state security subordinated to him, while Azev did so through the apparat of the tsarist courts and the tsarist police, or by the hands of the "fighting organization." ... The psychological similarity between them is remarkably great. They are soul brothers.70 

6 

THUS WE HAVE COME to the conclusion that neither the intrigues of Stalin's aides nor his own morbid suspiciousness played the decisive role in the events of 1936-39, although it would be wrong to deny the significance of these factors altogether. What, then, were the basic motives of Stalin's crimes? 
The first and most important was undoubtedly Stalin's measureless ambition. This incessant though carefully hidden luST"Tor unTlmiled j)OWer appeared in Stalin much earlier than 1937. Even though he 

• G. Pomerants, "Nravstvennyi oblik istoricheskoi lichnosti,'' an unpublished manuscript. 
"'M. P. lakubovich, "Zapiski o Staline," unpublished manuscript. Ed.: Medvedev's four-page quotation from this manuscript has been greatly abridged here, for much o£ it tells the familiar story of Azev. 
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h~nds," he once said to me " I am . 
hts office, in deep solitude he c f ~1 gr~dualtst." In the silence of 
and with fine calculation ~trike are ~d Y Jgures out a plan of action 
of will suffocates, destroys the s . s~ .. ~n ~?d true. Stalin's strength 
under his influence He eas'J m IVJ ua tty of people who come 

• 1 Y succeeded · " h · . 
soft and weak-willed M 1 Kal· . b 10 crus mg' not only the 
L M · · mm ut even s h 'Iff · · Kaganovich. Stalin does n ~c WJ ul people as 
executors. Therefore he dema d ot need. advisers, he needs only 
subrrussion, obedience sub'e t? s from hts ~losest aides complete 
He does not like peopie w~o c ~~~-~nproteshng: ~lavish discipline. 
usual ~astiness drives them away. t etr own opmton. and with his 

He IS POOrly educated H 1 sessed and, to a lesser de. ;e~ . e acks t~e realism that Lenin pas
undertakes some step h g. ' Rykov. He IS not fa rsighted. When he 
after-the-fact. He do~s ~~: ~~:e~~e to weigh its consequences. He is 
spontaneous flow as Len· d'd eb events and does not guide the 

• • ' 111 • , ut drags at tl ·1 swtms Wtth the current. Like II . . le tat of events, 
up scraps of knowledge St 1? semJ-mteJiectuals who have picked 
gentsia, Party and nonpa'rty ~ m hat~s the genuine cultured intelli
ibility of a man of state H ~n eq~a measure. Stalin lacks the flex
Caucasian robber, who. g~edai~ 1 e psychology of Zelim Khan, the 
people, he considers himself C:m s~t~ed one-man rule.n Scorning 
death. A narrow sectaria h p e e master over their life and 
scheme. He is the same kin~' of e :roce~ds from a preconceived 
this difference that Bukh . sc emattst as N. l . Bukharin with 

. • arm was a tb · II ' Stalm tries to force life . t eorettca Y educated man. 
life resists being forced i~~ ~ha ready-made framework. The more 
forcefully he mangles and e nar~ow Procrustean bed, the more 
knows the laws of formal lo ?reaks tt.' choppi~g limbs ofT il. He 
from his premises. But again~t·t;n~ hi~ conclusiOns logically follow 
contemporaries, he has never e ac .ground of more outstanding 
unusually tricky ... [sic]. N shone mteUectuaJly: Tnstead he is 
art of tricking. At the same h o. one c~n compete Wtth Stalin in the 
" Friendship" is an empty wo ed•sf, sne~ y, treacherous, and vengeful. 
~xecurion such a close friendr as o~ h•::d He flun? aside and sent to 
IS a man with the requirements of a~u •. ze. In .h•s home life Stalin 
modestly, because with the f t' . exde. He ltves very simply and 
good things of life: life's comf~n~ ICJS~ of an ascetic he scorns the 
interest him. 1 !c does not even rnes, dsufc. asdgood food, simply do not 

e nen s. 

Raskol'nikov knew Sta lin well 
portrait of the man's ps che B , and he d~e~ a basically accurate 
course, Stalin was a s troyng . '11 udt the portratt ts not exhaustive. Of 

I H . . · W J e man unwav · · · · 
goa s. •s QUiet firmness and ta 't . ' . enng m attammg his 

CJ urntty liTlpressed many Bolsheviks 
" H ' ere Roskol'nikov is mistoken Zer Kh 

of the acti.vc, though pecul.iar, ~~rtici a~n~a~ not a Ca~casion. robber. He wos one 
the Coucos•an peoples against tsarism. P '" the nauonol liberation ~•rugglc of 
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won him the reputation o f an unflinching fighter, even gave him a 
certain a ttraction in the eyes o f many Party members. But his s trong 
will is not a sufficient explanation o f his ascendancy. An assassin who 
shoots from ambush hardly needs a s tronger will than his victim. An 
honorable man a bstains from crimes not because he lacks a s trong 
character; his character is simply directed towards other goals. Too 
often we call a man strong who violates aU the accepted norms of 
human relations and all the rules of honorable s truggle; the more he 
flouts these rules, the s tronger and more resolute he seems to some 
people. In fact, most crimes evince not s trength of will, only weakness 
of moral principles. 

Stalin was in his way a s trong man. But he did not have the super
human strength o f will that some o f his contemporaries attributed to 
him. He simply lacked firm moral principles and Communist convic
tions; he never loved o r respected people, never tried to serve them, 
never was a true Communist. And he never recognized any r ules of 
honorable political struggle. Taking advantage of his superior position 
in the Party, striking from a mbush, he could break and destroy a great 
many people. But we do not 'know how he would have behaved if he 
had been tortured in the cellars o f the NKVD. What would have hap
pened to his superhuman will and firmness? H is victims perished not 
because their w ill power was weaker than Stalin's. The weakness was 
in the guarantees a nd ban:iers that should have been.. set up in our 
Party and state against the rise o f leaders like Stalin. 

RaskOf'nikov is also inadequate o n Stalin's cunning. Stalin was not 
simply crafty; he was a man o f unusual hypocrisy. He achieved a great 
deal by his ability to put on a ny mask. He was also extraordinarily 
cruel.. even to those c losest to him. One o f the first victims was his 
wi fe, adezhda Allilueva, a charming a nd honorable woman, who 
committed suicide in 1932. Zinaida Ordzhonikidze used to tell her 
friends that she always found it unpleasant to visit Stalin, who liked 
to make fun o f his " friends." H is personal secretary Poskrebyshev was 
a frequent butt. One New Year's Eve Stalin rolled pieces of paper into 
little tubes and put them o n Poskrebyshev's fingers. Then he lit them 
in place of New Year's candles. Poskrebyshev writhed in pain but 
did not dare take them o fT. 

Yet Stalin could also be the most charming host, even tender, offer
ing his guests compliments, serving them a Caucasian dish with his 
own hands or bringing them roses from the garden. (We may note, 
only as a chance coincidence, that Hitler a lso liked to make gifts of 
flowers and to smell roses.) Sta lin played this role especially w ith 
foreign guests, w hich misled many o f them. We have already c ited 
Lion Feuchtwanger's enraptured comments o n Stalin. H . G. Wells 
also failed to understand Stalin, who received him in 1934. 
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I. confess that I approached Stalin wi . CIOn and prejudice. A picture had be~ ~ ~rtam ~mount of suspi-~ery reserved and self-centred fanatic n uJ t up Jn. my mind of a Jealous monopolizer of ower I , a . esJ?Ot Without vices, a o~ Trotsky against him.~ .. All :uacdh b~en mclmed to take the part CIOn of hidden emotional te . s adowy undertow, all suspitalked to him for a few min tnsJOns, ceased for ever, after I had candid, fa ir and honest, andu t~\h~s.:J ha~~ ne~e~ met a man more occult ~nd sinister, that he owes hie quahhes Jt IS, a.nd to nothing dancy m Russia. I had thought b f s tr~mendo~s undisputed ascenwhere he was because men were aef o~~ sa~ him that he might be owes his position to the fact that raJ o~ him, .but l realize that he body trusts him The R . no one.J.& af.rMd or him atlfl everv-:-t. 

1 
· uss1ans are a peo 1 . " suut e, and they have a justifiabl f p e at ~nee chtldish and others. Stalin is an excepfo II e ear of subtlety m themselves and orthodoxy is an assuran~ t~a Js unsub~le Georgian. His unaffected would be done without fu d associates that whatever he does possible spirit. They had bneeamfent.al complications and in the best 

d 
n ascmated by Le · d new epartures from his talisma . d' . mn , an they feared 

. . mc JrectJOns.7ft 
Thts JS obviously a t · M S . por raJt of Wells rather than Star . any ovJet politicians and cui 1 m. Stahn's favors, especially the oun tura figures also succumbed to the war. A marshal for exa~ l ger ~nes who rose during and after invited by phone ~~ dinner ~the, .~ehshng at his dacha in 1947 was 1 d 

· WI t e boss " Th d · ' re ~xe ' Wlth Stalin often risio and . . e mner was quite pomt .he went up to the marshaf and awalkJ.n~ about the room. At one were m confinement?" "Y C sked. I heard recently that you · es omrade Stal' " m confinement B t ' m, was the reply " I · u , as you see the fi d · was go. But how many good and ' Y gure out my case and let me mar~,hal u~ex~ected ly conclud:;~arkable people perished there," the 
Yes, sa1d Stalin slowly "W h people." He turned quickl a~d we ave ~ lot of good, remarkable at the table fell into a f;ighte Jnt.Joul mto the garden. Everyone Stalin?" !Vfalenkov whispered i~~i :1 ence.,"Wha~, did you say to later Stahn came back car . g antly. Why? A few minutes marshal, another to his' wJ'feryJnTgh roses. hHc gave one bouquet to the h

. lf . e mars al h h d b rmse for the worst was ove ' w o a een preparing of his fallen comrade;.n rcome, and never again reminded Stalin 
For people he wanted to im . rate acts. After the war for ex p~ess, Stalm sometimes put on elabo-i~ his office, he sudden,ly call::~oe,kwhben ~e was receiving an admiral plle of books on linguistics and s r~ ys ev, who put on his desk a prerevolutionary works, sa{d tha;uhnn~~ down a list, which included 

.. 
e a been unable to get to some 

,. H . G. Wells, Experiment in Autobio ra Ed.: Medvedev does not cite th g phy <.New York, 1934), pp. 684-89 c source of th•s reminiscence. . 
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of them as yet . "What doesn't Stalin study!" thought the admiral. In 1935, at a banquet for the graduates of the military academies, stalin proposed a toast to Bukharin. "Let us drink, comrades, to Nikolai Ivanovich Bukharin. We all know and love him, and whoever remembers the past-get out of my sight!" Another typical example of this hypocrisy was recalled by Kosarev's widow, at the meeting dedicated to his memory. 

When Papanin's group80 returned to Moscow in the summer of 1938, there was a reception and a big banquet in the Kremlin . Molotov proposed a toast to those present, including Kosarev. Everyone who was toasted went up to Stalin to clink glasses. Sasha also went up. Stalin not only clinked his glass but embraced and kissed him. Returning to his seat, Sasha, pale and agitated, said to me: "Let's go home." When we had left, 1 asked him why he was so upset. He replied: "When Stalin kissed me, he said in my ear, ·tr you're a traitor, I ' ll kill you.'" Some months later Sasha was in fact killed, although he had not acted against Stalin.'' 
While it is a mistake to consider Stalin a superman of invincible wiU, it is also wrong to regard him simply as an ambitious, sadistic hypocrite who gained control of the Party by intrigues and crimes. Both as a person and as a leader, Stalin was a much more complex and contradictory figure. We must face the question whether he was guided by Marxist principles, as the Chinese leaders and some Soviet his-torians and officials still insist. In fact Stalin was not a Marxist, though he wrote such things as Marxism and the Nationality Question and The Foundations of Leninism. The schematism evident in all his published works is alien to Marxism-Leninism. If Lenin could write that it was highly doubtful whether Bukharin's theoretical views were enti rely Marxist, Stalin's works deserve such an appraisal even more. Of course, Stalin often wrote and spoke like a Marxist. He could not ignore the Party's ideology or avoid the use of Marxist terminology. But he was never a Marxist in essence, especially during his last twenty-five years. For Marxism represents not only a certain system of concepts; it is also a system of convictions and moral principles, and devotion to the achievement of happiness for all working people is one of the fundamental principles. Those moral qualities are precisely what Stalin lacked. At the outset his political views were formed under the influence of Marx and Lenin , but they did not grow into convictions, into a system of Communist moral principles. Thus, when he came to • Ed .: I. D. Papanin directed on Arctic expedition. which determined ocean currents by drifting on a noc for on extended period. " Sec the stenographic report of the meeting in the Museum of the Revolution on the sixtieth anniversary of A. V. Kosarev, Nov. 2 I. I 96J. p . 49. 

I 
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power, he easily degenerated and quickly lost even the superficial traits of a Marxist and a proletarian revolutionary. We say "superficial" because Stalin can hardly be considered a revolutionary in essence. He was only a fellow traveler [poputchik] of revolution. There are many historical examples of unstable and dishonorable people who join a revolutionary movement and later degenerate into tyrants. Joseph Fouche, for example, the all-powerful Minister of Police in Napoleon's government and in the Bourbon restoration, one of the richest men in France, began as one of the most radical J acobins. When he was proconsul of a province he threatened moderates, confiscated the property of the rich, and attacked the Church. In Lyons he had hundreds of people shot, on accusations of being enemies of the people. In 1794 he was elected president of the J acobin Club. But ten years later the same Fouche hunted down J acobins, and ten years after that he pursued Bonapartists. Stalin referred to Fouche with respect: " There was a man for you. He outwitted everyone, made them all lo_ok like fools." Mussolini is another case in point. He began as a member of the most radical wing of the Italian Socialist Party and wound up as a fascist dictator. 
In his novel Devils (also known as The Possessed), Dostoevsky gives a distorted picture of the Russian revolutionary movement in the second half of the nineteenth century, but some of the types he portrays deserve scrutiny. The Russian revolutionary movement included not only the heroic types pictured in Chernyshevsky's novel What Is To Be Done? but also people like Dostoevsky's Liputin, a petty provincial official, envious, a coarse despot, a miser and a usurer; and like his Verkhovenskii, a cheat, scoundrel, and murderer, who wanted to unite his few followers not by common ideals but by joint responsibility for the crimes they committed. That such "socialists" did ex ist is proved by the activity of .Nechaev in the late 1860's. He sincerely believed that he was a socialist, which he understood as follows: To become a good socialist, one must reject all tender, soft feelings of kinship, friendship, love, gratitude, and even honor itself. .. . He is not a revolutionary who pities anything in this world .... A revolutionary knows only one science-the science of destruction and extermination. He lives in the world with this sole aim. To leave not one stone on another, as many ruins as possible, the extinction of most of the revolutionaries-that is the perspective. Poison, the knife, the noose-the Revolution consecrates everything. Blind obedience to the chief, a system of mutual spying and involuted deception of all members of the organization-such were Nechaev's methods for the triumph of socialism. He murdered Ivanov, a student in the Agricultural Academy, accusing him of betrayal, although Ivanov had on ly opposed Nechaev's arbitrary ways. In an 
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K . k' has drawn an analogy k &z lu ana m l · g article on Dostocvs y, · \'d'ty Kariakin has a so intercstlnStalin and Nechaev that has some vach' a'ev:s archive, thought b tween r stive fact: e . ffi " 
..--e ed the author o a sugge f t95~j " from Stahn's o ce. 
· form d ' t \ace a ter • h ·k 
tn 1 1 was returne to 1 s P . the semi-Mens ev1 be os • · G k often wrote m · 
to 1 1917- 18 Maxtm . or y d the October Revolution. n Novaia zllizn', whtch was .oppose t ~~ing He distinguished, for paperome of his remarks were qutte p~n~ r rev~lutionary for all time But s le two types of revolutionary. t ~ st t e is eternally Promcex~~1e 'revolutionary for thi.s day. The b~rcaui: he believes humanity ~~ean . dissatisft~d in any soctal t~~~~~~ good forever. The second type an go on creatmg the better ou of contemporary society and accepts c keen feeling for the wrongs has a 1 tionary ideas, but current rcvo u . . he remains a conservative. He in the whole structure of his .reelt~:Ss ectacle of a being wh~ se~ms presents the sorry, often t~agt~~o t~e the cultural , humamtana~ , to havl! been put on eart o~ . deas and to distort and degra e all-human content of ~e~oluttonary ~lsive, and stupid. . them to make them ndlculousr reh· elf for the fact that he IS not H~ feels offended above all o~ lm~ .lted even for the fact that talented. not.st~o~g, that he ~~~kse~~ i~;~~mpl~tely emancipated. ?u\ he has been tn Jail: ... ~e tthe heavy conservatism of .zoologt~=s inside he is chatned y. mesh of petty grudges, whl.ch he . instincts. fath~red by a ~~c\abits of his thought driv~ htm tdo s~~ no ower to rtSC above. e ·ve henomena; In the ep s . l~fe and in man above all the negatt p on whose behalf he suf-~ his soul he is full of con.tempt ~~~ :~~·has himself suffered too fered once or a hundred .times, e torment of another .... l ie has mtlch to notice or ap~reclale than untalented scientist has t~ward toward people the at.tttude f that el scientific experiments, With ~he the dogs and frogs ptcked or cr~ . t though uselessly tormenttng d'fference that the untalent~d sctentiSf' n while the revolutionary t~e animals, does it in the mte~~~!r~ i~~i~ experiments on pe~pl.e. £or this day is not constant!~ st uitable the less exalted It .Is. People for him arc m~tertal: mor.e .s he emasculates the creative H . a cold fanattc, an ascetiC, • • • C IS . .d a ~ force of the revoluttonary I e . th' day astonishing in its Gorky's definition of a revolutlionaryl.rcC:bte '~o St~lin.s' It is strange · · · complete Y app 1 pointed prectston, IS n En !ish translation is in \Vorltl . . I ·atrzma 1963. o. 5. A g .. See Problemy rmra I so 51 ' 

for the complete Marxist Review, 1963, Noj 5. Its (New York. 1968), PP· 229-33, .. Ed .. See Gorky, U~tti!nely·~c~~~:c is by Taylor and )orovsk{ been treated in science essay. The trans at•on g• ·onar socialist into a tyrant as 1939) which was "The degeneration o~ a ~vo~t'wclt~. Tile Holy Terror. (~nd~~~iel U~ion. Sec \u. fiction, not.abnly '" d .by .contemporaneous events 101 II e (Moscow 1963). PP· 
obviously '" uence I k zhizni i tvorc JCS vo , Kagar\itskii, Gcrbert Uells; oc JCr 
263-65. 
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an equaJ among equals, with whom he was joined by every fiber of 
his being."87 

Stalin treated the Party cadres quite differently. I t was not Jove 
for suffering humanity, for the working class, that brought Stalin to 
the Revolution, but his thirst for power, his vanity, his desire to rise 
above people and subject them to his will. The son of a shoemaker 
and a peasant woman-even today in Georgia there are rumors that 
attempt to give Stalin higher status, as the illegitimate son of some 
aristocrat or high-placed clergyman-he clearly saw the impossibility 
of "making a career" in the Russian Empire. That, at bottom, is what 
drove Stalin into the ranks of the revolutionaries. When he joined the 
most radical wing of the revolutionary movement, he already believed 
in his special mission. The son of a famous Bolshevik tells this reveal
ing episode. In 1912, when he was only nine, a Caucasian came to his 
parents' apartment in Moscow. After a little talk his father went out, 
leaving the Caucasian, who was pleased by the boy's conversation. 
Four hours later the doorbell rang. The boy jumped up but the man 
stopped him. "Wait, wait," he said, taking him by the shoulder and / 
hitting him on the check as hard as he could. " Don't cry," the Cauca-
sian said, "don't cry, little boy. Remember, today Stalin talked to you." 
When the boy told his parents about their guest's strange behaviGr, they 
were outraged and baffied, until, later on, they heard of a custom in 
many mountain villages of Georgia: If a prince came to a peasant's hut, 
the peasant would call in his son and hit him hard on the cheek, say-
ing, " Remember that today Prince So-and-so visited our house."88 

For Stalin, the Party was always just an instrument, a means of 
reaching his own goals. To be sure, the propagandists of his cult pic
tured him as a man who constantly thought of the people's needs, as 
a simple, accessible, sensitive man. In reality, Stalin was inaccessible 
to rank-and-fiJe workers; he met no ordinary people and felt no need 
to do so. He did not visit the factories and farms where socialism was 
being built . He was indifferent to the fate of individual people; for 
him they were merely cogs in the enormous, soulless state mechanism. 
Thus the ideas of socialism lost the meaning given them by Marx, 
Engels, and Lenin; they were only arid dogma for Stalin. H is socialism 
took on many features of Nechaev's. "What a splendid model of 
barrack communism !" Marx exclaimed about Nechaev's Bases of the 
Future Social Structure. where people mOst "produce as much as pos
sible and use as little as possible," and where all personal relations 
are strictly regimented.80 

"Klara Tsetkin, Vospominaniia o Lcnine (Moscow, 1955). pp. 9-10. Cf. the comments 
or Novyi mir, 1963, No.7, p . 5 . 

.. Recounted by M. I. Romm, a friend of the one who go1 slapped. 
• Marx and Engels, Sochineniia, 2nd cdn., XVIII , pp. 414-15. 
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O ther Causes of Mass Repression 

1 

BESIDES DESTROYI NG the old Leninist guard, most of whom were well 
known to Stalin, the repression of 1936-38 struck mi ll ions of people 
who were unknown to him and were no serious threat to his power. 
Only the intertwining of many causes and processes can explain this 
mass repression. I shall try to unravel some of them. 

The most widely used formula during Stalin's lifetime, to help 
justify the unjustifiable, was the old Russian saying "When you chop 
wood ch~ fly." In other words, there really was a far-reaching 
counterrevolutionary organization, based on the former oppositions, 
with many "degenerated" officials in it. And the further implication is 
that some excesses and distortions were unavoidable in the decisive 
assault on this counterrevolutionary organization. 

Ezhov, for example, in a speech to NKVD executives, declared 
that the Soviet Union was going through a dangerous period, that a 
war with fascism was imminent, and therefore the NKVD had to 
destroy all the nests of fascists in the country. "Of course," Ezhov 
said, 

there will be some innocent victims in this fight against fascist 
agents. We are launching a major attack on the enemy; let there be 
no rcsenlment if we bump someone with an elbow. Beller that ten 
innocent people should suffer than one spy get away. When you 
chop wood, chips fly. 1 

There is a certain weird sense in this argument. As we have seen, the 
destruction of every Party leader was accompanied by the arrest of 
hundreds, even thousands, of people directly or indirectly connected 

' Recounted by the old Bolshevik E. P. Frolov. 
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with him. Stalin spread the story of a vast fascist underground, a fifth column permeating every pore of Soviet society. By means of terrible tortures, arrested people were ob liged not only to confess their own guilt but also to reveal their "accomplices" and "confederates." In some NKVD agencies there were even norms: if the second secretary of an oblast committee had to name at least twenty "confederates," then the first secretary had to implicate at least forty. 
Some of those arrested conceived a peculiar theory, which they tried to pass on to o ther prisoners. If, they argued, we confess to any and every imaginary crime, and name hundreds of innocent people as our "confederates," more and more innocent people will be arrested, until the Party wakes up to the monstrous stupidity of the whole process and restrains the NKVD . Evgeniia Ginzburg tells how one of Bukharin's students, the biologist Slepkov, named 150 people as his "confederates" in Kazan alone. " You must disarm yourselves before the Party! " he would shout at the confrontation with the people who had been arrested because of him, although none of them had ever armed themselves in the first place.' General Gorbatov tells of a fellow prisoner who denounced more than three hundred innocent people.3 And S. 0. Gazarian writes of a prisoner who on his own initiative denounced a ll the Party officials and even all the ordinary Communists he knew in his raion. He too believed that the morueo_ple arrested, the sooner the absurdity of his depositions would come to _light. But his expectations were disappointed. A court accepted his depositions and sentenced him to be shot. The people he denounced were also severely punished. 

'' In the Minsk central prison at the end of 1937 , . .. there were two connicting points of view," writes l a. T. Drobinskii in his memoirs. 
The first was: "Write more, fulfiJl and overfulfill the investigator's demands. The repressions are a provocation, a festering boil; the. faster it grows, the sooner it will burst. To make it grow, drag in more people. Every action has an equal and opposite reaction." ... The other point of view was to fight, to make no compromiscs._Danot bear fa lse witness against yourself or aga inst others. Endure all tortures, torment, nunger; if you have not endured, if you have slipped, rise agajn, tear into them, even if they rip your skin ofT; to your last ounce of strength, fight, fight, fight. 
The same arguments went on in other prisons. N. K. Jliukhov tells how he met Sokol'nikov, who urged him not only to sign the interrogation records but to think up denunciations against all those who were helping Stalin-against Postyshev, against the Party apparatchiki, against NKVD officials. " Drag down with you as many bad people 

• E. S. Ginzburg, Journey into the Whirlwind (New York. 1967), pp. 13$-36. 'A. V. Gorbatov, Years Off My Life (New York, 1965), p. 127. 
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the country's enemies by some theoretical or practical mistake, then he 
had to be considered an enemy of the Soviet people, regardless of his 
subjective motives. "Conciliators," people who themselves committed 
no mistakes but called for leniency toward those who were being 
criticized and repressed, were also cruelly persecuted. 

Bv CREATING a mass psychosis about enemies, Stalin was able to 
destroy inconvenient people. Many of his aides took the same advan
tage of the same si tuation , advancing their careers by removing people 
they disliked. As Stalin drew these careerists into his crimes, he had 
to give them carte blanche to deal with people they found inconveni
ent. And they took full advantage. In Georgia, for example, thousands 
of people Beria and his ga ng found objectionable were destroyed. I n 
Azerbaijan more than ten thousand people were shot on the charge of 
attempting to murder Bagirov. (Both in Georgia and in Azerbaijan the 
mass repression of 1937-38 was probably worse than in the other 
republics, which makes it all the more strange that today the most 
stubborn attempts to restore the cult of Stalin are being made in 
those republics.) 

It is axiomatic that the system of personal di cta torship could not 
be li mited to the higher organs of power. Thousands of people exer
cised extraordinary power during the years of th e cult. New commis
sars, directors of major enterprises, obkom and raikom secretaries , 
state security officials, heads of "special departments," and so on, got 
the right to decide the fate of Soviet citizens. Each of them was almost 
absolute master of his domain, and many used their power to get rid 
of people they did not like. Cliques of unprincipled careerists took 
shape, dedicated to the preservation of their powet·. I mitating Stalin, 
they set up little cults of their own personalities, turning any criticism 
into a state crime. Thus a basis was created for ceaseless mass 
repression. 

In this connection, the roles of Molotov, Malenkov, Kaganovich. 
Voroshilov, and some other close aides of Stalin must be stressed. The 
whole truth was not told at the XXth Pat:Ly Congress, where the 
impression was given tfiat on ly Stalin, Ezhov, and Bet'ia were responsi
ble for the repression of the thirties. Moreover. right after the Congress 
the word went out that the other Politburo members took no part in 
the mass lawlessness but tried as much as possible to restrain Sta lin. 
This story was renected in the Cen tral Committee Resol ution of Tune 
30, 1956, " Overcoming the Cult of Persona lity and its Conse
quences." Written jointly by Molotov, Malenkov. Kaga novich. and 
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voroshilov, who were still members of the Politburo (or Presidium), 
this resolution declared that the basic Leninist nuc~eus of the ~ent~a l 
Committee was preserved even under Stalin, and tned to restratn htm 
although it was not able to remove him. 

It would be ridiculous to repeat this story today. The speeches at 
the XXIInd Congress contained a multitude of facts ~rrefutably pro~
ing that Molotov,Kaganovich, Malenkov, and Voroshtlov not only ~td 
not restrain Stalin but actively helped bis lawlessness. A. N. Shelepm, 
for example, told the Congress of documents showing that Molotov 
and Kaganovich together with Stalin sanctioned the arres.t and sh~ot
ing of many outstanding leaders. When Iakir wrote to Stalin protestm~ 
his innocence, Stalin inscribed the letter: " A scound~el and ~ p~ost~: 
tute" to which Voroshilov added: "A completely prec.tse descnptton. 
Mol~tov signed his name underneath, and Kaganovich added : " For 
this traitor bastard [svoloch'], and [an obscene word] 

t • II 
[insertion by R. M.] there is only one punishment-executiOn. 

These three and also Malenkov, Shkiriatov, Mekhlis, Poskreby
shev and sevc;al other close aides of Stalin, often took the initia
tive _,in the destruction of Party cadres. Molotov's role was especiall_r 
prominent and venomous. Early in his career h~ was noted for hts 
inclination to intrigue, demagogy, and bureaucrattc methods. In July, 
1920 the Nizhni i Novgorod guberniia Party conference adopted a res
oluti~n censu ring Molotov, then chairman of the guberniia executive 
committee because he had indulged in rumormongering and character 
assassi nati~n in an effort to block the election of people he disliked 
to the committee.7 In 1922, when Molotov was the CC secretary 
responsible for assignment and registration i~ th~ Cen~al Com_mittee 
apparat, Lenin wrote him a Jetter demandmg tmmedtate actton to 
improve his work. " Otherwise," Lenin wrote, 

we ourselves (" in struggle with bureaucracy") arc producing the 
most stupid and shamefu l bureaucracy right under our own. ~~s?s. 

Tfie Central CommTitee's power is enormous. The posstbtltttes 
are gigantic. We assign 200.000-400,000 Party officials, and through 
them thousands and thousands of nonparty people. 

And this gigantic Communist process is completely ruined by 
obtuse bureaucracy.8 

When Molotov became Chairman of the Council of People's Com
missars at the beginning of the thirties, he quickly revealed himself in 
this high post as the same heartless and obtuse bureaucrat. He was. a 
worthy adjutant to Stalin in his crimes. The f~te of ol.d Bols~e~tk 
G. I. Lomov, which was discussed above, is typtcal. Staltn, recetvt~g 
a denunciation of Lomov, wrote on it: "Comrade Molotov. What wtll 
'See the document quoted in Stenogroficheskii otchet XXII s'ezdo, pp. 351-52. 
• Sochineuiio, 4th edn., XLV, p. 397. 
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In view of the extremely low level of theoretical work in the time 

of the cult, some of his articles are distinguished by originality and 

clarity. But in his methods of work Zhdanov was unquestionably a 

typical Stalin ist, whose role in the repression was far from modest. 

T he behavior of M. I. Kalinin is confusing and unclear. As Chair

man of the Centra l Executive Committee, then chairman of the Presid

ium of the Supreme Soviet, Kalinin obviously knew about the flood of 

repression . Hundreds of people passed through his waiting room every 

day in 1936-4 1, and thousands of letters were sent to him, bringing 

complaints and protests against Jawlessness .=0 In a number of cases 

Kali nin tried to defend people. His personal intervention, for example, 

won the release of Joh ann Makhmastel', a diplomatic courier , and 

Theodor e tte, who defended the Soviet diplomatic pouch against an 

attack of White Guards .2 ' Kalinin also tried to help such personal 

friends as Akulov, Shotm an, and Enukidze. Bu t Stalin ordered Kalinin 

not to interfe re in NKVD affairs. Kalinin's weaknesses, such as indeci

sion and acquiescence, kept him in Stalin's grip. Stalin even had his 

wife arrested. She remained in prison seven years and was released 

only a few days before Kalinin's death .22 The epoch of the cult is 

epitomized in that situa tion: the country had a P resident whose wife 

was kept in a con~ratio..!!_camp. (Stalin used the same technique 

with Mofotov.) On the pretext of protecting Kalinin, Stalin keptltim 

under virtual house a rrest for a long time, with NKVD agents con

stantly in his apartment. Kalin in com pletely surrendered to Stalin , 

covering up the dictator's crimes with his great prestige. 

The old Party leader Emilian Iaroslavskii also helped Stalin a 

great deal.23 In the twenties Iaroslavskii 's authoritative H istory of the 

Party did not stress the role of Sta lin; indeed, the fourth volume men

tioned Stali n's incorrect position in March , 1917. I t is therefore not 

surprising that Stalin's 193 1 pronunciamento, " On the History of 

Bolshevism," attacked Iaroslavskii's "mistakes . ..:• The mistakes were 

not specified , but the press picked up the a ttack, accusing Iaroslavskii 

of Trotskyism, Menshevism. and a ll the mortal si ns. He w rote several 

letters to Stalin , arguing in one tha t cond itions on the historical front 

were intolerable. that honorable Bolsheviks were being labeled falsi

fiers and counterrevolutionaries, that this was hurting Party work on 

the theoretica l level, that no one was planni ng a riew Party program . 

• Ed.: Petitions for the redress of grievances are customarily addressed to the chairman 

of the Presidium or the Supreme Soviet. 
"See Neva. 1963, No.4, p. 187. 
"'Sec the 1963 biographical sketch or Kalinin in the series "Lives of Remarkable 

People," published by Molodaia Gvardiia. After Kalinin died his widow was 

e~iled from Moscow. 
"Some light was shed on their rela!ions by E. N. Gorodetskii at the All-Union Meeting 

of Historians in 1962. 
"See Stalin, Sochineniia. XIII. pp. 84-102. 
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No reply came from Stalin and the campaign of abuse was continued, 
whereupon Jaroslavskii caved in. He published a letter confessing all 
the errors ascribed to him, and wrote a biography of Stalin in which 
Stalin's role was "fully reflected."2

$ He surrendered to Stalin not only 
as a historian but also as a leader of the Party Control Commission. 
The many appeals against lawlessness that Communists sent to this 
Commission went unanswered. Thus, instead of protecting legality and 
the rights of Party members, the Commission gave "rear-guard" pro
tection to Ezhov's and Beria's gangs. 

The question o£ N. S. Khrushchev's role is often raised. As First 
Secretary of the Moscow oblast Committee in 1938-39, Khrushchev's 
services in "destroying enemies of the ..People" were great enough to be 
praised at the XVIIIth Party Congress in 1939' . ..I!!uG came as a_ 
surprise to Molotov, Malenkov, Kaganovich, and Voroshilov when 
KllrUShchev took the initiative in exposing Stalin's crimes at the XXth 
Congress in 1956. 

As a comparatively young politician, easily impressed (and not 
very bright) , Khrushchev in the thirties was strongly influenced by 
Stalin, had faith in him and feared him. Of course we also know that 
later on, when Khrushchev was First Secretary of the Party and chair
man of the Council of Ministers, he committed many serious errors; 
he was arbitrary and voluntaristic, especially in the economic field; he 
violated the principles of collective leadership and began to revive the 
cult of personality-his own. Still and all, in exposing Stalin's crimes, 
in freeing hundreds of thousands of innocent citizens, and in rehabi li
tating the millions who perished under Stalin's arbitrary rule, Khrush
chev performed an indisputable service that will never be forgotten. It 
is that which obliges us to take a completely different view of his role 
in the repression-and also of Mikoian's-than we do of Molotov, 
Malenkov, Kaganovich, and Stafln's other aides. 

4 

0 E OF THE MOST TERRIBLE FEATURES of the repression in the 
thirties was that the masses, trusting the Party and Stalin, were drawn 
into it. Hundreds of thousands of simple and essentially honorable 
folk, guided by the best motives, were drawn into the campaign against 
"enemies of the people." Millions were poisoned by suspicion. They 
believed Stalin's story about a ubiquitous underground and were 
caught up in the spy mania. T he campaign against "enemies" and 
"wreckers" acquired a mass character, like the Stakhanovite move
ment. The central newspapers were especially zealous in inflaming 
uSee Vsesoiuwoe soveshchanie istorikov, pp. 362-63. 
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An anonymous denuncia tion of A. Ia . Vedenin , military com
mander of the Kirghiz Republic, said that he deliberately chose 
spotted horses for the a rmy in order to spoil the camouflage of the 
cavalry before its future enemy.10 One Communist, the head of a fire 
department, was asked during a politica l lesson who had commanded 
the Red Guard in Moscow in 1917 . Upon answering, quite cor
rectly, that Muralov had, he was immediately arrested as a counter
revolutionary. People were _put in prisons or camps for " disseminatif!8 
the verses of . Pasternak or Esenin ," and " for connections willi l !ya 
Ehrenburg," although none of these wri ters was arrested . " Plo tting to 
resurrect Austria-Hunga ry" was another charge, and even "suspicion 
of intending to betray the a tive Land ." In one of the Ufa prisons, 
R. G . Zakharova met a teacher who was accused of a connection with 
Finland: after the overthrow of the Soviet regime, she was to be pro
claimed Queen of the Mari , a Finnic-speaking nationa lity in the Volga
Ural region. In a Minsk clothing factory, according to l a . Drobinski i, 
an old cutte r and Communist, Solnyshkov, was accused of fomenting 
discontent among the people by designing too na rrow pockets in the 
pants of work clo thes. M. lshov tells how the military procurator of 
Leningrad, Kuznetsov, was charged with joining the Party in 1904 
just to " disrupt it from within." In ovosibirsk a group of construc
tion workers born in 19 13-14 were accused of supporting Kolchak's 
armies in the Civi l War of 19 18-2 1. One of the directors of a lying-i n 
hospita l in Gomel was accused of instructing the chief doctor to infect 
all the babies with syphili s. The artist V. I. Shukhaev and his wife 
were accused of belonging to the Borot'bist Party. The nai've artist, 
poorl y prepared for the new way of life, kept asking his cellmates who 
these Borot'bisty were.'' In Moscow a la rge group of stamp collectors 
were arrested for exchanging stamps with foreign collectors. Accord
ing to L. M. Portnov they were accused of sending secret informa tion 
abroad . V. T . Sha lamov tell s how an Esperanto society in Moscow 
was a rrested : the name of this artificia l language appa rent ly frightened 
the security organs. Dozens of at hletes, especia lly those who had par
tic ipated in international competitions, were arrested on absu rd 
charges. A denuncia tion to the NKVD was an easy way to get r id of 
athletic ri vals. The world champion swimmer, Semen Boichenko, was 
removed from compet ition tha t way, as were the Sta rostin brothers, 
soccer players on the Spa rtak tea m. 

1t was enough for a Vlad ivostok cinema to show a newsreel that 
included a shot of a Moscow official arrested two mon ths earl ier , and 

• See Vedenin, Cody i liudi (Moscow. 1964), p. 58. 
"Ed.: They were a Ukrainian peasant party. which was fused with the Bolshevik Party 

in 1920 on the recommendation of Lenin and Stalin. See. e.g., Stalin. Sochineniia 
TV, p. 304. 
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zation in the Academy of Sciences were denounced, although there were only 130 Communists in the entire Academy.83 

The Holy Inquisition , set up in the Middle Ages to defend the Christian faith, encouraged denunciations in every way possible and per
secuted everyone who refused to report "heretics."34 The Stalinist punitive organs did much the same thing in 1936-39-and to a considerable degree right up to the death of Stalin. Instead of punishment for slander-the few show trials of slanderers early in 1938 were only a feint, not an announcement of basic policy-in most cases it was encouraged, as an expression of vigilance. In such conditions all sorts of careerists and scoundrels tried to use slander to destroy their enemies, to get a good job, an apartment or a neighbor's room, or simply to get revenge for an insult. Some pathological types crawled out of their holes to write hundreds of denunciations. In short, the abolit ion of law and justice aroused the basest instincts. 

Lenin warned the Cheka about false accusations and urged the severest punishment for them. But under Stalin most slande rers went unpunished, and a flood poured into the N KVD offices, where big receptacles "for statements" were placed in reception rooms. The 
usual NKVD response to a denunciation was to arrest the victim and only later to bother about "checking" the charges made against him. 

Jn fairness it should be noted that in 1937-38 there were protests against this flood of slander and encouragement of slanderers. Mikhail Kol'tsov, for example, wrote several hard-hitting articles. He distinguished three types of informers: the javelin thrower, intent on striking down as many victims as possible; the careerist, seeking dom ination of his institution by terrorizing it; and the coward, determined to protect himself by destroying others." But articles like Kol'tsov's could not stop the flood of denunciation and repression inundating the land. Individual protests, expressed not in concrete action but in written reports and conversations, merely increased the number of victims, for the leaders to whom such protests were addressed were the chief organizers of the terror. 

" Ibid. 
,. For some interesting reOections on this subject. see B. Oanem, Geroi erctiki (Moscow, 1967), pp. 275-78. 
11 See Pravda, I an. 17, 1938. 
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Plekhanov also wrote about this several times in his arguments with 
the populists. If the people, Plekhanov declared, approach power 
when social conditions are not ripe, then "the revolution may result 
in a political monstrosity, such as the ancient Chinese or Peruvian 
empires, i.e., in a tsarist despotism renovated with a Communist lin
ing.,.' Some of the people we have talked to see prophetic truth in 
these words. They try to prove that it was inevitable, in the Soviet 
Union of the twenties, for the likes of Stalin to come to power. "If 
Lenin had lived another ten or twenty years," the writer V. K-
told me, "he would certainly have been pushed out of the leadership 
by the 'new' people, whose embodiment was Stalin." "The system 
created after the October Revolution," said the economist T. P--, 

was based on outright dictatorship, on force, to an excessive degree. 
Disregard of some elementary rules of democracy and lawful order 
inevitably had to degenerate into Stalinist dictatorship. It was Stalin 
who fitted this system ideally, and he only developed its latent pos
sibilities to the maximum degree. The whole trouble was that a 
socialist revolution in a country like Russia was premature. In a 
country that has not gone through a period of bourgeois democracy, 
where the people in its majority is illiterate and uncultivated, in 
such a country genuine socialism cannot be built without the sup
port of other more developed socialist countries. By prematurely 
destroying all the old forms of social life, the Bolsheviks raised up 
and turned loose such forces as must inevitably have led to some 
form of Stalinism. Approximately the same thing is happening today 
in China and in Albania. 

This point of view, as applied to the Soviet Union, is one-sided 
and incorrc_ct. Tf the political and social system created after the 
October R evolution inevitably engendered Stalinism, if history offered 
no other possibilities of development, if everything was strictly deter
mined, then the October Revolution must also have been determined 
by the monstrous system of Russian autocracy. Thus we must conclude 
that the October and the February revolutions were not at all pre
mature or accidental events. fn other words, to explain Stalinism we 
have to return to earlier and earlier epochs of Russian history, very 
likely to the Tartar yoke. But that would be wrong; it would be a 
historical justU,ication of Stalinism. not a condemnation. 

T proceed from the assumption that different possibilities of devel
opment exist in almost every political system and situation. The 
triumph of one of these possibilities depends not only on objective 
factors and conditions, but also on many subjective ones, and some of 
these factors are clearly accidental. 

Even R ussian tsarism in the early twentieth century had various 

"Plekhanov, f zbrannye filosofskie proizvedeniia, 1 (1956), p. 323. 
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possibilities of development. With a more capable leadership, with a 
sensible system ot concessions, the February Revol ution might not 
have taken place. The tsarist regime took some steps in that direction. 
The State Duma comes to mind, where even Bolsheviks were repre
sented; one recalls the fact that Pravda was established legally, for the 
most part , in 1912- 14, and so on. But there was a lso the Rasputin 
affair, there were incompetent generals who suffered one defeat after 
another in the war. Thus the tsarist regime was unable to utilize the 
possibilities of peaceful evolution, and revolution became inev itable . 
There was likewise more than one possibility for the development of 
bourgeois democracy after the February Revolution. If the war had 
been ended, or the government had decided on a truce, if the Social 
Revolu tionary Party had made greater concessions to the peasants
Kerensky's promise of land to the peasants came one o r two days 
before October 25, when it was meaningless-if Lenin had no t man
aged to arrive in Russia in time, then the bourgeois democratic sys tem 
could have become stronger and lasted longer. But these things did not 
happen, and the October Revolution became inevitable. 

To speak of various histo ri ca l possibilities is to raise the question 
of probability: which line of development was more likely, which less? 
The question requires concrete investigation of all the objective and 
subject ive circumstances in a given situation. Even a sma ll possibility 
of a given line of development does not constitute an impossibility. 

From this point of view Stalin ism was by no means inevitable, 
despite the defects in the pOlitical conception that the Bolsheviks 
brought to the October Revolution and despite the defects of the new 
Soviet regime. It also had many merits. The contest between various 
alternat ives began under Lenin and was bound to grow more intense. 
But if he had not died in 1924. the victory of genui nely democratic 
and socialist tendencies would have been more probable than the 
victory of Stalinism. 

Many foreign thinkers. including Communists, have studied this 
problem. After the XXth Congress, in March, 1956, Palmiro Togliatli 
published his famous objection to a simple inversion of the cult of 
personality: blaming a ll evi l on the superman who had formcr·ly been 
praised for all good. T ogliatti suggested that the system ca lled Stalinist 
was to be explained by reference to the development of bureaucracy. 
deriving from prerevolutionary cond itions and from the desperate need 
for centralized power during the Civi l War. This context favored the 
rise of Stalin, o typical apparatchik.'~ 

" Sec P. Toglioui, Problemi del mo••imento operaio intcrnazionalc (1956-61) (Rome, 
1962), pp. 99 106 Cd.: A convenient English 1ranslation may be found in The 
Anti·Stalin Campui8n aiiCI International Communism; A Selection of Documents 
(New York, 1956). pp. q7. 139. 
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Some Yugoslav thinkers have g iven much stronger expression to 
the view that the Stalinist system was foreordained. Veljko Korac, 
for example, follows a vivid characte rization of the system-" a specific 
etatism and bureaucratic despotism, ... the heartless destroying of 
men in the name of an ineffable mystic of the future, making politics 
and ideology absolute and the negation of human freedom"-with a 
declaration of its inevitability. He finds its causes in the occurrence of 
a socialist revolution without an adequate material base. The working 
class was too sma ll , the culture of the masses too low. The poor 
peasants were an effective force fo r overthrowing the old o rder but 
not for self-disciplined participation in building the new. Political 
organizat ion, power, compensated for the weakness of the material 
base. 

Technical advance only enforced the ascendancy of this techno
bureaucracy .... In the name of Marxism, Stalin distorted Marx's 
ideas into a closed system of dogmas making of himself the sole 
and absolute interpreter of those dogmas .... [The Stalinist sys
tem did] not come into being as a historical caprice or as the 
pressure of tradition of tsarist despotism. Instead it appears as a 
necessary accompaniment to the development of an undeveloped 
COiiittry wlziCT1 has undergone sociafist revolution before ill({ustrlal 
-revolution.•~ -Korac gives an accurate description of the hi storical and economic 

background, but he is wrong in his main argument. It is hard to agree 
that in an economica lly backward country, the socialist transformation 
of society and the industrial revolution must be accompanied by mass 
violence. Too many historica l facts simply will not fit in this simplist ic 
scheme. Were not the hundreds of thousands of officials destroyed in 
1937-38 the best promoters of industrialization? Why did the machine 
of state power, which they had created together with Stalin , have to 
fall on them? 

The mass repression of the thirties can not be attributed to any sig
nificant resistance to Stalin's arbitrary rule. T~sad fact is that Stalin 's 
drive for unlimited personal dictatorship encountered no signifi-
cant resistance, even from the officials who were being struck down. 
The only fo rces opposed to Stalin were those which had been e nemies 
of the proletarian dictatorship a ll a long- world imperialism and the 
White Russ ian emigres. Feeble resistance came from the remnants of 
the Socialist Revolutionary and Menshevik parties, which considered 
themselves the de fe nde rs of democratic socialism. T.llii comparative 
ea oLStal.ias usurpation of power cannot be explained by theories 
such as Korac's. 

"V. Korat, "Socialism in Underdeveloped Counlries." Praxis (Zagreb). 1964, No. 1. 
pp. 300-301. 
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ft was an historical accident that Stalin, the embodiment of all the 
worst element~ in the Russian revolutionary movement, came to power 
after Lenin , the embodiment of all that was best. Nevertheless, the 
possibility of such an accident, and the factors that transformed the 
pos!>ibility into reality, demand close analysis. For the Party must not 
only condemn Stalin's crimes; it must also eliminate the conditions that 
facilita ted them. 

We arc also confron ted with another question: How did Stalin 
manage to preserve not onl y power but also the respect and trust of 
the majority of Soviet people? 11-is- an unavoidable fact that StaUn 
never relied on force alone. Throughout the period of his one-man 
rule he was popular. The longer this tyrant ruled the USSR, cold
bloodedly destroying millions of people, the greater seems to have 
been the ded ication to him, even the love, of the majority of people. 
These sent imen ts reached their peak in the last years of his life. When 
he died in March, 1953, the grief of hundreds of millions, botn iii The 
Soviet Union and around the world, was quite sincere. 

How can this unprecedented historical paradox be explained? We 
must look more closely at the conditions that facilitated Stalin's 
usurpation of power. 

2 

0 E co DITIO that made it easy for Stalin to bend the Party to his 
will was the hugely inflated cult of his personality. " For 1938," Tlya 
Ehrenburg writes in his memoirs, 

it is more correct simply to use the word "cult" in its original 
rel igious meaning. In the minds of millions Stalin was transformed 
into a mythical demigod; everyone trembled as they said his name, 
believed that he alone could save the Soviet Union from invasion 
and collapse." 

The deification of Stalin/justified in advance everything he did, every
thing connected with his name, including new crimes and abuses of 
power. All the achievements and virtues of socialism were embodied 
in him. The activism of other leaders was paralyzed. Not conscious 
di scipline but blind faith in Stalin was required. Like every cult, this 
one tended to transform the Communist Party into an ecclesiastica l 
organization, with a sharp distinction between ordinary people and 
leader-priests headed by their infallible pope. The gulf between the 
people and Stalin was not onl y deepened but idealized. The business 
of state in the Kremlin became as remote and incomprehensible for 
the unconsecrated as the arT airs of the gods on Olympus. 
"Novyi mir, 1962, No.5, p. 152. 
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The social consciousness of the people took on elements Qf religious 
_psychology: illusions, autosuggestion, the inability to think critically, 
intolerance towards dissidents, and fanaticism.' 5 Perceptions of reality 
were distorted. It was difficult, for example, to bel ieve the terrible 
crimes charged against the old Bolsheviks, but it was even more diffi
cult to think that Stalin was engaged in a monstrous provocation to 
destroy his former fr iends and comrades. 

The religious cu lt of Stalin's personality was accompanied by the 
belittling of everyone else. especia lly ordinary working people. Con
formism, uniformity of behavior and thought, was implanted in the 
Soviet people. Serving socialism was transformed into serving Stalin; 
it was not he who served the people but they who served him. His 
praise, his encouragement, his smile were considered the highest 
reward. Soldiers in battle were trained to shout "For the homeland, 
for Stalin!"-laying down their lives not so much for socialism as for 
Stalin. For the sake of future beatitude, the religious believer is 
expected to endure without complaint any misfortune in his present 
earthly life.10 Just as believers att ribute everything good to God and 
everything bad to the devil, so everyth ing good was attributed to 
Stalin and everything bad to ev il forces that Stalin himself was fight
ing. " Long live Stalin!" some officia ls shouted as they were taken to be 
shot. 

This religious outlook crippled the will even of those people who 
had stopped believing in Stalin and had begun to see where Stalin was 
taking the Party. Why did Ordzhonikidzc shoot himself rather than 
Stalin? Why was there not one real attempt to remove_Stalin during 
his fiTteen years orbloody crimes? Those who were capable of such an 
act were stopped not so much by fear for their lives as by fear of the 
social consequences, which could not be predicted in the condi tions of 
the cult. The hero of a novel of the mid-1960's puts the case clearly: 

£t's terrible that we ourselves helped to strengthen blind faith in 
him. and now arc powerless before that faith. Sacred truth looks 
like a terrible lie if it does not correspond to people's actual beliefs. 
You can imagine what would happen if today someone got on the 
radio, say, and told the entire country what was going on, told the 
truth about Stalin . From that instant even a person who had his 
doubts would believe that we arc surrounded by enemies; he would 
believe everything. And any cruelty would be justified.17 

In the time of I van the Terrible people created an earthly god and 
then could not raise a finger aga inst the idol they had created. A 

"See lu. Kariakin, "Epizod iz sovrcmmennoi bor'by idci," Problemy mir i sotsializma. 
t964, No.9. 

.. See lu. Levada, Sotsia/'naia priroda rcligii (Moscow, 1965). 
n G. Baklanov, " l iul' 4 I goda," Ztwmia. 1965, No.2, p. 16. 
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radical histo rian tells with horror how "Prince Repnin, impaled on a 
stake and dying slowly , ... praised the Tsar, his lord and execu
tioner ." The radica l historian ascribes such behavior to " the inculca
tion of d istorted views, with the result that fo rce of spirit served 
merely to stifle indignation and the natura l impulse to rebel."'" A 
conservative histo rian is awed rather than horrified by the passivity of 
Ivan 's subjects, who blamed themselves fo r the divine wrath that their 
tyrannical sovere ign wreaked upon them.'9 

A recent student of religious psychology notes the frequency with 
which rule rs a re turned into feti sbes .20 And indeed the histo rian finds 
many such cases in the most diverse ages and socie ties, from ancient 
Egypt to the fascist regimes of the twentieth century. Elements of this 
attitude a rc even found in modern revolutionary movements, for 
example in the Russian populist theory of the he ro leading the crowd. 
But why did the cult of personality arise and exist fo r so long in the 
Soviet Union, a strange secular variety of religious consciousness in a 
socialist society ? Why was this cult supported by the Bolshevik Party, 
whi ch grew up in ba ttle against populist illusions about heroes and the 
crowd? 

Tt has been seen that the boundless _praise of Stalin did no t arise 
spontaneously; it was o rganized by Stalin and his creatures . And this 
well-o rganized ca mpa ign did its job. From their earliest years school
children were taught that everyth ing good came from Sta lin . But it 
would be nai've to attribute the success of Sta lin's cult only to clever 
propaganda . That is wha t simpleminded opponents o f Christianity do 
when they attribute its spread to deception and stupidity, instead of 
studying the historical conditions tha t explain its success.2

' 

Some historians think that the success of Sta lin's cult was consid
era bly facilitated by the petty-bourgeois character of tsarist Russia , 
which ca rried over into the postrevolutionary e ra . They a lso point to 
the low educa tiona l and cultura l level of the masses, and the absence 
of strong democra tic tradi tions in a country so recently emancipated 
from despotism. For centuries the cul t of the tsar, the ideology of 
absolutism, had been ingrained in Russia. While taking this no tion 
into conside ra tion, it would be a mistake to regard the ignorance of 
the masses o r the re ligious illusions of peasants and petty artisans as 
the only preconditions of Stalin's cult. There we re o the rs, inherent in 

uSee S. M. Stepniak-Kravchinskii, Rossiia pod vlast' iu tsarei (Moscow, 1965), pp. 
59-60. Ed.: This is a reprint of 3 famous work by 3 nineteenth-century populist 
(narodnik). 

"See N. M. Karamzin, l storiia gosudarsll•a Rossiiskogo, lX (St. Petersburg, 1892), 
p. 106. 

,. l u. A. Levada, Sotsial'naia priroda religii (Moscow, 1965). p. 232. 
"Cf. Marx ond Engels, Socltineniia, 2nd edn., X IX, p. 307. 
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the Revolution itself. It brought such sweeping change in such a short 
time that the leaders seemed to be miracle makers. Indeed , the ten
dency of the masses to g lorify their leaders appears sponta neouslyln 
every mass revolution . It is an expression of the masses' great enthu

Siasm, pride in their revolution , their gra titude to the leaders who did 
so much for their libera tion. Of course this idealization of the leaders 
need not inevitably lead to a cult of the leaders, or become idol wor
ship. Much depends on concre te histo rical circumstances and on the 
character a nd world view of the leaders themselves . 

Paradox ica l as it may seem, ano ther important factor explaining 
the triumph of Sta lin 's cult was the c rimes he committed. He did not 
commi t them by himself. T aking advantage of the people's revolution

-ary enthusiasm a nd trustfulness, the enormous power of Party and 
sta te discipline, a nd the low educational level of the proletariat and 
the peasa ntry, Sta lin involved millions of people in his crimes. Not only 
the punitive o rgans but the entire Pa rty and government apparal partic
ipated acti vely in the campa igns of the 1930's. Thousands of officials 
were members of the lroik i that condemned innocent people . Tens of 
thousands of o fficial s sanctioned the a rrest of their subordinates , as 
required by a Politburo resolution in 1937. Commissars had to sanc
tion the a rrest of their deputies, obkom secretaries the arrest of Party 
officials in their oblasti, while the Cha irman of the Union of Writers 
sanctioned the arrest of many writers. Hundreds of thousands of 
Communists voted fo r the expulsion of "enemies of the people ." 
Millions of ord inary people took pa rt in meetings and demonstra tions 
demanding severe reprisals aga inst "enemies." Frequently people 
demanded such pena lties aga inst their fo rmer friends. 

The majority of Soviet people believed in Stalin a nd the NKVD 
in those yea rs, and were sincere in their indignation against "enemies 
of the people ." But many ci tizens, even in the NKVD , had their 
doubts, if no t about the genera l tre nd , then a t least about pa rticular 
acts of repression. These people reacted to the voice of conscience in 
different ways. Some took a sta nd against the pa rticul ar acts they 
questioned. Others resigned themselves and ke pt quiet. Either way, 
people who felt some doubts could not admit to themselves that they 
were in some measure accompli ces in c rimes. So they fo rced themselves 
to believe in Stalin , who knew everything and could not make mistakes. 
They found miti gation fo r themselves in the cult of hi s pe rsonality . 

" Of course," says the writer A. Pi s'mennyi in one of his last works, 

I could not believe that Ivan Kataev, Zarudin , Guber, Pantraiger 
or Mikhail Loskutov, or Sergei Urnis, or many other friends of mine 
were spies, bomb-throwing anarchists planning to kill Stalin , loath
some poisoners of reservoirs, or enemy agents trying to restore the 
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po~e~ of Riabushinskii and von Mekk.22 However I might try toda 
to. nd~culc_ my t~ssing and turning and-why hide it, when everJ. 
thmg 1!. be1ng sa1d?-my search for spiritual peace, the fact is that 
the~ above all I wanted to understand. Yes, yes, r repea t once 
agatn , ~ wanted not. only to believe but to understand what was 
happenmg. · · · Bu_t m those years it was impossible to understand 
what _was. ~appenm~. You could become an informer, go mad. 
commit SUICide, b~t tf you wanted to Jive, the most convenient way 
fo r an unhappy, distraught_. but ho~orable person clinging with his 
last ounc~ of s trength to ~1s place m society- ! repeat and will go 
on rep~atmg ~ thousand ttmes-was to believe. To believe without 
rea~ont~g. w1tho~t seco~d thougllfs, without proofs, as people 
belteve m omens, 1n _god , 10 the devil , in life beyond the g rave. The 
tho~ght that a!l soctal actions could be prompted by the c riminal 
des1gns of a s1ngle ma~ who had appropriated the full plenitude 
of po_wcr, and that thts man was Stalin, was blasphemous was 
unbelievable. ' 

And in_ fact this complex mixture of contradictory feelings was one of 
the mam sources of strength for Stalin's cult, especially among officials 
many of whom feel this way even now. ' 

Thus there was a two-wa~ cause-and-effect relationship between 
t~e terror a_nd the cult of Stalm's personality. Stalin 's cul t facilitated 
his . usu~pa ti~n of power and the destruction of inconvenient people 
while his cnmes, supported by the apparat and also by the deluded 
masses, extended and rei_nforced the cult of personality. 
. The cult of personality does not automatically lead to mass repres

SIOn-much depends on the personality. ot every de ified emperor or 
pharaoh was a cruel and bloodthirsty despot. But the most dangerous 
feature of the cult of a personality is that the leader's conduct depends 
not on laws or other rules but on his own arbitrary will. The Party 
an~ ~tat~ ca~not e_ndure such~ si tuation, when the only guarantee of 
a Citizen s nghts, mdeed of his very life, is the personal qualities of 
the leader. 

3 

IT WAS r-~ tR LY EASY f~ r Sta lin to _convince the Soviet people that he 
was fightmg ~ca l enem1es, destroymg traitors. The dimensions of the 
fraud helped It to succeed. The charges were piled so high and repeated 
so often th_at delibera~e deception seemed absolutely impossible. 
~bbels sa id that the bigger the lie and the more often it is repeated, 

•• Ed.: For Rinbu~hinskii. sec above. pp. I 19-20. N. K. von Mckk was a railroad tycoon 
~ho stayed. m Ru~sia after the Revolution and worked for the Commissariat of 

rnnsportnt10n. In 1929 he was accused of counterrevolutionary activity and shot. 
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the easier it is for _people to believe it. Stalin was a master of this 
cynical technique. 

Secrecy was important. The invest igations of political crimes were 
strictly in camera, and any attempt to penetrate this secrecy was itself 
regarded as a political crime. The newspapers in 1936 and the first 
half of 1937 published many reports on the " unmasking" of Trotsky
ites and Bukharinites; but later in 1937 such reports became progres
sively fewer in number, although the nood of repression continued to 
rise. A wall of silence surrounded the fate of Postyshev, Kosior, 
Chubar', Eikhe, and Rudzutak. The arrest of hundreds of other leaders 
was not reported in any newspaper, and could only be deduced from 
certain hints or from brief oral reports given in raion and city Party 
committees. The charges against most of Stalin's victims were never 
made public. Even well-informed people knew only of arrests in their 
own oblast, in their own line of work, in their own circle of acquaint
ances . The scale of the terror escaped them. This ignorance was 
heightened by the orgy of transferring official s from one oblast to 
another, from one post to another, that characterized that time of 
troubles. At times people did not know whether an official had been 
arrested or transferred. In many cases even the relatives did not know. 
The KVD as a rul e did not inform relatives of execution or death by 

other causes. l'laying on hopes and illusions, the~D invented a 
formula about the exi le of "enemies of the people" (even those who 
had been shot) to distant camps "without the right of correspondence." 

Stalin and the NKVD often preferred methods of disguised terror 
to straightforward arrest. Many were arrested without a warrant or the 
sanction of the procurator. Prisoners tortured to death were reported 
dead of a heart attack or some other disease. Sometimes the NKVD 
staged " robberies," during which the intended victim would be killed. 
That is how the actress Zinaida Raikh, Meyerhold's wife, died, while 
she was struggling for her husband 's release. The robbers who raided 
her apartment stabbed her seventeen times. took all her papers, and 
left many valuables untouehed.21 Agents were sent abroad to kill cer
tain emigres, Soviet diplomats, and inte lligence agents. Some officials 
were murdered in their homes, in hotels, on hunting parties, in their 
offices , thrown out of windows, poisoned-and then were reported 
dead of heart attacks, accidents, or suicides. The body of Nestor 
Lakoba, who was supposed to have died of a heart attack, was sent 
from Tbilisi to Sukhumi with great ceremony. 

The First Secre tary of the Armenian Central Committee, A. Khand
zhian, was murdered on July 9, 1936, in Beria's office in Tbili si by 
Beria himself.:• A. Ivanova, who was then an official in the Party 

" Recounted by Ilya Ehren burg. 
" Reported by Shelepin at the XXI lnd Party Congress. 
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Stalin's name on every place and district r don' 
why everyone praises and loves Stalin s~ I sec and J can't ')Ce 
feel this love or even great respect. to8 much. I personally do not 

The question inevitably aris b 
should they have done? After ~~~/xo;:t~o~le whCo unders t~od: what 
famous poet wrote: n arty ongress m 1962 8 

We are all his regimental mates, 
Who were silent when 
From our silence grew 
A national disaster. 

Hiding from each other 
Spe~ding sleepless night~, 
While out of our circle 
He was making executioners. 

Let our grandsons score us 
With their contempt 
All alike, equally, 
We do not hide our shame.109 

The author of these lines won a St . I' p . . 
He was not silent at all. he h ~ 10 

. nze 10 the. years of the cu lt. 
he is trying to hide behi~ eape ~r~tse on Stalm. ~ow ashamed, 
disgraced, or so he wouldd ha~J of Stbalin,. s conte~poranes, all equally 
behaved 1'n · ve us e teve. It will not work. People 

vanous ways and ha ve · · d 
Much depended on their distance f vagmg . egrees of responsibility. 

on t~e choices they faced. The re:~:si~il~ftce~ter of th~ catastrophe, 
a writer cannot be equated with that f yko a commrssa r or even 
wo k 11 ° a ran -and-file Party member 
cen~r:;: or co ective f~rmer . The responsibility of the head of a con~ 

d 
'Mon camp or pnson cannot be equated with that of a s· 1 

guar . uch also depended th d • nnp e 
finall on e egree of comprehension. And 
and s~~s~ ~~e~ot doeal depended on qualities of personality, on courage 

n r. 

1 
Many people actively helped Stalin in his crimes and made fo 

a~;~:stson~~s themsel.ves, slandering citizens on their own initiati ve. Sue~ 
by a court e ;~ecutroner should be covered with shame and punished 
act as 't . ere were many free people, called in by the NKVD to 

them. ~a~~ss;~~v:~~ 0~~;rs~~a:t~o~l~t~n any. dep~sitio~ put before 
will , with genuine zeal. 10 s pratse o !herr own free 

But th~re were ~lso. indi.viduals who in one way or other resisted 
Some offictals, sensmg tmmment arres t fled the' h . 

• rr ome towns, some-
... Neman, 1962, No. 4, p. 141. Molochko 'oin d 
,. war with Fi~land and d ied in 1940. J e lhe Red Army as a volunteer during the 

Ed.: The poet IS no1 idenaified by Medvedev. 
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times even became illegal and changed thei r names. (Tu. Borev based 
the scenario for " Resurrected from the Li ving" on one such case.) 
There were also many petitioners and protesters. The Central Com
mi ttee, the Procurator's office, and Stalin personally received letters 
not only from relatives and friends of prisoners but also from leading 
cultural, scientific, government , and Party figures. Kapitsa's demanJ!lor 
Landau's release. which was granted, has been mentioned. Academi
cian D . N. Prianishnikov was not S'b fortunate in his stubborn efforts on 
behalf of N. T. Vavilov. After having been rejected by Molotov and 
Beria, he decided on a desperate step; he recommended the imprisoned 
Vavi lov for a Stalin Prize. Marietta Shaginian, in her brief note" A Page 
of the Past," tells how the arres ted poet David Yygodskii was defended 
by fe llow writers. At considerable risk to themselves Turii Tynianov, 
Boris Lavrenev. Konstantin Fedin , M. Slonimskii, M. Zoshchenko, and 
Viktor Shklovskii wrote declarations and guarantees, pleading for the 
release of their comrade. Yygodskii , like Vavilov, was not released; 
both died in prison. When the old Bolshevik N. N. Kuliabko, who had 
recommended Tukhachevskii for Party membership, learned of his 
fr iend 's arrest, he sent a letter of protest to Stalin- and was imme
diately arrested.' 10 The ineffectiveness of millions of analogous pro
tests forced many people to shrink into themselves and be silent. 

There were also people in the Party apparat , with access to in
vestigatory materi als, who tried to oppose lawlessness . N. S. Kuznet
sov, an obkom secretary in Kazakhstan, sanctioned the arrest of many 
Communists in the first months of the mass repression. Then he 
began to have doubts. He went to the oblast prison to interrogate 
some friends, became convinced of their innocence. sent obkom Party 
officials into the NKVD apparal, and took control of NKVD opera
tions in his oblast. He obtained the release of many Communists and 
forbade the use of torture. Gathering an enormous amount of material 
on the lawlessness of the KVD and its penetration by all sorts of 
suspicious people, including former White Guard officers, Kuznetsov 
went to Moscow and obtained a meeting with Stalin. Stalin li stened 
only a few minutes and broke off the conference, advising Kuznetsov 
to report the whole thing to Malenkov. Malenkov also brushed him 
off , telling him to go back to Kazakhstan and send in a written report 
by governmental courier. Returning, Kuznetsov learned that he had 
been transferred to another obkom. A few months later he was called 
to a meeting in Alma Ala and arrested in his hotel. The two oblast 

committees he had headed were decimated and the Communists who 
had been released on Kuznetsov's demand were rearrested.111 

,,. See Marshal Tukhochcvskii: sbomik vospominanii (Moscow, 1965), p. 30. 

"' From !he reminiscences of N. S. Kuznetsov, kept in 1he archives o f the Marx-Engels

Lenin l nstituae. 
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and appeals of Communists. Rank-and-fi le Party members and the 
popular masses were entirely excluded from the control function. The 
whole system of Rabkrin-groups and cells, sections, complaint bu
reaus, the "light cavalry," and so on-was dismantled. 

14 

IN THE FINAL ANALYSIS, the attitude of the masses is decisive. Sooner 
or later they overthrow all sorts of tyrants and despots, but at other 
times the same masses are the strongest support of despotism. "Every 
people," said Marx, "has the rulers it deserves." An Arab thinker and 
social activist of the nineteenth century expressed the idea at greater 
length: 

The common people are the despot's sustenance and his power; he 
rules over them and with their help oppresses others. H e holds 
them captive and they extol his might; he robs them and they bless 
him for sparing their lives. He degrades them and they praise his 
grandeur; he turns them against each other, and they take pride in 
his craftiness. And if the despot squanders their wealth, they say he 
is generous; if he kills without torturing, they consider him merci
ful; if he drives them into mortal danger, they submit, fearing 
punishment; and if some of them are reproachful, rejecting des
potism, the people will fight the rejectors as if they were tyrants. Jn 
short, the common people cut their own throats through fear. which 
derives from ignorance. If ignorance is destroyed, fear will dis
appear, the situation will change.140 

This interpretation can be applied to the Soviet Union only in part. 
We have already argued that Stalin was supported by the majority of 
the Soviet people, not only because he was clever enough to deceive 
them but also because they were backward enough to be deceived. 
The severe oppression that made the population of the tsarist empire 
revolutionary also kept them on a low cultural level. As the novelist 
V. G. Korolenko wrote in a letter to Lunacharskii: "The ease with 
which you got our popular masses to follow you indicates not our 
readiness for a socialist system but, on the contrary, the immaturity 
of our people."14

' And that partly just remark was often made by Len in 
in a different form: in Russia it was comparatively easy to begin a 
socialist revolution, but it would also be much harder to carry it 
through to the end, in the minds of people as well as in the economy. 

'" 'Abd al Ra~miin al-Kawiikibi, Priroda despotizma i gibe/'nosl' poraboshcheniia (Moscow, 1964), pp. 25- 26. Ed.: Translated from on Arabic edition (Aleppo, 1957). '"Ed.: The quotation derives from Korolenko, Pis'ma k Lunacharskomu (Paris, 1922), p.33. 
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work~rs from each other as if with a barricade .... Old Social Dem
ocr~llc workers every~ here. were not only insulted to the depth of 
thetr. souls; th~y were tnfunatcd. They could not forgive the Com
muntsts for thts. And the Communists, gritting their teeth, carried 
o~t ~h~ or~er ~or. a :·battle to the death." An order is an order, Party 
dt~ctpllnc tS dtsctplme. Everywhere, as if they had gone out of their 
mtnds, Communists and Social Democrats raved at each other 
before the eyes of the fascists. I remember it well. J lived in Ger
many during those years and wi ll never forget how old comrades 
clenche~ their fists seeing how everything was going to ruin, how 
the .soctal Democratic leaders rejoiced, how the theory of social 
fa~ctsm month by month, week by week, was paving the way for 
Httler. They clenched their fists as they submillcd to the " mind" 
~nd ''wil~" [of Stalin]. and went to meet the death awaiting them 
m S.S. pnsons. 

In Aug.ust, 1935, the VHth Comintern Congress corrected many 
of these m1stakes, largely on the initiative of Georgii Dimitrov. But 
~ven then th.e Stalinist sectarian attitude interfered with the practical 
1mpleme~tat1on of the united front in many countries. Tt is reveali ng 
that .stalm never spoke at the Vllth Comintern Congress. or did he 
p~bl1cly express his attitude toward the new Comintern line. Even in 
hts report to. t.he XVIJJth Party Congress in 1939, he said nothing 
about the dec1s1ons of the Comintern. 

In August, 1.9~9, antifascis~s around the world were stunned by 
th~ ~ews of Stalm s nonaggress1on pact with Germany. Jhc_c.ornp.l.Q 
ong.ms ~f th!s treaty, which have not been adequately clarified in 
Sov1et h1stonography, are presented here in a preliminary out line. 

. !he_prologue to the sharp change was the dismissal of 1axim 
Lttvmov. On April 16, 1939, Litvinov received the BrTflsllambassador 
and gave. h!m a formal proposal for a mutual-assistance pact among 
Great Bnta1~, .France: and the Soviet Union. At the May Day parade 
t~at year, .L1tv1nov sttll stood beside Stalin, which was duly noted by 
d1p~oma.~s 111 ~o~cow. Bu~ on May 3 the newspapers contained a short 
notice: M. Lttvmov at h1s own request is being relieved of his duties 
as Peopl~'s Commissar. of Foreig~ Affairs." To Hitler this was " a gun 
shot, a s1gn of change m Moscow s relations to the Western powers."6 

Tn the month that followed, many Soviet ambassadors were recalled 
a~d a .good num.ber of them. along with many officia ls of the Com
miSSanat of ~ore1gn Affa~rs, we.re arrested. Molotov was put in charge. 
A~ the same ttme the SovJCt Un10n moved toward a change in relations 
w1th Germany. On May s .. the Soviet charge d'affaires, G. Astakhov, 
called on Tultus Schnurre 111 the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

• From~ speech in Augus1, 1939. Quoled in W. L. Shirer, Tltc Rise and Fall of the Third 
Re1ch (New York, 1960), p. 531. 
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to explain how Litvinov's retirement could have a positive effect on 
German-Soviet relations. The conversation was repeated on May 17. 
In Moscow the same topic was discussed by Molotov and the German 
ambassador, Count Werner von der Schulenburg, on May 20 and 
June 28. The purpose of these moves was to put pressure on the 
French and British, and to have some insurance in case the negotia
tions with their countries failed to achieve a mutual-assistance pact. 

l n July and early August, Germany showed great eagerness for a 
nonaggression pact with the Soviet Union. Hitler pressed his diplo
mats to hurry. He had not stopped thinking about aggression against 
the USSR. but he wanted to postpone it until he had defeated his 
Western enemies and Poland. For the Soviet Union and the peaceful 
fo rces of the world, a German-Soviet nonaggression pact was far from 
ideal; it wou ld have been preferable to conclude a collective-security 
agreement among all the antifascist powers. But the United States at 
that time was isolated from European affairs, while Great Britain and 
France were playing a dangerous political game: they were sti ll hoping 
for an agreement with Hitler and were trying to direct German aggres
sion eastward. In the summer of 1939, they were conducting their 
negotiations with the Soviet Union in such a way as to ruin them.7 

The Soviet Union had to choose the Jesser of two evils by accepting 
Germany's proposal for a nonaggression pact. Stalin made the decision 
on August 19. That same day Molotov finally agreed to receive 
Joachim von Ribbentrop, the German Minister of Foreign Affairs, in 
Moscow. On August 23 the German delegation arrived and the pact 
was signed . 

Many biased Western writers make it seem that the Soviet Union 
unleashed Hitler by signing this pact. I do not intend tojustify Stalin's 
entire policy. I have already shown flow he obstructed a united front 
in Germany, decimated the Comintern, dissolved the Polish Commun
ist Party, kil led the best Red Army commanders. All this greatly facili
tated Hitler's drive to war. But ih&_nonaggrcsslon pact should not be 
added to this list oLS.t.alin.'s errors...ancLcr.imes. The Soviet government 
was compelled to sign the pact because Britain and France had been 
encouraging German fascism, and were frustrating the negotiations for 
a mutual-assistance pact with the Soviet Union. ll was the British 
and French ruling circles. and also some in the United States, that had 
helped Germany re-create a strong military machine, in the hope that 
it would be used against Bolshevism. It was Britain and France that 
allowed Germany to seize Austria, betrayed Czechoslovakia by the 
infamous Munich agreement, and by their policy of nonintervention 
helped Hitler and Mussolini crush the Spanish Republic. These cir-

, For derails o f I he negotiations, sec P. A. Zhilin, Kak fashistskaia Cermaniia gotovila 
napadenie na Sovetskii Soiuz (Moscow, 1966). 
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cumstances compelled the Soviet Union to protect itself by taking 
advantage of the conflicts among the imperialist states. In 1939 the 
nonaggression pact with Germany could serve such a purpose. 

Stal.i.tU-bl-under was not the pact itself but the attendant psycho
logical and political atmosphere that he created. He put too much trust 

JE. his pact with Hitler. As Konstantin Simonov !laS written:-

It still seems to me that the pact of 1939 was fo unded on raison 
d'etat, in the almost hopeless situation we were in back then, the 
summer of 1939, when the danger of the Western states pushing 
fascist Germany aga inst us became immediate and real. And yet, 
when you look back, you feel that for all the logic of raison d'etat 
in this pact, much that accompanied its conclusion took away from 
us, simply as people, for almost two yea rs, some part of that excep
tionally important sense of ourselves, which was and is our precious 
peculiarity, connected with such a concept as "the first socialist 
state in the world." ... That is, somethjng happened which was in 
a moral sense very bad.8 

Anothe r mistake was the s igning, o n September 29, 1939, of the 
G erman-Soviet Boundary and Friendsh ip Pact. The public articles 
were quite unnecessary.9 The secret protocols were quite unprincipled. 
In the second, for example, each party pledged to suppress any agita
tion agai nst the other, and to keep each other informed of efforts in 
this direction.10 T he result was a complete halt to all antifascist propa
ga nda in the USSR. Worse yet, Soviet leaders began almost to justify 
Germany, as if she were being attacked by England and France. 
Molotov, for example, declared in the fall of 1939: 

During the last few months such concepts as "aggression" and 
"aggressor" have acquired a new concrete content, have taken on 
another meaning .... Now ... it is Germany that is striving for a 
quick end to the war, for peace, while England and France, who 
only yesterday were campaigning against aggression, are for contin
uation of the war and against concluding a peace. Roles, as you 
see, change .... The ideology of Hitlerism, like any other ideolog
ical system, can be accepted or rejected-that is a matter of one's 
politica l views. But everyone can see that an ideology cannot be 

1 Ed.: Mcdvcdev seems to be quoting from an unpublished manuscript, probably the 
same as that cited on p. 375 or on p. 454. 

1 A month earlier, when Ribbentrop had proposed that a preamble on the friendly 
nature of German-Soviet relations be added to the nonaggression pact, Stalin him· 
self categorically refused. "The Soviet government," he declared, "could not hon
estly assure the Soviet people that friendly relations exist with Germany, when for 
six years the Nazi government has been pouring buckets of slop on the Soviet 
government." Quoted in P. A. Zhilin, Kak fashistskaia Germaniia gotovila napa
denie na Sovetskii Soiuz (Moscow, 1966), p. 61. 

10 Shirer, p. 631. 
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German attack on Yugoslavia is also revealing. At the end of 1940 
and the beginning of 1941. German troops entered llungary, Bulgaria, 
and Rumania with the consent of their reactionary governments. The 
pressure on Yugoslavia increased, until in March, 1941, Yugoslav 
Premier Dragisa Cvetkovic signed an agreement to join the Tripartite 
Pact. The result was a national up.-ising; a group of patriotic officers 
overthrew the pro-German government. The Soviet Union not only 
recognized the new government but, on April 5. 1941, signed a treaty 
of friendship and nonaggression with it. Less than twenty-four hours 
later, German troops invaded Yugoslavia and subjected Belgrade to 
savage bombardment. Stalin did not condemn this aggression against 
a fraternal Slavic country. The report of German war against Yugo
slavia appeared on the last page of Prm•da, on April 7. othing was 
said about the bombardment of Belgrade. Moreover, the Soviet gov
ernment closed the embassies of Yugoslavia, Greece, and Belgi um. 
which signified recognition and encouragement of German aggression. 

The massing of the German Army on Russian borders worried the 
Soviet command so much-they even knew the numbers of the 
German divisions-that they sought permission to move troops to 
defensive positions and put them on military alert. Stalin refused. 
Indeed, all military organizations and industry were unprepared for 
the attack both psychologically and materially. Most divisions were 
short of their full wartime staffs. Many tank units did not have their 
full complement of men and equipment. There was a general shortage 
of spare parts and repairs were slow. Airplane, tank, and artillery 
factories were producing obsolete models. A large part of the military 
equipment was stored not in the rear but in the threatened districts. 
Th,e net work of roads in border areas was inadequate. Airfields had to 
be enlarged for new types of planes, so construction companies of the 
NKVD went to work on most military airfields all at once. putting 
them out of use until the late fall. As a result most military planes were 
transferred to civilian airports. which were located ncar the border and 
poorly defended against bombing attacks. A major reorganization of 
tank divi sions was also undertaken in the first months of 1941. At the 
end of June many tank troops did not have their tanks, and many 
tanks were without crews.28 

'"Such examples could be greatly multiplied. See such books as l storiia Velikoi 
Oteclrestvennoi voiny. I-V I (Moscow, 1962-64): /storiia Ve/ikoi Otecllestvennoi 
voiny. Kratkii ocllerk (Moscow. 1965); Vsemirnaia istoriia, X (Moscow, 1965): 
lstoriia mezlldunarodnykh otnoshenii i vneslmei politiki SSSR. II (Moscow. 1962); 
A.M. ekrich. 22 liunia 19-11 g. (Moscow, 1965): eta/. 'ekrich's book has been 
subjected to harsh and tendentious criticism. which is surprising since most of the 
facts in it are no different from tho:;e adduced by other Soviet historians or by 
diplomats, military leaders. and intelligence agents. The book has its faults, but 
they cannot justify the savage auocks published by Voprosy istorii KPSS. 1967, 
No.9. 
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of state the extent of the danger, and did not have the right to take sufficient measures to avert it. ,. 

lnability to understand may well have been reinforced by fear. 
Afraid of a great war with Germany, Stalin shunned any display of 
vigilance that cou ld be used by the azis as an excuse for war. He did 
not understand that a Germany determined on war would always rind 
an excuse, or would do without one altogether. 

But the main cause of Stalin's mistakes in I 94 1 was the system of 
one-man rule combined with the one man's limitations. Unlimited 
power was in the hands of a limited tactician and a limited strategist. 
He did not perceive all the weaknesses of the Red Army, which he 
had caused to lose its rinest officers. He did not perceive many of the 
difficulties still troubling the cities and villages. He overestimated 
Soviet strength and therefore hoped that Hitler would not dare to 
attack the USSR. Of course attacking the USSR was a risky adventure 
for Germany, especially since llitler gambled on victory within a few 
weeks, in any case before winter. The German war plan did not pro
vide for adequate reserves of manpower or industrial production. The 
Nazi Army could beat the Red Army in some battles, but Germany 
could not enslave the whole Soviet people in addition to all the 
nations of Europe. Considering that the German Army suffered defeat 
in spite of its unbelievably favorable situation in I 941, it is useful to 
imagine what would have happened to it if the Soviet government had 
been properly prepared. Hitler was also a dictator; he too based his 
actions on imaginary rather than real factors. Intoxicated by the Ger
man victories in the West, he overestimated the strength of the 
German Army, and underestimated the strength of the Soviet people 
and the cohesion of Soviet society. He thought that after early defea ts 
the USSR would collapse like a house of cards. Hitler was an adven
turist and a reckless maniac, but Stalin perceived him as a rationa l 
statesman. Stalin's tendency to mistake illusions for reality prevented 
him from seeing the same fault in Hitler. · That is one of the main 
reasons why both Hitler and Stalin miscalculated in 1941. 

4 

IT IS ACKNOWLFDGED by historians of all persuasions that Stalin was 
responsible for the Germans' great advantage of surprise and for the 
• Konstantin Simonov, "Uroki istorii i dolg pisatelia." Ed.: This seems to be on 

unpublished manuscript. 
" The lesson of 1941 must not be forgotten today in our relations with China. Mao 

Tse-tung also has a tendcnc) to confu. e reality and his frenzied perceptions of it. 
Thus we should consider the possibility of irrational adventures being allemptcd by 
the Maoist leadership. 
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Soviet troops' unpreparedness. It is also generally acknowledged that 
the Soviet Union entered the worst war in history with its best military 
and civilian leaders recently destroyed. Yet some authors try to sal
vage Stalin's reputation by arguing that whatever his faults before the 
war. during it he proved to be an excellent commander in chief. This 
partial rehabilitation became especially insistent in memoirs published 
In 1967-68.1

-

Tn 1969 the authoritative journal Konmumist carried a review 
article that endorsed this argument: " For all the complexity and con· 
tradictions of his character, Stalin emerges from the generals' memoirs 
as an outstanding military leader." • The historian who wrote this 
review-article is obviously polemicizing with Khrushchev, in particular 
with the section of his speech to the XXth Party Congress that harshly 
yet fairly demolished the myth of Stalin's military genius. The facts 
cited by Khrushchev in 1956 have not been disproved; in the decade 
following his speech they were supplemented by hundreds of authori· 
tative accounts, most of them published in the Soviet press. The case 
against Stalin's military record has become so overwhelming that 
prevarication and sophistry are the only recourse of his apologists. 

They also exploit a widespread feeling derived from the cult of 
personality. Stalin's name became a sort of symbol ex isting in the 
popular mentality independently of its actual bearer. During the war 
years, as the Soviet people were battered by unbelievable miseries, the 
oame of Stalin and faith in him to some degree pulled the Soviet 
people together, giving them hope of victory. The logic of any cult 
was at work, attributing all defeats to other commanders or to treason, 
all victories to Stalin. To this day, many of the soldiers and officers 
who went into battle with Stalin's name on their lips rind it hard to 
reconsider their attitude toward him and the wartime events con
nected with his image. The historian may sympa thize with this primi· 
tive psychology, but inexorable facts oblige him to oppose it. 

Stalin was in fact a mediocre commander. He did make correct 
decisions, gave his subordinates correct orders, and accepted from them 
-often after arguments and resistance-much good advice. But his 
personal qualities-his nastiness and narrow-mindedness, his con
tempt for people and boundless love of power, his suspiciousness and 
his bureaucratic sty le of leadership-were bound to affect his behavior 
as a commander. The result was something much worse than the mis
takes that cannot be avoided in any war. Most of Stalin's wrong deci
sions were so extravagantly and senselessly costly that they cannot be 
condoned. 
., Sec tho,e of Marshals A. Grechko. I. Konev, K. Merctskov, K. Rokossovskii, General 

S.M. Shtemenko, and the second installment or N. Kuznetsov's reminiscences. 
..E. Bollin, writing in Kommunist, 1969, No.2, p. 127. 
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crucial days? An answer has recently been given in a documented tale that was passed by special military ccnsorship.43 

... Late in the evening Stalin, accompanied by some members of the Politburo, unexpectedly appeared at the Commissariat of Defense on Frunze Street. As he entered the Commissar's office, Stalin was calm and self-assured. However, it was there at the directing center of the country's military effort that he first sensed concretely the magnitude of the growing danger. Enemy tank groups were forming a pincers on Minsk and it seemed that nothing could stop them. Contact with our retreating armies had been lost .... Stalin, usually so outwardly calm and deliberate in his speech and motions, this time could not restrain himself. He burst out with angry, insulting scolding. Then, without looking at anyone, head down and stooped over, he left the building, got into his car, and went home .... No one knew what was going on in Stalin's mind during the next few days. No one saw him. l ie did not appear in the Kremlin. No one heard his voice on the telephone. He summoned no one. And none of those who hour by hour waited for his summons dared go to him unsummoned .... The members of the Politburo, the Peoples' Commissars, the leaders of the Commissariat of Defense, of the General Staff and the Army's Political Administration, were overwhelmed with thousands of matters, great and small, connected with the implementation of military measures throughout the country and at the fronts. But as they worked on these problems from morning to late at night, they asked themselves time and again: Where is Stalin? Why is he silent? What was he doing, what was he thinking about, this apparently omnipotent and omniscient man, in those long terrible hours? 
The author goes on to guess the answers, rather unconvincingly. In an unofficial conversation Khrushchev once said that Stalin sim_Riy drank, and that sounds more like the truth. And when the Politburo members came to see him, he was frightened, thinking they had com..c to arrest him. It must be borne in mind that the management of the war could not proceed normally without Stalin. Because of t~e strict centralization he had established, neither Zhukov nor Timoshenko nor Molotov nor Beria had the authority to give certain necessary orders. Stalin's absence from his post as head of the state and the Party from June 23 to the beginning of July was an important reason why the Nazis penetrated so swiftly and deeply into the USSR. The terrible losses suffered by Soviet forces in the opening hours and days of the war are attested by both Soviet and German historians. There is accordingly a painful irony in an order, issued on the evening of June 22, calling for counterattacks in depth. with the aim 

q See A. Chakovskii, "Biokoda," Znamia. 1968, No. II, p. 49. 
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gence and the Gestapo did send many spies into rear lines, and tried to 
recruit traitors. But the reports of SMERSH, which tell of uncovering 
huge numbers of foreign agents. anti-Soviet clements, and plots and 
betrayals, leave the impression that many such discoveries were 
deliberately contrived. 

The home front was also subjected to repression. For example, a 
group of philosophers-F. Gorokhov, T. M. Kulagin, and others-were 
arrested on the charge of defeatist tendencies. Before the end of the 
war the NKGB also subjected some commissariats to savage "purges," 
especially the Commissariat of Means of Communication, which was 
ravaged on March 16, 1944, with the knowledge of Stalin and 
Kaganovich.11 

Stalin's attitude toward prisoners of war is one of the grimmest 
pages in his record. In the first two years of the war at least two mil
lion Soviet soldiers, perhaps three million, were taken prisoner. Many 
surrendered only when they found themselves in a hopeless position: 
surrounded, without arms or supplies, without food, wounded. And 
Stalin himself was largely to blame for the disastrous experience of 
large Red Army units. I t is quite possible that he sensed his responsi
bility-if only subconsciously-and this may have inspired his savage 
attitude toward prisoners of war. He refused to sign the Hague Con
vention, with the result that Soviet prisoners received no help through 
the I nternational Red Cross. Many of the Soviet prisoners who joined 
General A. A. Vlasov's "Russian Liberation Army" were only trying 
to save themselves from starvation, hoping at a suitable moment to 
cross over to the Soviet Army or the partisans. 

When the war ended, special officers visited the prisoner-of-war 
camps in the Anglo-American zone, and read to the inmates an official 
letter, which declared that prisoners of war would not be prosecuted 
in their native land. This promise was not kept. Returning prisoners of 
war were treated like traitors. Into the concentration camps went not 
only real traitors but also many war heroes, defenders of Sevastopol, 
Odessa, and Brest. partisans, people who had been tortured in Nazi 
camps. The fate of Major N. S. Tkachuk is typical. A tank officer. 
seriously wounded near Dorogobuzh during a desperate attack on an 
enemy breakthrough, he was hidden and nursed by collective farmers. 
When he was barely recovered. T kachuk tried to pick his way east
ward but was captured by the Nazis and put in a prisoner-of-war 
camp. In February, 1942, he escaped but was recaptured. After a 
third flight, Tkachuk made contact with French partisans, and for two 

"It is noteworthy that the victims in this commissariat were rehabilitated only in 1959, 
i.e .. after the defeat of the antiparty group, Kaganovich included. Ed.: "The anti
party group" refers to Khrushchev's opponents in the Politburo who were removed 
from office in 1957 by action or the Central Committee. 
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Not only Eastern but also Western Europe would have been liberated by the Red Army. The face of Europe today would be quite different. In actuality Soviet troops came to free neighboring countries from Nazi tyranny only in 1944. By then Britain had rebuilt a large and strong army, and the United States was in the war with a huge, wellequipped military machine. In 1943 Anglo-American forces entered Italy and in June, 1944, landed in France. In the same year British troops also landed in Greece. Thus a situation arose that was much more complicated for the Soviet Union and for the national liberation movements than would have been the case if the Soviet-German War had foiJowed a different course. 
I n the countries liberated by the Soviet Union, people's democracies were set up, which was a great victory of the world socialist revolution. For the progressive and socialist movements in countries liberated by Anglo-American forces, the situation was difficult. The revolutionary movement was strong in some of these countries. In Italy it was stronger than in I Iungary, in France stronger than in Poland, in Greece stronger than in Rumania. In France, for exam ple, all antifascist parties were joined in a powerful resistance movement. Communists played a major role, especially in the organization of the August insurrection that liberated Pa ris before the arrival of the Anglo-American troops and de Gaulle's forces. As the Germans beat a hasty retreat from France, real power in the localities passed to the units of the Resis tance. In the last ten days of August the situation was favorable for the assumption of all power by the ational Front of Resistance . But the Front did not even try to form its own government during those days. I t supported de Gaulle as he moved into power, helping him form a coa lition government that included Communists. What if the forces of the Resistance had tried to take power in August of 1944? This question was discussed at the first postwar conference of Communist and Workers' parties in 194 7.-11 Some speakers, particularly Wladyslaw Gomulka of Poland, reproached the French Communist Party for its indecision. Analogous charges were made in 1952 by one of the French leaders, Andre Marty. Together with Charles Tillon, he had headed detachments of the maquis during the war, but in 1952 both were declared to be enemies of the French Communist Party and expelled, in part, no doubt, because of Ma rty's charges against the other French leaders, and indirectly against Stali n. (Marty died shortly after; Tillon was reinstated in the Party after 1956.) The same charges are made today by some historians, who accuse Stalin of withholding the signa l for insurrection in 1944. 

" Ed.: Medvedev is referring to the conference of nine European parties that met in Warsaw in September. 1947, and founded the Cominform. The major speeches were published in various languages, e.g. lnformatsionnoc soveshcltanie nekotoryklt ... partii ... (Moscow, 1948). See olso For a Lasting Peace, For a People's Democracy, the newspaper of the Cominform. 
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staged, clearly imitating the Soviet originals of 1936-38. Most of the 
accused were brought by torture to make obedient confessions of 
monstrous crimes. Laszlo Rajk, for example, the former Minister of 
Foreign Affairs and of Internal Affairs in the Hungarian People's 
Republic, and long before that a leader of the Hungarian workers' 
movement and of the resistance to Admiral I Jorthy's fascist regime, 
confessed that he had been an agent provocateur of that regime. From 
1931 on he had allegedly betrayed more than two hundred Com
munists to the police. He declared that he was in the service of 
Yugoslav and British intelligence services, that he was not a Hungarian 
Jew but a German, and so on. 

The same kind of ridiculous fabrications were recited in Bulgaria. 
Tribu te should be paid to the behavior of the chief defendant, Traicho 
Kostov, who flatly denied the charges against him. When the procura
tor saw that it was impossible to force a confession out of Kostov in 
open court, he stopped direct questioning and began to read the 
depositions that Kostov had allegedly signed during the pretrial inves
tigation. After hearing these fabrications, which took three hours to 
read, the court turned to the examination of other defendants, though 
Kostov categorically denied the authenticity of the depositions attrib
uted to him. In his final speech he tried to expose the whole shameful 
production. In Poland the big show concerned an "espionage diver
sionary organization" allegedly operating in the Polish Army. The 
defendants were military leaders, headed by Marian Spychalski, Min
ister of Defense. Perhaps the biggest surprise was his replacement by 
the Soviet Marshal Konstantin Rokossovskii. 

J n Czechoslovakia many leaders were jailed-such as Vladimir 
Clementis, Gustav Husak, Josef Smrkovsky, Eduard Goldsti.icker, 
Maria Svermova, Josef Goldman, and Eugen Loeb!. General Ludvik 
Svoboda, one of the main organizers of the Czechoslovak Army, was 
sent to a village to be the chairman of an agricultural cooperative. 
Much of this repression was done under pressure from Stalin and with 
the knowledge of Klement Gottwald. Antonin Novotny took an active 
part, and so did Rudolf Slansky, General Secretary of the Party. But 
then Slansky himself was arrested and brought to trial. 

The Slansky trial is worth considering in detail. We have a thor
ough knowleage or its mechanics, which, we may assume, were 
essentially similar in the other trials. The principal source is Eugen 
Loeb!, Party member since 193 1 and Deputy Minister of Foreign 
Trade at the time of his arrest in ovember, 1949. Loeb! survived to 
win complete rehabilitation in 1963, and in 1968 published an account 
of his experiences.u He describes the treatment that got him tC? the 
"£d.: Sec Eugen Loeb! ond Dusan Pokorny, Die Revolution rehabilitiert ihre Kinder. 

Hinter den Kulissen des Slansky·Pro:zesses (Vienna, 1968). Translated into English 
as Stalinism in Prague (New York, 1969). 
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of a monument to Marx, to Engels, or even to Lenin, while a statue 
of Yurii Dolgorukii, a stupid and cruel twelfth-century prince, went 
up on Soviet Square, replacing the Obelisk of Freedom that had been 
erected at Lenin's suggestion. 

At the same time the rights of the union republics were increas
ingly curtailed. As a reaction to this policy, and also as a result of the 
petty-bourgeois degeneration of some local cadres, there was a revival 
of nationalist feelings, which had almost vanished in the thirties. 
Manifestations of national dissension reappeared, especially in the 
Caucasus. 

Great damage was done to the country's international reputation 
by the resurgence of anti-Semitism. In 1931 Stalin had declared that 
anti-Semitism, as an extreme form of racial chauvinism, was a dan
gerous survival of cannibalism. 

Anti-Semitism is dangerous for the workers as a false path, leading 
them off the correct road and taking them into the jungle. There
fore Communists, as consistent internationalists, cannot but be con
sistent and sworn enemies of anti-Semitism.22 

Stalin forgot his own words. During the war he studiously ignored 
anti-Semitism. Every month, for example, the Chief Political Adminis
tration of the Soviet Army sent out to the Army's political apparat 
themes for political studies and lectures. Not once in the four years of 
the wat. was... one_!esson OI one lecture de.votecLto anti-Semitism, its 
role in Nazi policy, or the azis' murder of almost the entire Jewish 
population of Europe. 

-After the war Stalin began to exclude all Jews from the Patty 
and government apparat, covering his actions with talk about the 
counterrevolutionary activities of international Zionist organizations, 
ignoring the existence in foreign parts of many White Guard Russian, 
Ukrainian, Georgian, and other nationalist organizations. In 1948 
almost the entire staff of the Jewish Antifascist Committee was ar
rested, though it had been set up during the war on the initiative of 
the Central Committee. Of course the members of this committee had 
had various contacts with Jewish nationalist organizations abroad. 
But there was nothing illegal about that; the Committee had been set 
up to establish such contacts. 

After the arrest of the Committee members, anti-Jewish measures 
increased. For "prophylaxis" a limit was placed on the admission of 
children of Jews to many university faculties and to many other 
institutions of higher education. Jews were barred from the diplomatic 
service and were gradually squeezed out of the courts and the procu-

., Sochineniia, X IIJ, p. 28. The statement was made in response to a question from the 
Jewish Telegraph Agency in the United States. 
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ratorial agencies, except as defense lawyers. In most higher educational institutions, in scientific institutes, even in many factories, a secret quota was introduced for Jews, like the one that the tsarist government establ ished at Pobedonostsev's request.21 Even in the defense of academic dissertations Jews were admitted only as a certain percentage of Russians and other nationalities. T hough Jews had played a great role in the Revolution and the Civil War-Sverdlov and many other members of Lenin's Central Committee were Jews-under Stalin in the forties and early fifties there was hardly a single Jew even among raikom secretaries. Anti-Semitism was plain to sec in the campaign against "cosmopolitanism," which was used to close down Jewish schools, theaters, newspapers, and magazines. 
Most anti-lewish. measures were not given publicity; they were usUaiTy carried out on oral instructions. But the anti-Semitic fee lings of Stalin and his retinue, including Kaganovich, a Jew, were no secret. And then, in the last years of his life, Stalin cast aside almost all ideological screens and made anti-Semitism an open, obvious pat·t of state policy. Everything indicated that he was beginning preparations for a mass deportatioiL of Jews to remote districts. They were to be another one of the scapegoats that Stalinist despotism constantly sought to shed responsibility for its blunders. 

At the end of 1952 the " doctors' case" was organized. Lidia Timashuk, a radiologist in the Kremlin Hospital and a secret agent of the MGB, wrote Stalin an obviously inspired letter, saying that she had observed many eminent doctors applying wrong methods of treatment.2' Her letter alarmed some MGB officials, who feared that they might be accused of insufficient vigilance. The Minister of State Security (MGB), V. S. Abakumov, ordered the head of the Investigation Department, M. D. Riumin, not to investigate the letter and even arrested him. But Stalin ordered Riumin's release. dismissed Abakumov, and appointed S. D. lgnat'ev Minister of State Security. Moreover, Stalin took personal charge of the investigation of the Kremlin doctors' case, summoning and instructing the agents. " 1 f you don't get the doctors' confessions," he told lgnat'ev, "you'll lose your h ead." After that warning, the MGB went to work in earnest on the doctors. O n January 13, 1953, the central newspapers reported the "unmasking" of an organization of wrecking doctors, including such major physicians as V. N. Vinogradov,2
" M. S. Vovsi, M. Kogan, B . 

.. Ed.: Konstantin Pobcdonostsev, chief bureaucrat or the Russian Church and adviser to the last two tsars, is generally regarded as the ne plus ultra or reactionaries. •• She was given the Order or Lenin for her "heroic feat." Arter Stalin's death, and even after the XXth Party Congre:.s. she continued to work as a radiologist in the Kremlin Hospital. When some old Bolsheviks learned of this, they refused to be X·rayed . 
.. According to Stalin's daughter. he hod treated Stalin for more than twenty years. 
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were almost always organized campaigns ending in the " rout" of 
dissidents (inakomysliashchikh). 

In most of the social sciences Stalin alone had the right to make 
discoveries and draw major conclusions; everyone else was assigned 
the role of a popularizer or a commentator. Dogmatism, rote learning 
(nachetnichestvo), stagnation, and inertia were the results. Between 
1946 and 1952 no less than six hundred books and pamphlets, in a 
total printing of twenty million copies, were devoted to Stalin's 
speeches and articles. 

The deification of Stalin, the creation of stories about hi s infalli
bility and omniscience, generated a quasi-religious perception of 
reality in the scholarly community. T he truth was not what corres
ponded to facts, to empirical research, but what Comrade Stalin had 
declared to be true. Quotations from " the classics of Marxism
Len inism," and above all from the newly canonized classics of Stalin, 
became the main proof that a given proposition was true. Incon
venient facts were juggled, distorted, or simply ignored. 

The study of history was already near a standstill in the early 
thirties . What happened thereafter is well described in a recent work 
on Soviet historLography.3 

Toward the mid-thirties the possibility of scholarly investigation of 
contemporary history was reduced to a minimum. The increasingly 
limited amount of publishable information no longer permitted a 
scholarly analysis of industrial and agricultural development. Criti
cal verification of this information became impossible. The investi
gator was deprived of information about the standa rdof living in 
the city and !he countryside, the social structure, and many other 
aspects of sociopolitical life. The accessible area of archival sources 
was sharply limited.4 At the same time the fight against "vulgar 
sociologism," "the anti historical school" of M. N. Pokrovskii, cond i
tioned the historian against independent theoretical work. Theo
retical analysis and generalization became lhe monopoly of one 
man-J. V. Stalin .... 

The biggest event in the development of the historiography of 
Soviet society was the publication in 1938 of The H istory of the 
CPSU; Short Course. The extremely one-sided and schematic con
ception of this book was subordinated in the final analysis to the 
task of exalting and glorifying Stalin, validating and justifying all 
his actions .... The truly outstand ing triumphs and achievements 
of the Soviet people, of the Communist Party, were recounted in a 
panegyrical spirit, were represented as one undiluted triumph, with 
difficulties, mistakes, and shortcomings virtually excluded. The 

'Ed.: Medvedev does not give a precise citation. He may have in mind the item cited 
below, p. 518, n. 58. 

'Note by Medvedev: ln 1938 all major archives came under NKVD administration. The )J! \ 
publication of documents on the history of Soviet society virtually ended. r 
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narrative itseU ... was accomplished by stringing together quota
tions from Stalin's works or paraphrases of them .... The final 
chapters of the Short Course, which reflect most full y the charac
teristic features of the ideology of Stalin's cult , are a monstrous 
blend of whitewashing and mudslinging, of panegyrics and slander. 
Since this book was not meant to give a scholarly elucidation and 
explanation of the historica l process, it was written in the form of 
expounding axioms, which required no proof and did not have to 
be understood but memorized, learned by heart. The moment the 
Short Course appeared it was proclaimed "an encyclopedia of basic 
knowledge in the field of Marxism-Leninism," "a means of heighten
ing political vigilance," ... the sole and official "guide to Party 
history," " permitting no willful interpretations." ... Historical 
science was denied the opportunity to examine the phenomena of 
social life, to analyze facts creatively. The Joss of many historians 
in the mass repression of the thirties and the postwar period also 
left its mark .... The result of all this was a sharp drop in the 
number of works on the history of Soviet society, and a shift from 
scholarly research to mass agitation, at best to works of popu lari
zation. 

Almost all the previous achievements o f Soviet historians were 
canceled out. The value of source material was put in doubt; original 
sources ceased to be studied. Stalin and his o bedient his torians were 
brazenly voluntaristic in writing the his tory of the USSR and the 
CPSU, willfully twisting facts a nd crossi ng ou t inconvenient names. 
For example, the Short Course declared that the s logan " Make all 
kolkhozniki prosperous," which Stalin formulated in 1933, was real
ized by 1937. All the offic ials who had fallen victim to repression 
were pictured as agents o f fo reign powers who had been plotting 
against the Soviet s tate " for twenty yea rs." N o proofs or arguments 
were given, on ly invect ive and labels : " Tro tskyite-Bukharinite out
laws," "a band o f murderers and spies" "White Guard insects," " use
less trash," "fascist lackeys," " the dregs of the human race," and so 
on.0 

The short biography o f Stalin published after the war was an 
eq ually glaring example o f fraudul ence. Indeed , it is impossible to 
li st all the dis tortions contained in this little book. Here is only one 
example : 

In the second half of 1911 the Petersburg period of Comrade 
Stalin's revolutionary activity began. On September 6, 191 1, Com
rade Stalin illegally left Vologda for Petersburg. 1 n Petersburg 

• Thirty million copies of this book were published in the first ten years of its life. 
despite four years of war and such economic problems as che paper shortage. See 
G. Malenkov, Dokfad no soveshchanii predstavitefei nekotorykh kompartii v 
Pof'she v 1947 (Moscow, 1947), p. 27. 
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Comrade Stalin made contact with the Petersburg Party organiz~
tion: he directed its attention to the fight against the Menshevtk 
Jiquidation ists and the Trotskyites, to uniting and strengthening the 
Bolshevik organi7ations of Petersburg. On September 9, 1911, Com
rade Stalin was arrested in Petersbu rg ond exiled to Vologda 

• ft provmcc. 

If Stalin left Vologda on September 6, he could have arrived in 
Petersburg no earlier than the seventh, a nd on the ninth he was al
ready arrested . In those two days, his biographers would have us 
believe, he managed not only to make contact with some Petersburg 
comrades, but to d irect, unite. and s trengthen them. 

Such crude fals ification became a matter of course. Zhdanov, fo r 
for example, to ld a conference, that the exiled Chechentsy and Tngushi 
had been the chief obstacles to fri endship among the North Caucasian 
peoples as far back a~ the .civil War period. Some ph~tograp~s a~
legedly portraying Stalm's ltfe were pure mo.ntage . Genu~nel y hcst.on
cal photos were subjected to careful retouchcng, so that mconventent 
people would disappear. Some figures were even removed from the 
negatives. Stalin's re latio nship with Len in was transformed into a 
tale that "surpasses all the most touching fables o f the ancients con
cerning human friendship."8 

And all the time that Stalin's obedient historians were creating 
these brazen fabrications, Stalin was making public attacks on vul
garizing, oversimplifying, and varnishi ng history. Th~se w~re the 
years when it was standard form to denounce the thescs ascnbed to 
Pokrovsk ii and his school: " H istory is politics projected into the 
past." . 
- Economics was also in deep trouble. The central problems of thcs 
discipline, especia lly those involved in the political economy of so
cialism, we re hardly worked o n. The publication of books on concrete 
issues was sharpl y curtailed, many research ins titutes were closed, 
scholarly discussio ns were stopped. For twenty years the country had 
no textbook o n political economy. Agricultural economics was par
ticularly degraded. Almost no work was do ne on such fundamental 
topics as agricultural costs and prices, accounting (khozraschet) and 
profitability (rentabel'nost). increasing the ma rketed proportion 

• lnslitut Marksa.Engel'so·Lenina, l osif Vissariono11ich Stalin. Kratkaia biografiia (Mos· 
cow, 1947). pp. 48-49. The authors o f chis book were G. F. Aleksandrov, M. B. 
Mitin , P. N. Pospelov. ct at. Ed.: There is on English lronslotion: Marx-Engels
Lenin lnstilule./oseplr Stalin: A Political Biography ( ew York. 1949). 

'It was a conference of musical critics and compo•ers. called by the Central Commiuee 
to criticize V. I 1uradeli's opera "The Great Friendship." Ed.: An abridged 
cranslation of Zhdonov's speech can be found in his essays on Literature, Plrifoso
phy, and Music (New York, 1950). 

• S. Petrov wrote chis in Pravda. Apr. 24. 1950. 

-
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Central Committee. Not the reorganization of labor, but its liquida
tion. This question was not discussed with engineers, agronomists, 
workers, collective farmers, young people. Only old teachers. 
instructors of various subjects, have been consulted.13 

Stalin and Zhdanov ignored Krupskaia's letter. Under their leader

ship the schools were gradually transformed into "Soviet gymnasia." 

Not only was labor completely abolished; wany long-forgotten fea

tures of the old gymnasium were revived, such as the teaching of 

Latin and separate schools for boys and girls. Thus basic principles 

of Communist edUcation were perverted, a scornful attitude was fos
tered toward physical labor and toward laboring people. 

2 

T HE soCIAL SCIENCES were also damaged by surreptitious efforts to 
make Stalin seem greater than Lenin. Stalin hypocrit ically declared: 

"I am only a pupil of Lenin, and the goal of my life is to be a worthy 

pupil of him."•• Tn reality Stalin was envious of Lenin's place in 

history and tried to appropriate it for himself. 
As early as 1920, while speaking at the celebration of Lenin's 

fiftieth birthday, Stalin unexpectedly remarked-"no one," he said, 

"has yet spoken" about this-that "Comrade Lenin acknowledged his 

shortcomings in matters of enormous importance." He portrayed 

Lenin as a theorist with a poor idea of what was going on in the 

country, who gave the Party incorrect instructions at the most critical 
moment before the October Revolution. Twisting the facts, Stalin 

claimed that he, Stalin, had seen more clearly than Lenin the "pitfa lls 

and abysses on our way." He made it seem that Lenin, who was hid

ing in the fall of 1917, had left the armed insurrection to the "prac

tical leaders," presumably Stalin above all. He pictured Lenin as 
saying "Yes, you were right," when he emerged from hiding to greet 

the victorious Congress of Soviets. 
In 1946, when Stalin's collected works were being published, the 

part of this speech that dealt with Lenin's mistakes was made sig

nificantly stronger. B. V. Iakovlev has counted more than a hundred 

changes that Stalin made in the text. He inserted, for example, this 
extremely misleading remark: " Despite all Lenin's demands, we did 

not listen to him; we kept to the path of strengthening the Soviets and 

arrived at the Congress of Soviets of October 25, at a successful 
insurrection.1115 

"Quoted in Uchitel'skaia gazeta, Feb. 20. 1962. 
II Stalin, Sochineniia, xm. p. 105. 
,.Ibid., IV, p. 317. The originollcxt was published in the sbornik. 50./etie V. I. Lenina 

(Moscow, 1920). 
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experience, says: "The history of the Party teaches that without 
the destruction of the petty-bourgeois parties that operate within 
the ranks of the working class, pushing the backward sections of the 
working class into the embrace of the bourgeoisie, thus splitting the 
unity of the working class, the victory of the proletarian revolution 
is impossible .... Unless such parties are overcome and driven out 
of the ranks of the working class, it will be impossible to achieve 
the unity of the working class." 

In the field of Russian history, Stalin not only completely justified 
Ivan the Terrible and his oprichnina; he even considered Maliuta 
Skuratov a great, progressive statesman.80 Ivan's only mistake, accord
ing to Stalin, was that he let his consci~ce bother him too much; he 
spent too much time praying for forgiveness after destroying each big 
feudal family. Thus he was unable to wipe out all the boyar families 
completely. (H istory repeats itself. Today in China Genghis Khan , a 
tyrant as monstrously cruel as Ivan, is being rehabilitated.) Under 
Stalin's influence, works of history and art glorified many other tsars 
and princes, portrayed in an extremely distorted fashion. Thus the 
legend of Alexander Nevskii was revived. The tsars and the Orthodox 
Church had accounted him a divine protector of the imperial throne, 
hushing up the fact that he called the Tartars into Novgorod to sup
press a popular rebellion. Many of the tsarist wars of conquest were 
justified in Stalinist historiography, including Nicholas l 's wars in the 
Caucasus. At the same time Shamil, the hero of the national liberation 
struggle of the Caucasian peoples, was depicted as an agent of British 
imperialism and of the Ottoman Empire. 

Finally, one must note Stalinist misinterpretation of the feudal 
and the slaveholding social formations. The diversity in forms of land 
use and landownership under feudalism was ignored, in favor of 
simplistic generalities about the feudal lords' monopoly of landowner
ship and their proprietary relationship to peasants. Stalin simply 
identified the feudal formation with one of its variants-serfdom. It 
was also wrong to insist that slaves in revolt struck the fatal blow at 
the slaveholding social formation. 

I n philosophy Stalin was at best a dilettante. He lacked both sys
tematic training and genuine self-education. He never made a real 
study of Hegel, Kant, Ludwig Feuerbach, the French materialists, or, 
judging by his pronouncements, the philosophical works of Marx, 
Engels, and Lenin. All his philosophical writings are marked by 
primitivism, oversimplification, superficiality, and a penchant for 
dogmatic schematization. In his first philosophical pamphlet, Anar
chism and Socialism, he contrasted the two outlooks as follows: The 

.. ed.: The oprichnina was Ivan's agency of terror. Skuratov was a particularly violent 
official of it. 
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an uninvited arbiter, givi ng scientists instructions that as a rule were 
quite incompetent. He told geologists where and how to look for oil, 
advised doctors on their spccialties,0

• instruc ted biologists on prob
lems of heredity. Frequently his stupid example was followed by 
Zhdanov, Malenkov, Molotov, and others in his entourage. The 
bureaucratic system in many scientific institutions fostered little spe
cialized cults on the model of Stalin's big one. A particular scientist 
would be proclaimed the only source of basic truth , immune to 
criticism. Great damage was done by the savage character of scientific 
discussions, the constant attempts to politicize science, to divide it into 
Soviet and bourgeois camps. Not only philosophers but many scientists 
picked up the habit of pasting defamatory labe ls on their rivals. These 
conditions guaranteed the rise of adventurers and careerists, who used 
the support of powerful but ignorant administrators to push true 
scientists into subject ion. 

~iojogy was the most severely damaged.05 T he tragic history of the 
thirty-year war in biology and agronomy has been presented in detail 
in Zhores A. Medvedev's book, to which I refer the reader.'' I shall 
note here only that Stalin's support enabled Lysenko to set up the Au
gust, 1948, session of the Agricultural Academy, which started a 
pogrom in biology. The ex istence of two biologics was proclaimed
proletarian and bourgeois-and the most promising developments were 
assigned to the bourgeois cam p. The majority of foreign and Soviet 
biologists were labe led idea lists and lackeys of imperialism, just as in 
Nazi Germany physics had been divided into " Aryan" and "non
Aryan" schools. ot onl y was truth banned; illiterate fantasy was 
officia lly enthroned. Heredity became a mysterious property unattached 
to any material structure but "permeating" all the "granules" of a 
Jiving being. Vitality was a no less mysterious property, invoked to 
explain the growth and development of organisms, and their equally 
mysterious capacity to remove themselves for the good of the species. 
The Darwinian thesis of intraspec ific competition was denied, and 
sudden transformations of species were proclaimed-wheat turning 
into rye, pine into spruce, oats into wild oats-along with the La
marckian pattern of species transformation. Lysenko's fantasies be
came absolute truths, immune to criticism, as soon as he announced 

"'See Novyi Mir, 1966, No.8, p. 282. 
• Stalin considered himself practically a specialist in this field. In an article on Stalin's 

seventieth birthday, his secretary. Poskrebyshev, declared him not only the organ· 
izer of citrus cultivation in the Black Sea district but the researcher who investi· 
gated the possibility of such cultivation-and that of eucalyptus trees in the Moscow 
region, the breeding of branched wheat, etc. 

• Ed.: It has been published in the West-Tire Rise and Fall of T. D. Lysenko (New 
York, 1969)-but not yet in the Soviet Union. Cf. D. Joravsky. Tire Lysenko Affair 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1970). pp. 184-85, for the publication history. 
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